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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
In this thesis we study structures on [locally compact] semigroups, 
which may be important in the harmonic analysis on semigroups. We define 
a subalgebra L(S) of the measure algebra M(s) of all the bounded Radon 
measures on a semigroup S. We show that L(S) is analogous to the col-
lection LÍO) of all absolutely continuous measures [with respect to a 
Haar measure] on a [locally compact] group G. It turns out that this 
L(S) has many properties which are well-known for L(G). Furthermore, 
wç characterize as far as possible the topological structure of the so-
called foundation semigroup, i.e. the semigroups S for which 
U{supp(v)lv € L(S)} is a dense subset of S. [To obtain information about 
the structure of S from the one of Ь(3), this condition seems to be 
reasonable.] To avoid trivial pathologies we mainly restrict ourselves 
to semigroups with an identity element. For more general information 
about harmonic analysis on semigroups the reader is referred to the 
survey article by J.H.Williamson [Wi]. 
To define such an L(S) that is analogous to the group algebra 
LÍO), it is natural to seek measures on semigroups which are similar to 
the Haar measure on a group. Conditions for the existence of a right in-
variant measure on a compact semigroup have been found by W.G.Rosen [R] 
and S.Schwarz [Sz]. The conditions are of similar type involving the 
kernel of a semigroup as a minimal left ideal. There may be 
invariant measures on semigroups that are not groups; such measures, 
however, may well be degenerate. For example, it is easy to see that in 
the case of the semigroup [0,1] with discrete topology and multiplica-
tion defined by xy := max(x,y) (x,y € [0,1]), the only invariant 
Τ 
measure up to constant multiples is the point mass at 1. Even when S is 
a regular closed subsemigroup of a group containing the identity ele­
ment [so that topologically and algehraically it is as free from patho­
logy as could Ъе expected] it may admit no non-trivial invariant measures; 
take for instance the subsemigroup [0,ш) of the additive group of the 
real numbers. It may well Ъе that invariance is too strong a property to 
demand in general, and that sub-invariance for a positive Radon measure m: 
m(xF) < m(F) (x € S, F ç S compact) (1) 
m(x"1F) < m(F) (x £ S, F ç S compact) (2) 
or quasi-invariance: 
x F is locally m-neglible as soon as m(F) = 0 
(3) 
(x e S, F ç S compact) 
is as much as one should hope for. And indeed, the space L(S,m), con-
sisting of the bounded Radon measures on S which are absolutely continuous 
with respect to a sub-invariant [or quasi-invariant] measure m, has been 
studied by N.J.Rothman [Ro I]. However, it may still happen that all 
sub-invariant or quasi-invariant measures are degenerate: this one can 
see for instance by a computation on the semigroup on [0,1] that is de-
fined above, and on the product semigroup of uncountable many copies of 
{0,1} [where the multiplication on {0,1} is the usual one]. 
From all these observations it will be clear that in order to de-
fine an algebra L(S) on a semigroup S which is analogous to the L(G) of 
a group G we have to consider other characteristic properties of the al-
gebra LÍO) than that of being determinated by an invariant or sub-inva-
riant measure. Such a characteristic property may be the following [cf. 
[H-R], (19.27) and (20.31)]. A bounded Radon measure μ belongs to L(G) if 
and only if for every compact subset F of G the map χ ~» u(xF) is cón-
Θ 
tinuous on G. On a semigroup S, for each y € S A.C.Baker and J.W.Baker 
studied the collection L (S) of all those measures μ € M(S) for which 
the maps χ ~* Ipl(xF) and χ —• |μ|(Γχ) are continuous at y for all com­
pact subsets F of S, and furthermore they studied the collection 
L~(S) := Π L~(S) [cf.tB-B I]]. It turned out that L~(S) and for each y € S 
yes y 
L~(S) are vector-lattice ideals in M(S) [cf.[B-B I], (I.1*)]. However, 
in general they are not algebra ideals. The strongest result obtained 
by A.C.Baker and J.W.Baker is the following. If S is a metrizable semi-
group with identity element 1 then L (S) is a subalgebra of M(S) [cf. 
[B-B I ] , (1.11)]. In two following papers of A.C.Baker and J.W.Baker 
[cf. [B-B II] and[B-B III]], they considered the collection of all those 
measures μ in M(S) for which the maps χ ~· |μ|(χ F) and χ ~* Ιμ|(Ρχ ) 
on S are continuous 'for every compact subset F of S. This collection 
L(S)turns out to be an ideal both in the vector lattice M(s) and in the 
algebra M(S) [cf. [B-B II], (3.U) and [B-B III], (2.1*)], and moreover, 
in the case where S is a group, this L(S) is the well-known collection 
of the absolutely continuous measures. 
In view of all the above observations, the convolution algebra 
L(S) appears to us the most acceptable analog of the L ( G ) . Of course, 
this definition evokes many questions. For instance, one wonders whether 
for each μ in L(S) the left and right translations [, i.e. the map 
χ ~* χ»μ and the map χ ~* μ«»χ from S into M(S)] are norm-continuous. 
Further one likes to know the relations between L(S) and L (S),L (S) (y€S) 
and the relations between L(s) and invariant, sub-invariant or quasi-in-
variant measures on S. In this thesis we study this kind of problems too. 
The first four chapters intend to be an introduction. Here, among 
other things, we prove theorems which in one or another form can be 
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found in [B-B II] and [B-B III] as well. 
We show that on a semigroup S for each measure in M (s) the translations 
are K-continuous [, i.e. continuous with respect to the weak topology on 
M(S) generated Ъу all characteristic functions of compact subsets of S] 
if and only if they are w-continuous [, i.e. continuous with respect to 
the weak topology on M(s)]. With the aid of this description of L(S), we 
prove that L(S) is a norm-closed ideal in M(S) [both as vector lattice 
and as algebra]. 
In chapter V, for a foundation semigroup S with identity element, 
we prove that each measure μ € M(S) belongs to L(S) if and only if the 
right [left] translation of μ is norm-continuous. 
In chapter VI, again in the case where S is a foundation semigroup 
with identity element, we study the sets which are μ-measurable for all 
μ € L(S), the so-called L-measurable sets, and we study the sets which 
are v-negligible for all μ £ L(S), the so-called L-negligible sets. The 
collection M of all L-measurable sets is a a-algebra, containing all 
Borei sets and all ideals. The collection N of all L-negligible sets is 
a σ-ideal in M. However, in general M and N have not the other elementary 
properties of M and W in the group case. For instance, if A 6 M and χ € S 
then xA and A χ need not be L-negligible. The strongest generalizations 
of these translation invariance properties of N seem to be the following. 
(i) For each L-measurable set A I := {x 6 Six- A € N} is a closed left 
ideal in S and I П A G N [cf. (6.13)]. 
(ii) If A is L-measurable and χ £ S such that A χ is L-negligible then 
Α Π xS"1 is L-negligible [cf. (6.15)]. 
The following property of M, also inspired by the group case, turns out to 
be of great importance for the further study. If A £ M is non-L-negligible 
10 
then both A Ax and xAA~ are neighbourhoods of χ for each χ € S [cf. 
(6.16)]. With the aid of this property we can characterize the topology 
of foundation semigroups with identity element [cf. (7·3)]. Furthermore 
for this kind of semigroups.where in addition the identity element has a 
countable neighbourhood base, we can characterize the elements of L(S) 
as being those elements of M(S) which vanish at a set A as soon as AA 
is not a neighbourhood of the identity element [cf. (12.1+)]. 
In chapter VII we show that the topology of a foundation semigroup with 
identity element has a certain homogeneous structure, namely, for each 
-1 -1 
neighbourhood U of the identity element 1 we have that U (Ux) Π (xU)U 
is a neighbourhood of χ for each χ € S and there exists a u 6 U such that 
U u Π uU is a neighbournood of 1 [cf. (7·9) and (7·1θ)]. Semigroups 
with identity element which have this latter property are called stips. 
In ^7-21) we show that stips have locally a uniform structure induced by 
the multiplication. It turns out that many theorems which hold for foun­
dation semigroups with identity element are valid as well for stips. 
For instance, if S is a stip then a μ € M(S) belongs to L(s) as soon as 
the translations of μ are w-continuous at 1 [cf. (8.2)] and furthermore 
if ν € M(S) such that the translations of ν are w-continuous at 1 then 
ν £ L~(S) [where L~(S) is defined as above, cf. (8.2)]. 
Each stip S contains a smallest dense ideal § [cf. (7.7), (7.8) and (9.3).] 
This smallest dense ideal S in a stip S is important for the inverse 
translates of open sets and hence for the topological structure of S. 
Namely, if U is an open subset of S and χ € S then (U П S ) " χ is an open 
set [cf. (7. il*)]. In view of this importance we study the topological 
structure of S [cf. eh. IX, §3] and the relation between § and other 
ideals of S [cf. eh. IX, 52] a little better. 
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The information about the structure of foundation semigroups with 
identity elements collected ahove is still not enough to solve all our 
problems. However the notion "fi-isolated idempotent" turns out to Ъе very 
useful [cf. (11.8)]. For a foundation semigroup S with identity element 1 
we otitain the following. If there exists a quasi-invariant measure m on S 
such that L(S) = L(S,m) then 1 is δ-isolated [cf. (13.2)]. Conversely, if 
1 is 6-isolated [and if, in addition, S satisfies a σ-compactness condi­
tion] then there exists a quasi-invariant measure on S that determinates 
L(S) [cf. (13.6)]. Furthermore, the algebra L(S) can fully Ъе described 
Ъу the family (L(eSe)) , where E. denotes the set of all fi-isolated 
6 
idempotents [cf. (11.16)].This latter description enables us to show that 
a p e M(S) belongs to L(S) as soon as y vanishes on the collection of all L-
negligible sets [cf. (12.5)]. 
In the last three chapters we consider only the commutative case. 
In chapter XIV we continue the structure analysis of a stip S and its 
algebra L(S). We show that for each stip S, L(S) can be described in terms 
of a certain family (T ) __ of locally metrizable stips [cf. (lit. 12)]. 
δ 
In chapter XV, on a commutative stip S with δ-isolated idempotent 
we define, by purely semigroup theoretical notions, a collection R of 
subsets of S such that R с N [cf.(1?.1).]With the aid of the description 
of L(s), mentioned above, we show that in this case a μ € M(S) belongs 
to L(S) as soon as μ vanishes on R [cf. (15·8)]. 
Finally in the last chapter we restrict ourselves to the class of 
the separative stips. For this class the relation with the group case is 
very close. A commutative semigroup S with identity element is separa­
tive if and only if L(s) is semi-simple and S is a foundation semigroup 
[cf. (16.12)]. The semigroup St consisiting of all semicharacters of a 
5 
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separative stip S is homeomorphic to the spectrum Sp(L(S)) of L(S) [cf. 
(16.8)]. The dual S~ consisting of all characters of a separative stip 
S is itself a semigroup [cf. (16.9)] and, except for the local compact­
ness, the second dual S*"* satisfies all conditions which ara necessary 
for S"" to be a Clifford stip [i.e. a stip which is the union of groups, 
cf. (I6.I6)]. Furthermore, if S is a commutative Clifford stip then S 
is separative and if, in addition, S satisfies a compactness condition 
then S and S"" are isomorphic [as semigroups, cf. (16.I8)]. 
1 о 
NOTATIONS 
When a word is underlined, the sentence it appears in is under­
stood to define the meaning of the word. In formulas of the type A := B, 
it is understood that, Ъу definition, A is the same as B. 
If A,B are sets then A ^  В := {χ e A lx g В}. 
The terms "map" and "function" are synonymous with "mapping". A 
mapping f will often be defined Ъу an expression χ »—• f(χ), where χ 
denotes a generic element of the domain of the mapping and f(x) denotes 
its image under f. If f is a mapping from X into Y and А с χ, В ç Y then 
f(A) := {f(a) e Yla 6 A}, f"1(B) := {x 6 Xlf(x) 6 B}. 
If f and g are complex-valued [or real-valued] functions on a space X 
then fg or f.g denotes the complex-valued [real-valued] function 
χ -^ f(x).g(x) on X. 
The direct sum of two linear spaces A and В is denoted Ъу A 9 B. 
When we are interested in several topologies on a set X then we 
call these topologies Ъу names of the form "p-topology". The usual 
notions and symbols concerning such a p-topology are labeled with "p-". 
For instance, the closure in the p-topology of a subset A of X is called 
the p-closure of A and is denoted Ъу p-clo(A). 
If (Α.).p is a family of Banach spaces then $ {A.li € l} is the 
direct sum of the A. in the category of the Banach spaces, [i.e. 
вЛА.Іі € 1} isthe subspace of π Α., coiisisting of all those elements 
iei 1 
(x.).pT € π A. for which Σ I lx.I I < ", and provided with the norm 
ι iti
 i e i ι i € I ι 
(x.).CT ~* Ζ Их.II.] 
ι !€!
 i e i ι 
If A and В are Banach spaces such that there exists a norm pre­
serving surjective linear map from A onto В then we write A ~ B. 
lit 
The terms and notions concerning integration on locally compact 
spaces are Ъогго есі from the book Ъу E.Hevitt and K.A.Ross [H-R]. 
The symbols IN, IR, IR denote the set of all natural numbers, 
the set of all real numbers and the set of all positive [non-zero] 
real numbers, respectively. 
The end of each proof is indicated by the symbol a. 
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CHAPTER I 
PRELIMINARIES 
§ 1. Subsemigroups and ideals 
In this section, we establish the terminology and notation con­
cerning semigroups that will be used througout this text. We also note 
a few elementary propositions about semigroups. For more general in­
formation about semigroups the reader is referred to the dissertation 
of A.B. Paal man - de Miranda [P-de Μ] , and the book by K.H.Hoflnann and 
P.S.Mostert [H-M]. 
We begin with the exact definition of a semigroup. 
(1.1) DEFINITION. A semigroup is a non-empty locally compact Hausdorff 
topological space S together with a map from S χ S into S, the 
(semigroup) multiplication. so that the multiplication is associative 
and continuous. 
The multiplication usually remains anonymous and is denoted by juxta­
position. 
S is called the underlying space. 
When there can be no confusion about the semigroup multiplication, 
we say "S is a semigroup". We make the convention that whenever we 
write "connected semigroup", "metrizable semigroup",.... ve mean a 
semigroup for which the underlying space is connected, metrizable,... . 
Finally by a commutative semigroup we mean a semigroup with a commutative 
multiplication. 
Familiar examples of semigroups are the IR with the usual addition 
and topology and the IR with the usual multiplication and topology. 
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Other examples can Ъе found in the appendix B. 
REMARK. The terminology, used here, is different from the usual 
one. A semigroup, as defined Ъу us, is usually called a locally compact 
topological semigroup or locally compact semigroup. 
THROUGHOUT THIS THESIS, LET S DENOTE A SEMIGROUP. 
(1.2) For subsets А, В of S we denote {аЪІа € А, Ъ € В} Ъу AB. We write 
А В for {χ I there is an a 6 A so that ax ζ В} and ΒΑ for 
{χ I there is an a £ A so that xa € B}. We write AA as A2, AAA as A3, etc. 
For n,m € IN we write ( A W as A ' V and Bm(An)"1 as BmA"n. 
Furthermore we shall write xA, χ A, x~ у,... instead of {x}A, {x} A, 
{x}"1{y},... 
For an χ € S and a subset A of S the sets χ A and Ax are called 
left and right translates of A bjr the element χ and the sets xA~ and 
A χ are called left and right inverse translates of A at the element x. 
-1 -1 -1 
For a fixed subset A of S the mappings χ ~* χ Α, χ ~* Αχ , χ ·—+ xA 
and χ ~* xA are called the left and right translations of A and the 
left and right inverse translations of A. For the translates of sets we 
make the following observations. 
PROPOSITION. Let А,В be subsets of S and let x,y € S. 
Then: x"1(y"1A) = (yx)"1A ; x(x"1A) = А П xS ; А с x"1(xA) ; 
x"
1(A Π В) = (x"1A) Π (х"1В) ; x"1(A U В) = (x"1A) U (x"1B) ; if А с В 
then x"1A с x"1B ; x~1(A ·>» B) = (x"1A) >. (x"1B) ; 
x(A ^  x"1(xB))= (xA) ^  (xB). 
Similar assertions hold for the right translates of sets, a 
IT 
(1.3) DEFINITIOHS. An element e in a semigroup is called idempotent if 
e
2
 = e. The collection of all idempotents in a semigroup S is denoted 
Ъу E. 
An element 1 in a semigroup S is called an identity element if 
x1 = "lx = x(x£S).An element 0 in a semigroup S is called a zero 
element if xO * Ox = 0 (x £ S). 
In a semigroup there exist at most one identity element and at most one 
zero element. If an identity [zero] element exists then we shall de-
note this element Ъу 1 [0, respectively]. 
Now let S be a semigroup with identity element 1. Then for each 
χ £ S either χ" 1 = 0 or 1x~ = 0 or x - 1 U 1x contains one element. 
If hoth x" 1 and 1x are non-empty then the element in χ 1 U lx" is 
called the inverse element of χ and is denoted by x~ . For a justifi­
cation of this notation observe that if χ € S admits an inverse ele-
ment and if A 6 S then {x}"^ = {x"1}A. 
PROPOSITION. Let S be a semigroup with an identity element. If 
χ € S admits an inverse element then the mappings y **• xy and y ~* yx 
are homeomorphisms of Ξ onto itself, α 
(1.U) A semigroup G with identity element is called a group if each ele­
ment in G admits an inverse element. 
Of course this defines an abstract group in the customary sense. Moreover, 
a theorem of Ellis [E] tells us that the inversion map [this is the map 
χ ~* χ of G into itself] is continuous. 
(1.5) If A is a subset of a semigroup then X or clo(A) is the closure 
of A and int(A) denotes the interior of A. The collection of all com­
pact subsets of a semigroup S will be denoted by K. 
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We now observe a proposition about product sets which will be fre­
quently applied in the sequel. The proof is simple and is omitted. 
PROPOSITION. 
(i) If А,В ç S then TT Б с ТЕ. 
(ii) If F,G e К then FG e К. 
(Hi) If F e К and G is a closed subset of S then F" G and GF~ are 
closed. 
(iv) If F e К, U с S open, χ e S so that xF с и then there exists a 
neighbourhood X of χ so that XF с U. 
(v) If F,K € К, U с S open, χ 6 S so that x"1F Π К ç U then there 
exists a neighbourhood X of χ so that X~ F Π К с U . а 
(1.6) DEFINITION. A non-empty subset Τ of a semigroup S is an algebraic 
subsemigroup [an algebraic subgroup, a right ideal, a left ideal, a 
two-sided ideal] if T 2 с T[,Tx = xT = Τ for all х б Т , T S ç T , S T c T , 
ST U TS e Τ,respectively]. If Τ is an algebraic subsemigroup [an alge­
braic subgroup] of a semigroup S so that Τ endowed with the restriction 
topology is locally compact then Τ is called a subsemigroup [,subgroup, 
respectively]. 
If Τ is a subsemigroup [or a subgroup] of S then Τ is a Eorel set 
in S [because, by problem 5G of [Ke], Τ ^  Τ is closed,] 
Observe that subsemigroups are semigroups and subgroups are groups. 
From (1.5.І) we can immediately conclude the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION. The closure of an algebraic subsemigroup [, right 
ideal, left ideal, two-sided ideal,] of a semigroup is a subsemigroup 
[, right ideal, left ideal, two-sided ideal, respectively]. α 
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(1.7) Finally, we mention a less elementary theorem, concerning compact 
semigroups, which will Ъе needed in the chapters XI and XIV. The proof 
of this theorem can he found, for instance, in [Η-M] page 15 and 16. 
First we give a definition. 
A two-sided ideal I in S is called minimal ideal if each two-
sided ideal in S contains I. 
THEOREM. Let S he a compact semigroup. 
(i) There exists a minimal ideal in S. 
Let I denote this minimal ideal. 
(ii) There exists an idempotent in I. 
(iii) If e € Ι Π E then ele is a subgroup of S with identity element e. π 
S2. Bounded Radon measures on semigroups 
In this section, we establish the terminology and notation concer­
ning functions and Radon measures on semigroups. Again we note and 
prove a few elementary theorems about Radon measures. 
(1.8) The space of all bounded complex-valued continuous functions on S 
is denoted by C(S). The space of the functions in C(s) vanishing at in­
finity is denoted by C ^ S ) . For f £ C(s), let ||f|| := sup {|f(x)||x e S}. 
The space of the bounded Radon measures on S is denoted by M(s). 
A measure μ 6M(S) is called positive [notation^ >^  0] if u(A) :• 0 for 
all Borei sets A of S. The collection of all positive measures in M(S) 
is denoted by M (S). 
Each μ 6 M(S) induces a measure lui € M (S) with the property that for 
each Borei set A of S 
η 
Ι μ I(A) = sup { Σ |μ(Ε.)||{E.,...,E } is a partition of A by Borei sets}. 
i=1 1 n 
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For ν ε Mis), let ΙΙμΙΙ := lul(S). M(S) forms a Banach space linder the 
norm || ||· There exists a one-to-one linear, norm-preserving, order-
preserving mapping from M(s) onto the topological dual C*(s) of С (S). 
[For the proofs of all these facts, see for instance [H-R], theorems 
(1U.10) - (lU.lU)]. We shall identify M(s) with C*(s). 
If A is a subset of S then ve will denote the characteristic 
function of A by ξ.. 
If y € M(S) and A is a Borei set of S then Pi.» the restriction 
of y to A, is the measure that represents the functional 
f ~* ƒ ίξ. dy on С (S). Of course, we have for each Borei set В of S 
that у(Α Π B) = P|A(B). 
All definitions and notations in (1.8) could be formulated for 
locally compact topological spaces as well as for semigroups. In the 
following we shall really use the semigroup structure of S. 
(1.9) Let f be a complex-valued function on S. For a fixed χ £ S, let 
f [f ] be the function on S such that f(y) := f(xy) [f (y) := f(yx)] 
for all y € S. Then f [f ] is called the left translate [right trans-
late] of f b£ x. [Observe that, identifying a subset of S with its 
characteristic function, these definitions are consistent with those 
in (1.2).]. 
If f £ C(S) then the left and right translates of f are continuous and 
bounded by I I f I I. 
For every f e C(S) and every y £ M(S) we define the complex-
valued functions yof and foy on S by 
yof(x) := ! t dy for all χ € S 
and foy(x) := ƒ f dy for all χ € S. 
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PROPOSITION. Let f e C(S) and μ e M(S). Then the functions νof 
and fou are elements of C(S). Furthermore, we have that 
ΙΙμοίΙΙ < IMI.Ilfll and llfoyll < llyll.llfll 
Proof. First prove for each f € C(S) and each К € К the continuity of 
the map χ ~» f С„ from S into the space of all complex-valued functions, 
endowed with the topology of the uniform norm. Then using the inner 
regularity of the measures in M(S) the proposition follows easily. [ For 
a proof, see for instance [B-B I] , lemma (2.1).] • 
REMARK. If f e (MS) and y € M(S), foy and yof need not be ele-
ments of С (S). If Ξ is a semigroup satisfying the compactness condi­
tion К then foy,yof € C^ÍS) for all f € C^S) and у € M(S).[See [Ρ], 
proposition (2.3)·] 
(1.10) Let v,y € M(S). Then ƒ vof dy exists for each f e С
ш
(з) and the 
complex-valued function f ~+ f vof dy on С (S) is an element of C*(S). 
The measure in M(S) that represents this functional is denoted Ъу v»y, 
and is called the convolution product of the measures ν and у. 
Now we can formulate one of our basis theorems. 
THEOREM. M(S) forms a Banach algebra [, the convolution measure 
algebra on S,] under » as multiplication. 
For all у,v € M(S) and for all lyl»|v| - integrable functions f we 
have 
ƒ f dy»v = ƒ yof dv = Я f(yx) dy(y) dv(x) 
= Я f(yx) dv(x) dy(y) = ƒ fov dy 
In particular for all Borei sets A of S we have 
y«v(A) = ƒ y(Ax~ ) dv(x) = f v(y- A) dy(y) 
Furthermore, M(s) is commutative if and only if S is commutative. 
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Proof. The proof is analogous to the proofs of the theorems (I9.6) and 
(19.IO) in [Η-R]. [For a detailed proof see [St].] α 
(1.11) Let vi€ M(S). Then the support of y, denoted Ъу supp(p), is de­
fined by supp(y) := {x|for all open neighbourhoods X of χ Ivl(X) ^ 0} 
PROPOSITION. Let μ,v € M(S). 
Then (i) supp(u) is closed, 
(ii) supp(u«v) с clo(supp(p)supp(v)), 
and (iii) if μ ,v € M (S) and supp(y) ,supp(\>) £ К then 
supp(u»v) = supp(p)supp(v). a 
(1.12) For each χ € S we denote the point mass at χ by χ [i.e.: 
x(f) := f(x) for all f e 0^(5).]. Observe that x»y = (xy) for all 
x,y e s. 
For a μ e M(S) andan χ e S the measure χ»μ[μ*χ] is called the 
left translate [right translate] of μ b£ x. For a fixed μ € M(S) the 
mapping χ '•*+ 1ε»μ[χ ~* μ*χ] from S into M(S) is called the left trans­
lation [right translation] of μ and is denoted by 1 [r ]. 
— a —
 μ μ 
(1.13) M*(S) denotes the topological dual of M(S). We shall identify a 
bounded Borei measurable function f on S with the functional 
μ ~+ ƒ f Í\Í in M*(S). 
Now we define an extension of the "operation o". 
For every h e M*(S) and every μ € M(S) we define the complex-valued 
functions μοϊι and Ιιομ on S by 
μοΐι(χ) := 1ι(μ«χ) for all χ € S 
Ιιομ (χ) := 1ι(χ«μ) for all χ £ S 
For a Borei set A and a μ € M(S) we write μοξ. as μοΑ and ξ.ομ as 
Αομ. 
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For a y € M ( s ) , h e M ( S ) , x € S , a bounded Borei measurable func-
tion f on S and a Borei set A on S we have the following formulas 
h(l (x)) = h(x*u) = hoy(x), and h(r (x)) = h(u»x) = uoh(x), 
fou(x) = У (
Х
^ ) . a-nd yof(x) = μ(ί
χ
). 
Αομ(χ) = μ(χ~ A), and μοΑ(χ) = μ(Αχ" ). 
The mappings (h,y) ~-> yoh and (h,y) ~* hoy from M*(s) χ M(S) into 
the collection of all bounded complex-valued functions on S are bi­
linear. 
In general, for an h £ M*(S) and a y e M(S) we can say nothing 
about the measurability of the functions yoh and hoy. However, we shall 
study the collection of the measures μ £ M(s) for which for all 
h £ M*(S) the functions Ι μ loh and holy I are continuous on S. 
From theorem (1.10) follows that for each Borei set A and for 
each μ,ν £ M(s) the functions μοΑ and Αομ are v-measurable. 
In the next lemma we shall prove that if G is a closed set and 
μ £ M (S) then μοΟ and Οομ are upper semicontinuous. 
(1.1U) LEMMA. For all μ £ M+(S) and for all closed subsets G of S the 
functions μοΟ and Go\i are upper semicontinuous on S [See [B-B II], lem­
ma (3.1).]. 
Proof. Let μ £ M (S), G с S closed. 
Let (χ ).,.. Ъе a net in S converging to χ £ S. We shall prove 
limeup μοθ(χ.. ) < μοθ(χ) 
λ
 λ 
Let e > 0. There exists a compact set M so that μ(5 ν M) < le 
and an open set 0 so that Gx~ П M с 0 and μ(θ) < μ(θχ" Π M) + le. 
Let X be a compact neighbourhood of x. Then G Π MX is compact and by 
proposition (1.5·ν), there is an open set X containing χ so that 
2h 
(ο η мх )x71 η M с 0. 
ο ι — 
Let λ e Λ so that χ, £ Χ Π X. for all λ > λ . Then for all λ > λ we 
ο λ о 1 — о — о 
have 
μοθ(χ,) = u(Gx71) < u((G Π MX )χΓ1) + μ((0 ^  MX )χΓ1) 
λ λ ο λ ο λ 
< μ((α Π MX )χ^Ί + Μ) + 2μ(3 -χ Μ) < μ(ο) + 2μ(3 >. Μ) 
< μ(0χ~ Π Μ) + 2ε < μοθ(χ) + e 
With this we have proved that {x € S| μοθ(χ) > a} is closed for all 
a € IR. α 
(1.15) If А,В are subsets of S then Α Δ В denotes the set (A ν B)U(B ^  A). 
COROLLARY. Let μ e M (S), G a closed subset of S and (х,)
х е л
 a. 
net converging to χ in S. Then 
lim (μ(0χ"1 Δ Gx"1) - |μ(θχΓΊ) -
 u
(Gx~1)l) = О 
λ
 λ Λ 
Proof. Let e > 0. Using Lemma (l.lU) with V|fg х Gx-1\ we can find a 
λ € Λ so that λ > λ implies μ(θχΓ ^ Gx ) < ε 
о — о
 r
 л — 
Then for all λ > λ we have 
— о 
μ(0χ"1 Δ Gx"1) = μ(0χ"1 ^ Gx"1) + μ(&χ"1 ^ Gx"1) = 
А Л A 
= μ(0χ~1) - μ(0χ^1) + 2μ(0χ~1 ν Gx"1) 
< Ιμ(0χ"1) -
 U(Gx~
1)| + 2e = 
= |μ(0χ"1 ^ Gx^1) - u(Gx"1 ^ Gx"1)l + 2e 
< μ(ΰχ~ Δ Gx~ ) + 2e. a 
(і.іб) With the same technique as used in the proof of lemma ( 1.1 k) one 
can prove: 
LEMMA. For all μ £ M+(S) and all F 6 К the functions 
χ ~-» μ(χΓ) and χ ~+ μ(Γχ) from S into IR are upper semicontinuous 
on S. α 
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(1.17) Let μ Ъе a positive Radon measure (possibly unbounded ) and let 
ν e M(S) with the following property: 
if F is a compact set so that μ(F) = 0 then |V|(F) = 0. 
Then we say that ν is absolutely continuous with respect to μ [notation: 
ν « μ · ] 
For a positive Radon measure m we denote {μ e Μ(3)|μ « m} Ъу 
L(S,m). 
(1.18) Let Τ and S Ъе semigroups. Let ρ Ъе a map from Τ into S so that 
ρ is continuous and p(xy) = p(x)p(y) for all x.y € T. 
Then ρ is called a homomorphism. 
We define the map p* from М(Т) into M(S) as follows. 
p*(v)(f) := ƒ f(p(x)) dvU) for all μ £ Μ(Τ), f € CjS). 
ρ* has the following properties. 
LEMMA, (i) p* is a continuous order-preserving morphism of Ba-
nach algebras; 
(ii) for each bounded Borei measurable function h on S and 
each μ € М(Т) we have ƒ h άρ*(μ) = f h(p(x)) dy(x); 
S Τ 
(iii) if ρ is injective then ρ* is an isometry. 
Proof. Using the results of [B I], ch. 5i §6, it is easy to prove this 
lemma: the proof is omitted. о 
If Τ с S and ρ is the natural injection then Τ is a Borei set in 
S [cf.(l'è)], and therefore ρ* is an isomorphism from M(T) onto 
{μ e M(S)|lul(S ν Τ) = 0}. 
In this case we shall identify М(Т) with {μ e M(S)| M ( S ^ Τ) = 0}. 
[This means that we identify μ (μ € Μ(Τ)) with ρ*(μ), and 
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|
т
 (ν e M(S)) with (р*Г1( |
т
).] 
Furthermore, if A ç S and when there is no rise to misunderstan-
ding then we shall denote {μ e M(S)| M ( S ^ A) = 0} Ъу M(A). 
Many theorems will he formulated and proved only for right trans­
lates or right translations of measures or sets, or only for right 
ideals. These theorems can easily he generalized to hoth the left and 
the right cases. Therefore, a reference to one of these theorems will 
be, in matter of fact, a reference to the generalized version of this 
theorem. 
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CHAPTER II 
K-CONTINUITY AITO w-CONTINUITY 
(2.1) We shall consider each of the folioving topologies on M(S): 
(a) the norm topology; 
(b) the w-topology , that is the weak topology induced 
Ъу M*(S); 
(c) the K-topology , that is the weak topology generated by 
all characteristic functions of compact subsets of S. 
[Recall that we identify bounded Borei measurable func­
tions with elements in M*(s).]. 
It will be clear what we mean with "a K-compact subset of M(S)", 
"a w-compect subset of M(S)",....," a function from S into M(S) is 
((-continuous"... [We shall also use the notions "continuous at a 
point", "continuous on a subset" For the definitions of these 
notions see [Ke], pages Θ5 and 86.]. 
For a y £ Mis) we are interested in the continuity, with respect 
to the topologies (a), (b) and (c), of the functions 1 and г . In this 
μ U 
chapter we shall study the relation between the ((-continuity and the 
w-continuity of the translations of measures in M (S). 
Most of the results in this chapter are adapted from [B-B II], 
(2.U)-(3.U) . 
We shall encounter many theorems about measures that can be 
proved comparatively simply for measures with compact supports. The 
following two obvious lemmas will then enable us to generalize the 
results to all the measures in question. 
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(2.2) LEMMA. Let H be a subset of M*(S), Y a non-empty subset of S, and 
(χ. ). p. a net in S converging to x. 
Then {μ e M(s)|for all h e H, uoh is continuous on Y} and 
{μ € M(S)|for all h € Η, lim μο1ι(χ.. ) = μοΐι(χ)} are norm-closed 
λ
 λ 
linear subspaces of M(S). α 
(2.3) LEMMA. For each μ € M(s) there exists an increasing sequence 
(K ) _„ of compact subsets of S so that lim lluijf - uil = 0. о 
ir«» ' η 
For a μ € M (S) we shall prove the equivalence of w-continuity 
and K-continuity of r [and 1 ]. The lemmas (2.h) - (2.8) are steps in 
U U 
the proof of this equivalence. 
(2.1+) LEMMA. Let ν e M+(S) and μ € M(S) so that μ « v. 
If G is a closed subset of S and (x^  h., is a net in S converging to χ 
in S so that lim v»x (G) = V»X(G) then lim μ»χ. (G) = μ»χ(θ). 
λ
 λ
 λ
 λ 
[cf. [Β-Β II], (3.2)]. 
Proof. In view of (2.2) and (2.3), we may assume that M := supp(u) is 
compact. 
Let ε > 0. There is a 6 > 0 во that 
if В is a Borei set so that В ç M and (В) < 6 then ΙμΙ(Β) < ε (i) 
Let G,(x. ). . and χ be as in the hypothesis of the lemma. 
There exists a \ € Λ so that for all λ € Λ, λ > λ we have 
о ' — о 
that lv(Gx" ) - v(Gx~ )| < l&. By (1.15) there exists a λ e Л so that 
for all λ > λ.,, V|M(Gx^1 Δ Gx"1 ) < M G X ^ 1 ) - ν(θχ~Ί ) | + ¡6 . 
Applying (1) with the Borei set (Gx~ Δ Gx~ ) П M we find that for 
all λ € Λ with λ > λ
ο
 and λ > λ., |μ|(θχ^1 Δ Gx"1) < е. 
Thus, we obtain that for all λ € Λ, λ > λ., and λ > λ , 
|μ(0χ~ ) - μ(0χ~ )| < ε. This proves the lemma. α 
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REMARK. The positivity condition on the measure ν from the lemma 
cannot Ъе dropped, as the following example will show. [See [B-B III], 
(5-1)]. 
Let S := { x € I R | x > 0 or x = -1} with the restriction topology of the 
usual topology of IR. Let + denote the usual addition on the real num-
bers . Then we define the semigroup multiplication on S as follows: 
xy != χ + y for all x,y € IR 
and x(-l) := (-l)x^ χ for all χ e S. 
Now S is a semigroup. Taking ν := ^Т - "ΰ [ ,0 denotes the usual zero 
in IR] μ := ^Т , G := {0}, for all η 6 IN χ := 1/n, χ := 0, we find 
that μ « |v|, (x ) ^ _„ converges to x,0 = lim \J*X(G) = v*x(G) and 
η ntiw 
n-»«· 
lim μ«χ (G) = 0 / 1 = p*x(G). 
η 
η-» 
(2.5) LEMMA. Let μ ε M (s) and let (χ. K p . he a net in Ξ converging to 
χ so that for all F € К we have lim μοΚ(χ. ) = μοΓ(χ). 
λ
 Λ 
Then for all Borei sets В we ohtain lim μοΒ(χ ) = μοΒ(χ). 
λ
 λ 
Proof. By virtue of (2.2)-(2.U), we may assume that Μ := Ξυρρ(μ) is 
compact. We shall prove the lemma in three steps. 
(a) Let G be a closed subset of S. Let X be a compact neighbour­
hood of X and λ e Λ so that χ, e X for all λ e Λ, λ > λ . Then 
Ο Α
 —
 Ο 
μοθ(χ. ) = μ«χ, (G) = μ((θ Π ΜΧ)χΓ1 ) for all λ £ Λ, λ > λ . 
Α λ λ Ο 
Consequently, Ііш μοθ(χ ) = μ((θ П ΜΧ)χ~ ) = yoG(x). 
λ
 λ 
(b) Let 0 be an open set. Observe that yoO(y) = μ»y(0) = 
μ(3) - μ»7(3 ^  θ) for all у € S and S >> 0 is a closed subset of S. 
Now applying (a) we find that lim μοθ(χ. ) = μοθ(χ). 
λ
 λ 
(c) Let Β be a Borei set. 
If e > 0 then there exists an open set 0 and a compact set F so that 
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F с В с 0 and μ»χ(Γ) + ε > μ«χ(Β) > \ί»χ(0) - ε 
This leads to 
ροΒ(χ) - ε = μ*χ(Β) - ε < μ«χ(Ρ) = lim μ«χ (F) < 
~ _ λ _ ~ 
liminf μ»χ (Β) < limsiip μ*χ
Λ
 (В) < lim μ»χ. (θ) = 
_λ _ ~ λ
 λ
 λ
 λ 
μ»χ(θ) < μ«χ(Β) + ε = μοΒ(χ) + ε 
This proves that lim μοΒ(χ.) = μοΒ(χ). α 
λ
 λ 
(2.6). LEMMA. Let μ e M (S) and let ( O
x e
. Ъе a net in S converging to 
χ € S. If {μ«χ, |λ € Λ} is relatively w-compact, then w-lim μ»χ = μ*χ. 
λ л 
Proof. Put A := ^ Πρ.ν-οΐοίμ*^ |λ € Λ and \ :> λ }. Assume that 
о 
{μ*χ. Ιλ € Λ} is relatively w-compact. Then Α φ 0. 
Observe that if Α ={μ«χ} then w-lim μ»χ. = μ*χ. 
λ _
 λ 
Let ρ £ Α. We shall prove that ρ = μ*χ. 
Let (у ) _ "be a sühnet of (x. ). _. so that w-lim μ»3Γ = ρ. In parti­
cular this means that lim μοΓ^ ) = p(F) for all F € К. 
У
 Ύ 
Using the upper semicontinuity of μοΓ (F 6 К) we find that 
p(F) < μ»χ(Ρ) for all F e К. 
From the fact that ρ e П-^-сІо^у Ι γ e Γ and γ > γ } it follows 
Ύ0ξΓ γ — о 
that μ*χ(5) = p(S). [The w*-topology on M(s) is the weak topology in­
duced Ъу С (S).] From the inner regularity of ρ and μ*χ we infer that 
μ*χ = ρ. G 
We will need the following theorem in the proof of (2.9). 
However» this theorem is also interesting on its own account. 
(2.7) THEOREM. Let μ € M+(S) and let Y be a subset of S. 
If A := {μ*χ|χ € Y} is relatively w-compact then 
w-clo(A) = {μ»χ|χ € Y}. 
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Proof. Since μοί is continuous for all f € С (s), the w*-closedness of 
{μ*χ|χ e Τ} follows. The w*-topology is weaker than the w-topology, 
hence {μ«χ|χ € Τ} is w-closed. This implies, ohviously, that 
w-clo(A) С {μ«χ|χ e Τ}. The inclusion {μ*χ|χ e Τ} с w-clo(A) follows 
at once from the preceding lemma. α 
(2.8) LEMMA. Let μ € M+(s) and let Y be a closet subset of S. 
Then the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) r is w-continuous on Y; 
У 
(ii) for each К € К the set {y*yly € Υ Π К} is w-compact. 
[cf. [B-B II], (2.10]. 
Proof.The implication (i)^(ii) is obvious, since the image of a compact 
set under a continuous map is compact. 
Now assume that {μ»γΙγ £ Y П К} is w-compact for each К € К. 
Because S is locally compact, it follows that μοίι (h ε M*(S)) is con­
tinuous on Y if and only if yoh is continuous on Υ Π К for all К £ К. 
Let К € К, h e M*(S), ε > 0 and χ e Υ Π К. 
If {у e К Л YI Ipoh(y) - μο1ι(χ)| < ε is not a neighbourhood of χ in 
Υ Π К, then there exists a net (x ) _. in Υ Π К converging to χ so that 
|poh(x ) - μοΙϊ(χ)| > e for all λ € Λ. 
λ 
This violates {2.6) and shows that (ii) implies (i). α 
Now we have enough information to prove the main result of this 
chapter. 
(2.9) THEOREM. Let μ e M+(s) and let Y be a closed subset of S. 
Then the following properties are equivalent: 
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(i) г [1 respectively] is K-continuous on Y; 
(ii) г [1 respectively] is w-continuous on Y. 
[cf. [B-B II], (3.5)]. 
[NOTE. In the chapters V and Vili, in a more restricted class of semi­
groups, we add a few more equivalent continuity properties of r to the 
two properties mentioned in the theorem: see (5· °) and (8.2).]. 
Proof. Ohviously (ii) implies (i). 
Now, assume that r is K-continuous on Y. 
μ 
We shall prove that {y*yly £ Υ Π К} is w-compact for each К € К: 
then Ъу lemma (2.8) it follows that r is w-continuous on Y. 
Let К £ К. By theorem )*.22.1 of [Ed] and theorem (2.7) it is enough 
to show that 
(a) for each F € К and ε > 0 there exists an open set 0 so that 
0 3 F and p«y(0 >« F) < ε for all y 6 Y П К, 
and (h) for each ε > 0 there exists a F £ К so that 
p»y(S ν F) < e for all у 6 Υ Π К. 
[Theorem U.22.1 of [Ed] tells us that if (a) and (b) hold the set 
{u*yly € Υ Π K} is relatively w-compact.]. 
To prove (a) let ε > 0 and let F e К. For each у e Y П К there is an 
open set 0 з F so that p»y(0 ^ F) < ε. Applying (2.5) we find 
that V := {x € Υ|μ*χ(θ ν F) < ε} is an open neighbourhood of y. 
By the compactness of Υ Π К, we can find у ,..., у in Υ Π К so that 
η η 
Υ Π К с .LLV . Put 0 := .П,0 . Then 0 is open, 0 => F and for each 
- i=1 y^ ^ i=1 y^ ^ * 
y € Υ Π К there is an i € {1,...,n} so that у € V and therefore 
yi 
U*y(0 -- F) < у»у(0 "ч F) < ε. 
У
і 
This completes the proof of (a). By using the same technique we can 
prove (b). α 
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If the topology of S satisfies a countability condition [see below] 
then we can also formulate the theorem (2.9) for continuity at a point. 
(2.10) COHOLLAEY. Let S be a semigroup satisfying the first axiom of 
countability. Let μ € M (S) and χ € S. 
Then the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) r is K-continuous at x; 
U 
(ii) r is w-continuous at x; 
(iii) each sequence (x ) _,. in S converging to χ has a sub-
n ntlJN 
sequence (y ) __.„ so that {p«y In € IN} is relatively w-compact. 
Proof. Observe that if (x ) „ „ is a sequence in S converging to χ then 
there is a subsequence (y ) _Ilr of (x ) _ T N so that 
{yln€IN}U{x} is compact in S. Using this, the corollary follows 
easily from theorem (2.9)· ° 
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CHAPTER III 
THE CONVOLUTION MEASURE ALGEBRA L(S) 
In this chapter we define our most important ohject of study, 
namely the algebra L(S) [ , see (3.2) and (3.6)] , and we develop some 
fundamental properties of this algetsra [(3.6), (3.8)]. With our defini­
tion of the L(S) we follow A.C.Baker and J.W.Baker [cf. [B-B II] , (2.7)1 . 
In proposition (З.9) we describe L(S) in the cases that S is discrete 
and S is a group. Finally we study the images under a map P* as defined 
in (1.18) of the measures of L(S) [(3.10) and (3.11)]. 
First we give some definitions. 
(3.1) DEFINITIONS. A subset N of M(S) is called solid if μ e Ν, ν € M(s), 
and Ivi < ΙμΙ implies ν € Ν. A left [,right, two-sided] ideal N in the 
algebra M(S) is called left [, right, two-sided] L-ideal if N is norm-
closed and solid. 
Note that a solid norm-closed linear subspace N of M(S) has the 
following property: 
if y € Ν, υ e M(S) and ν « ΙμΙ then ν e Ν. 
[To prove this, use the fact that if ν « ΙμΙ then there exists a se­
quence (\) ) p T„ in M(s), norm-converging to v, so that |v I < n.lpl 
for all η e IN]. 
REMARK. In a more general context J.L.Taylor has defined the no­
tions "convolution measure algebra" and "L-ideal". [See [τ], definitions 
(2.1) and (З.І)]. The M(S) of a semigroup S turns out to be a convolu­
tion measure algebra [,see [T], theorem (2.1)], and in this particular 
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case J.L.Taylor's definition of an L-ideal coincides with the one above. 
(3.2) NOTATION. The collection of measures U € M(s), for which r. . and 
1. 1 are w-continuous [or equivalently, K-continuous: see (2.9)] is de-
noted Ъу L(S). [cf. (S.!)]. 
We shall show that L(S) is a two-sided L-ideal. [(3.6)] . 
First we give two useful lemmas. The assertions in the first lemma are 
obvious upon a little reflection; we omit their proofs. 
(3.3) LEMMA. Let μ,ν £ M(S) so that r. . is /(-continuous on supp(v). 
If F € К so that Ы » І І(Р) = 0 then p«x(F) = 0 foi all χ € supp(v). 
In particular we have that ν«χ « |μ|»|ν| for all χ € supp(v) . α 
(S.U) LEMMA. Let μ,ν £ M*(S) so that r. . is fC-continuous on supp(v). 
For all h € M*(s) we have 
1ι(μ»ν) = ƒ μοίι dv. 
Proof. Let h £ M*(s). Then h is a continuous linear functional on 
L (S.luMvl). By the RADON-NIKODYM theorem there exists a bounded 
Borei measurable function f on S so that 
h(p) = ƒ f(x) dp(x) for all ρ € L (Ξ,ΙμΜνΙ). (i) 
From Lemma (3.3) we see that μ»χ € L (Ξ,|μ|»|ν|) for all χ e supp(v). 
It is easy to see that μ«ν € L (Ξ,|μ|·|ν|). 
Now applying (1) we find that 
1ι(μ«ν) = ƒ f άμ«ν • ƒ νοΐ dv 
= ƒ [ f(z) d(y«y)(z)] dv(y) » ƒ h(v*y) dv(y) 
= f μοίι dv. α 
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(3.5) LEMMA. Let Y Ъе a closed subset of S. 
Then (i) A := {μ £ M(s)lr. . is w-continuous on Y} is a left L-ideal, 
and (ii) for each u € A the function r is w-continuous on Y. 
Proof. By lemma (2.3) A is a norm-closed linear subspace of M(S). 
To prove that A is solid, let μ € A, ν e M(S) such that Ivi < Ιμ I. 
Then, from lemma (2.1*) it follows that r. , is K-continuous on Y. Now, 
applying theorem (2.9) we find that Γι , is w-continuous on Y. 
This means that ν € A. 
t 
Now we shall prove that A is a left ideal. Let μ £ A,ν € M(S). 
For each h e M*(s) we define h' € M*(S) Ъу 
h'ÍP) := h(lvl«p) for all ρ € M(s). 
Because, for each h 6 M*(S),luloh' is continuous on Y and 
ΙμΙοΙι' = (|vl»M)oh we find that Ιν|«|μ| € A. Of course 
ν»μ « |ν|»|μ| and, since A is solid, this implies that ν*μ € A. 
To prove (ii), let μ € A. There are μ. € M (S) for i € {1,...,U} 
such that μ = μ. - μ + ί(μ - μ, ) and μ. < ΙμΙ for all i £ {l,...,lt}. 
[See [H-R] ,(ll».3)]. Since A is solid, it follows that r is w-continuous 
on Y for each i 6 {1,...,U}. Observing that 
r = r - r + i(r - г ) the assertion (ii) follows. α 
μ μ, μ 2 *3 »k 
(3.6) THEOREM. L(S) is a two-sided L-ideal. 
In particular we have that 
if μ € L(S) χ € S then μ»χ,χ«μ € L(s). 
[This result is achieved as well by A.C.Baker and J.W.Baker, see 
[B-B II], (3.3),(ЗЛ) and [B-B III], (2.6)]. 
Proof. Let Lr(s) [, L (S)] denote the collection of measures μ £ M(S) 
for which Γι ι is w-continuous [, 1. . is w-continuous, respectively]. 
Then L(S) = Lr(S) П L 1(S). If both Lr(S) and L1(S) are two-sided L-
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ideals then L(S) is a two-sided L-ideal as well. To prove that L (S) is 
a two-sided L-ideal, Ъу lemma (3.5) it is enough to show that L (S) is 
a right ideal. 
First we shall prove that μ e L (S) and χ € S implies μ»χ £ L (S). 
Let μ € L (S),x £ S. Then the continuity of the semigroup multiplication 
and the w-continuity of r. . imply the w-continuity of r. . —. Hence, 
|μ|*χ £ L (S). Since L (s) is solid and μ*χ « |μ|»χ it follows that 
μ«χ e Lr(S). , 
Now suppose that there are μ G L (s),v € M(S) so that 
μ*ν g Lr(s). By the HAHN-BAUACH theorem and the closedness of Lr(s) 
there exists an h € M*(S) so that 1ι(μ»ν) = 1 and h(p) = 0 for all 
ρ £ Lr(S). In particular, ]ι(μ»χ) = 0 for all χ £ S. By lemma (ЗЛ) we 
have 1 = 1ι(μ*ν) = ƒ h(y»x) dv(x) = 0 , which is impossible. This 
means that L (S) is a right ideal, and therefore L (S) is a two-sided 
L-ideal. 
In the same way it follows that L (S) is a two-sided L-ideal. α 
(3.7) REMARK. It may he more natural to study the collection of 
μ € Mis), for which r and 1 are w-continuous, than to study the L(s). 
» μ μ 
However, in view of theorem (3.6) and the example in (2.k), it will he 
clear why we prefer to study the L(S). In chapter VIII we shall show 
that in an important class of semigroups these two collections of 
measures coincide.[See (8.3 )]. 
(3.8) A measure μ £ M(s) is said to Ъе singular with respect to 
ν £ M(S) [, notation^ i. v] if there exists a Borei set В so that 
ΙμΙ(В) * 0 and Ivl(S^B) = 0 [ or, equivalently, if inf{Ιμ|,|v|} • 0, 
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where the infimum is taken with respect to the ordering <]. A measure 
μ 6 M(S) is said to be singular if μ is singular with respect to all 
ν E Lis). The collection of all singular measures in K(S) is denoted by 
LX(S). 
It is a well known fact in the theory of Banach lattices that the 
collection of the real-valued measures in M(S) forms an abstract L-
space. [See [Sch], ch.II, §8, ex.3]. In an abstract L-space M each 
solid norm-closed linear subspace L is a projection band [, this means 
that M = L Φ LX, where L 1 ^ {v £ M|inf{ |v|, lul } = 0 all μ € L} ; see 
[Sch], ch.II, §8, prop.(8.3.iii)]. 
Applying this to [the real-valued measures, and to the purely imaginary -
valued measures in] L(s) we find the following: 
THEOREM. L (S) is a closed linear subspace of M(S) and 
M(S) = L(S) Φ іЛз). 
If μ e Mis) and if we write μ in the form μ = μ
τ
 + μ_ with μ
τ
 € L(S) 
L D L 
and μ- € L (Ξ) then we have 
( i ) ΙμΙ = lyL l + Ivjjl 
and ( i i ) | | μ | I = I I n j I + Hiij j l l . α 
In t h e following p r o p o s i t i o n we descr ibe the L(s) for some p a r t i ­
cular semigroups. We do hope t h a t t h e s e examples i l l u s t r a t e even b e t t e r 
t h e meaning of t h e a lgebra L(S). 
(3.9) PHOPOSITION. ( i ) Let m be a p o s i t i v e [poss ib ly unbounded] Ra­
don measure on S. I f μ € M (S) such t h a t μ»χ ¿ m and χ»μ < m for a l l 
χ € S, then μ € L(S). 
( i i ) I f m i s a p o s i t i v e Radon measure on S so t h a t 
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m(x"1F) < m(F) and miFx 1) < m(F) for all χ € S, F € К 
then L(S,m) с L(S). [cf .ch.XIIl]. 
(iii) If S is a group and m is a Haar measure on S 
then L(S) = LiS.m). [cf. [Η-B], (19,27) and (20.31)]. 
(iv) If there exists a zero element 0 in S, and the 
semigroup multiplication is trivial [i.e. xy = 0 for all x,y € S] then 
L(S) = M(S). 
(v) If S is a discrete semigroup then L(S) = 1 (S). 
[The algebra 1 (S) for commutative algebraic semigroups S is studied 
by E.Hewitt and H.S.Zuckermann; see [H-Z].] 
Proof, (i) Assume that μ € M (s) such that μ»χ < m and χ»μ < m for 
all χ € S. 
We shall prove that r is K-continuous. 
μ 
Let F £ К, (XjJ.p. a net converging to χ in S, ε > 0. 
There exists an open set 0 so that F с 0 and m(0 ^  F) < ε. 
So we find that μ»χ. (0) = μ«χ (0 -ч F) + \Ι*ΧΛΥ) < ε + μ»χ (F) for 
all λ € Λ. Now using the upper semicontinuity of μοΡ and the lower se-
micontinuity of μοΟ [= μ(5) - μο(3 ^  о); see lamia (Lib)] we obtain 
μ·χ(Γ) < μ*χ(0) < liminf μ»χ (θ) 
_ λ
 λ 
< liminf μ»χ. (F) + e < limsup μ»χ. (F) + e < μ«χ(Ρ) + ε. 
λ
 λ
 λ
 λ 
This proves that r is ((-continuous. In the same way it follows that 
1 is ((-continuous and hence μ £ L(S). μ 
(ii) Let m be as in the hypothesis of the proposition (ii). 
If К € К then mi € M(S), and from the inner regularity of m it follows 
that 
m
 ι v-*^  £ m an<i ^*m ι if £ m f'or a^1 χ ε s. 
From (i) it follows that m. € L(S) for each К e К. 
ko 
Now observe that L(S,m) = пога-сХо^иЛу Ιμ « mij.}) and thus using the 
fact that L(S) is solid and norm-closed, we see that L(S,III) с L(S). 
(iii) If S is a group, m is a right Haar measure and η is a left 
Haar measure on S then L(S,m) = L(S,n).By a same reasoning as in (i) 
and (ii) it appears that L(S,III) с Lr(s) , L(S,n) с L (S) [, where L r(s), 
L (S) are as defined in the proof of theorem (3.6)] and consequently 
L(S,m) с L(S). 
Conversely, let U be a compact neighbourhood of the identity element. 
Then from lemma (3.3) we see that for each μ 6 L(s), μ « m. «|μ|. Of 
course we have that m ι„"lul « m for each и 6 L ( S ) and therefore 
L(S) с L(S,m) 
The last two assertions of the proposition are obvious. Q 
(3.10) THEOREM. Let S and Τ be semigroups and let ρ be a surjective ho-
momorphism from S onto T. 
If the topology of Τ is the quotient topology on T, induced hy ρ, then 
the map p* from M(S) into М(Т) [,cf.(l.l8)] maps L(S) into Lil). 
Proof. Let μ e L (S),h e M*(T) and 0 be an open set of complex numbers. 
We shall prove that {y € Τ|1ι(ρ*(μ)«7) € 0} is open in T. 
Since p* is a continuous morphism of Banach spaces [cf.(1.l8)] we have 
that hop* e M*(S) . This implies that V := {x 6 3ΐ1ιορ*(μ»χ) € 0} is 
open in S. Now using that for all χ € S. 
h(p*(y)«K30) = h(p*(u)«p*(7)) = hop*(U*x) 
we find that p" (p(V)) = V. Thus, we obtain that 
P(V) = {p(x) e тіх e s,hop*b»x) e о} = {y e τι іі(р*Ы«у) ε о} 
is open in T. 
This proves that p*(u)oh is continuous on Τ for each h € Μ*(τ), 
1+1 
μ € li (S). This leads to p*(v)e L(T) for each μ e L (S). Since 
Ιρ*(μ)Ι < Ρ*(ΙμΙ) for all μ € M(S) and L(T) is solid the theorem fol-
lows . D 
REMARK. If Τ is a non-discrete semigroup for which L(T) ¿ 1 (Τ) 
[, for instance Τ is a non-discrete group] S is Τ with the discrete to­
pology and ρ is the identity map from S onto T, then 
p*(L(S)) = 1 (T) ¿ Lil1). This shows that a topological condition on Τ 
like the one in the theorem is necessary. 
(3.11) COROLLARY. Let S and Τ Ъе semigroups and let ρ be a surjective 
homomorphism from S onto T. Consider the following conditions: 
(a) ρ is a proper map [,i.e.: for each compact subset К of Τ 
there exists a compact subset F of S so that p(F) = К ]. 
(b) S is paracompact and ρ is closed. 
If (a) or (b) holds then p*(L(s)) с L(T). [cf. [B-B III],(5.5)]. 
REMARK. Condition (b) holds, for instance, if S is σ-compact and 
ρ is closed; the conditions (a) and (b) hold if S is compact. 
Proof of the corollary. The condition (b) implies (a). [See [M]]. 
If ρ is a proper map then the topology of Τ is the quotient topology of 
Τ induced by p. [See [B T], Ch.I, 110, cor.h of prop.5] . α 
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CHAPTER IV 
FOUHDATION SEMIGROUPS 
In this chapter we introduce the notions "density-point" and 
"foundation semigroup". We prove some elementary propositions concer­
ning the relation between a semigroup S and the semigroup d(s) of its 
density-points, [{h.2) - (h.9)]. 
In (U.IO) and (lt.1l) we discuss the case that S is embeddable in 
a group. 
(1+.1) DEFINITION. An element χ € S is called a density-point of S if 
for each open neighbourhood X of χ there exists 
a v e L(S) such that v(X) ? 0. 
The collection of all density-points of S is denoted Ъу d(S).[cf.(6. 5)] 
(U.2) PROPOSITION, (i) d(S) = clo(U{supp(v)I ν £ L(S)}); 
(ii) d(S) is a closed two-sided ideal in S, and 
hence d(s) is a semigroup; 
(iii) M(a(S)) = w*-clo(L(S)). 
Proof. The assertions (i) and (iii) are obvious upon a little reflec­
tion; their proofs are omitted.Assertion (ii) follows immediately from 
(i), (3.6) and (1.11). о 
(U.3) PROPOSITION, (i) Let Τ be a subsemigroup of S. Then 
M(T) Π L(S) ç L(T) [ef.[B-B II],(U.2)]. 
(ii) Let I be a subsemigroup and a two-sided ideal 
of S. Then 
1*3 
L(I)»L(I) с L(I)»M(I) fi M(I)»L(I) с Us) П M(l) ç L(l). 
(iii) In particular we have 
L(d(S))»L(d(S)) ç L(d(S))»M(d(S)) Π M(d(S))*L(d(S)) 
с L(S) С L(d(S)) 
Proof, (i) Let μ 6 М(т). We have to prove that for each compact subset 
F of Τ the map χ ~* vííy € Tlyx € F}) on Τ is continuous on T. This 
continuity follows immediately from 
u({y e тіух e F}) = v(íy e siyx ε F}) = U»7(F) 
(ii) Ohserve that if ν € M(l) and f is a hounded complex-valued 
function on S such that f is continuous on I, then vof and fov are houn-
ded continuous functions on S [The proof of this observation is analogous 
to the proof of lemma (1.9)·]· 
Now let μ € L(l) and ν € M(l). Let h € M*(S). Then bloh is a bounded 
function on S, continuous on I. Applying our observation we find that 
ΙνΙο(ΙμΙοΙι) is continuous on S. A simple calculation shows that 
Ivlo(lvloh) = ( Ιμ l»lvl )oh, and therefore (|μ|*|ν|)ο1ι is continuous on 
S. This proves that r. . . .is w-continuous on S and by (3.5) this 
implies that r. . is w-continuous on S. 
* Ιμ«ν| 
Now we may conclude that L(l)«M(l) П M(I)»L(I) С Lis). 
The other inclusions in assertion (ii) are obvious. 
The assertion (iii) is a trivial consequence of (ii). α 
Let us describe d(s) for some special semigroups S. 
(I4.U) PROPOSITION. In all the following cases we have d(S) = S. 
(a) There exists a Radon measure m on S so that m is strictly po­
sitive [, i.e.: m(0) > 0 for all non-empty open subsets 0 of S ], and 
m(x"1F) < m(F) and m(Fx"1) < m(F) for all F € Κ, χ Ê S; 
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(b) S ia a. group; 
(c) S is a discrete semigroup; 
(d) There exists a zero element in S and the multiplication is 
trivial. 
Proof. All these assertions follow at once from (3.9)· α 
The following example shows that d(s) can he empty. 
('t.5) EXAMPLE. S is the set of the real numbers with the usual topology-
together with the semigroup multiplication defined as follows: 
xy := max(x,y) for all x,y 6 IR. 
Then US) = {0} and d(S) = 0. 
Now we shall give an example, which snows that L(S) need not be 
equal to L(d(S) ). [cf. (І+.З.ііі)]. 
(1*.6) EXAMPLE. S = {(x,y) 6 [0,1]x[0,1] I if x < i or y < ì then χ = y} 
with the restriction topology of IRxIR together with the semigroup mul­
tiplication defined as follows: 
(х1,У1)(х2,У2) := (min(x1 + x2, l),min(y1 + y 2, 1)) for all 
(Х 1,У 1),(Х 2,У 2) e S. 
Then d(S) = [i.lMs.l] and L(d(S) ) = M(d(s) ) φ L(S). 
For a special type of semigroups S we can prove that 
L(S) = L(d(S)). 
(1+.7) PROPOSITION. Let S be a cancellation semigroup [, i.e.: if 
x>y>z € S such that xz =" yz or zx = zy then χ = y.]. 
Then L(S) = L(d(S)). 
h5 
More general in this case we have the following. 
If I is a subsemigroup and a two-sided ideal in S then 
L(S) Π M(I) = L(I). [cf.[B-B II], (h.h)]. 
Proof. Let I Ъе a subsemigroup and a two-sided ideal in S. We shall 
prove that L(S) П M(l) = L(l); then the equality L(s) = L(d(S)) fol­
lows immediately. 
Let μ € L(l). Then μ e M(l). Choose а у £ I. Then yF,Fy с I for all 
compact subsets F of S and xy,yx € I for all χ 6 S. Since S is a can­
cellation semigroup we have that r (x)(F) = r (xy)(Fy) and 
1 (x)(F) = 1 (yx)(yF) for all compact subsets F of S and all χ £ S. 
Now, from the K-continuity of 1 and r on I it follows that μ € L(S). 
From proposition (U.3.iii) we see that the semigroup d(S) has the 
following property: d(d(S)) = d(s). In view of this, it is natural to 
study semigroups Τ for which d(T) = T. 
Following A.C.Baker and J.W.Baker [cf.[B-B II], %k] we define: 
(Ь. ) DEFINITION. A semigroup S is called a foundation semigroup if 
d(S) = S. 
We shall restrict ourselves in this thesis to foundation semi­
groups and to semigroups strongly related to foundation semigroups, [cf. 
Ch.VIl]. Furthermore, in most of the following chapters we shall only 
consider semigroups S with identity element 1. In these cases we are 
interested in the question whether 1 £ d(S). 
Let us collect some results concerning foundation semigroups. 
(It.9) PROPOSITION, (i) d(S) is a foundation semigroup; 
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(ii) S is a foundation semigroup if and only if 
M(S) = w*-clo(L(s)); 
(iii) Suppose S has an identity element 1. Then S is 
a foundation semigroup if and only if 1 £ d(S); 
(iv) S is a foundation semigroup in all the cases 
of proposition (1+.Ό; 
(v) If S is a foundation semigroup, Τ is a semi­
group, ρ is a surjective homomorphism from S onto Τ so that the topolo­
gy of Τ is the quotient topology on Τ induced Ъу ρ, then Τ is a founda­
tion semigroup; 
(vi) If S is a foundation semigroup and A is a sub­
set of S then clo(AS U SA) is a foundation semigroup. 
Proof. The proofs of (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) follow immediately 
from (U.3.ii), (l+.2.iii), (1+.2.ІІ), (h.k) and (3.10) respectively. To 
prove (vi), observe that μ 6 L(S), a € A implies that 
y»ä , &»]¡ € Lis) [cf. (3.6)]and that 
V*&(S ^ clo(AS U SA)) = 0 . and ä»p(S ^ clo(AS U SA)) = 0. α 
Proposition (k.9) gives us many foundation semigroups, and gives 
us a method to construct new foundation semigroups from old ones. Other 
examples of foundation semigroups are the semigroups in B1 - В2І+ 
of the appendix B. 
Finally we discuss the case where S is "embeddable" into a group. 
(U.10) THEOREM. Let G be a group with right Haar measure m, let S be a 
semigroup and let ρ be an injective homomorphism from S into G. 
Then the following properties are equivalent: 
hi 
(i) there exists a compact subset F of S such that m(p(F)) Φ 0; 
(ii)p* defines an isometry from L(S) into L(G,m) and L(S) ^  {0}. 
[p* as defined in (1.l8).]. 
These two properties imply that the range of p* is 
{μ £ L(G,m)|there is an F ç S, σ-compact, such that lyl(G ^  p(F)) = 0}. 
In addition, if S is a foundation semigroup then property (i) implies 
the existence of an open two-sided ideal I in S with a closure containing 
2 S and such that the restriction of ρ to I is a homeomorphism onto an 
open subset of G. 
REMAHK. Without property (i), p* need not be an isometry from L(S) 
into L(G,m). [Let G be the additive group of the real numbers, let S be 
the subsemigroup {0} of G and let ρ be the identity map. Then p* does 
not map L(S) into L(G,m).]. 
Proof of the theorem. The proof is carried out in three steps: 
(a) First assume that S is an open subsemigroup of G and that ρ 
is the identity map. We shall prove that L(s) = L(S,m| ). 
I ^  
The inclusion L(S,m| ) с L(S) follows from proposition (U.3.i) [, be­
cause m, € M(S) Π L(G).]. 
Conversely, let μ e L (s): we shall prove that μ « m. 
Let F be a compact subset of S such that m(F) = 0: we show μ(Ρ) = 0. 
Choose a t e s and an open relatively compact subset 0 of S such that 
t e 0. Then m(tF) = 0, and using the right invariance of m we find 
0 < mi0»x(tF) < m«x(tF) = 0 for all χ € S. 
Thus , we obtain that mi *μ(ΐΓ) = 0. Now, from (3.3) it follows that 
\i(F) = Γ«μ(ΐΡ) = 0. This proves that μ « m. 
(b) Let us return to the general situation of the lemma, without 
assuming (i) or (ii). Let U be an open relatively compact subset of S 
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such that ρ(U) ia open in G. Since ρ is injective and continuous, and 
TI is compact, it follows that ρ is a homeomorphism from U onto p(U). 
If W is an open subset of U and t € S then p(Wt) = p(W)p(t) is open in 
G, and, because ρ is continuous, it follows that Wt is open in S. 
Now we may conclude that U U US U SU is an open subset of S, and that 
the restriction of ρ to U U US U SU is a homeomorphism onto an open 
subset of G. 
Now, let I denote the set U{p"1(int(p(F))IF ç S, F € К). Then, 
from our observations above, we see that I is an open two-sided ideal 
in S and that ρ is a homeomorphism from I onto an open subset of G. 
(c) Now we shall prove that (i) implies (ii). 
Assume that there exists a compact subset F of S such that m(p(F)) / 0. 
2 2 2 
Then F is compact in S and p(F) = p(F ) has a non-empty interior in 
G. [See [H-R] , (20.17)]. Thus, we find that Ι ϊ Φ. 
ρ* defines an isomorphism from L(l) onto L(p(l)) and therefore by (a) 
we have that L(l) is isomorphic to L(p(l),m| fT\)· Since I / Φ, we ob­
tain that L(l) Φ {0}. Now using proposition (h.T) we find that 
L(S) φ {0}. 
Now we shall prove that p* maps L(S) into L(G,m): the fact that 
p* is an isometry is proved in (1.18.ІІІ). 
Let μ € L(S). Then for each χ £ I we have that y»x € I and therefore 
ρ*(μ«χ) € L(p(l),mi /_·,),or in other words |PU J 
ρ*(μ*»χ) « m for all χ £ I (l) 
From this we shall conclude that ρ*(μ) « m. 
Let К be a compact subset of G such that m(K) =0. If L is a compact 
subset of ρ (К) then p(L) is a compact subset of Κ Π p(S) and 
m(p(Lt)) = m(p(L)p(t)) = m(p(L)) < m(K) = 0 for all t € I. (2) 
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Combining (i) and (2), and noting that p*(u*x')(p(Lx) ) = p*x(Lx) = vi(L) 
we find that u(L) = 0 for all compact subsets L of ρ (К). The inner 
regularity of μ implies that 0 = u(p~ (Κ)) = ρ*(μ)(κ). This proves that 
ρ*(μ) « m. 
Now assume that p* is an isometry from the non-trivial algebra 
L(S) into L(G,m). Then there are a μ G L (S), μ / 0, and a compact sub­
set Г of S such that ρ*(μ)(ρ(Γ)) = μ(Γ) > 0. Thus, we find a non-zero 
measure ρ*(μ)| /_ч in L(Gjm). In particular this means that m(p(F)) φ 0. 
This proves that (ii) implies (i). 
Now let us prove that (i) implies that the range of p* is 
A := {μ 6 L(G,m)lthere is an F с S,ö-compact ,such that |μ|(0 "»«?(?)) = 0}. 
Property (ii) tells us that p* is an isometry from L(S) into L(G,m) and 
of course ρ* is an isometry from L(S) into A. This means that we only 
have to prove that p* is a surjection from L(S) onto A. To prove this , 
let μ € L(G,m) and let F be a compact subset of S such that 
|μ|(0 ^  p(F)) = 0. Then μ«ν e L(p(l),m| ,^) for all y Ê p(l). This 
implies that (p*)~ (μ«7) € L(l) for all y 6 p(l). Now, noting that ρ 
is a homeamorphism from F onto p(F), we find that (ρ*) (μ)»χ £ L(l) 
for all χ € I. From proposition (**.?) it follows that (p*)~ (μ) e L(S). 
Now, the claim follows easily. 
In addition, if S is a foundation semigroup then for each χ € S 
and each compact neighbourhood X of χ there exists a μ e L (S) so that 
μ(Χ) Φ 0. By the same reasoning as in the proof of the implication 
(ii) *· (i) we find that m(p(X)) / 0. Now it is easyto see that I is dense 
2 in S . α 
REMARK. Let S, G, m, ρ be as in the theorem. 
If S is a foundation semigroup then property (i) does not imply that I 
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is dense in S. [Let G Ъе the additive group of the real numbers and m 
the Lehesgue measure. Let F be a compact subset of [1,2] such that 
m(F) # 0 and [1,2] >· F is dense in [1,2]. Now let S be the subsemigroup 
F U [2,<») of G and let ρ be the identity map. Then I = (2,·).] 
Applying theorem (¡i.lO) on subsemigroups of groups we find the 
following. 
(1+.11) THEOREM. Let G be a group with right Haar measure m and let S be 
a subsemigroup of G so that m(s) is not locally negligible. 
Then (i) L(S) = L(G,m|_) 
I 
and (ii) d(S) = {x € Slfor all neighbourhoods X of χ in G, m(X П S)?íO}. 
Proof. Since m is a Radon measure, the condition"m(S) is not locally 
negligible" implies the existence of a compact subset F of S such that 
m(F) * 0. 
Applying theorem (1+.10), with ρ as the identity map, (i) follows imme­
diately. 
(ii) is an obvious consequence of (i). · α 
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CHAPTER V 
NORM-CONTINUITY 
If S is a group, then for each μ € L(S) the functions 1. . and 
r, . are norm-conliinuous. lui 
In this chapter we shall show that this norm-continuity holds even in 
more general cases [see (5.6)] . It turns out for instance that, if 
L(S) has a w-approximate identity then for each μ £ L(S), 1. . and r, . 
are norm-continuous[see (5.8)]. 
S 1. Norm-cont inuity 
If μ € IJ(S) and X € К then we know that {v*x|x £ X) is w-compact 
in M(S). We should like to prove that {μ»χΙχ € Χ} is norm-compact [cf. 
(5.1)]. 
There exists a property, which describes a relation between these two 
compactness notions, namely the Dunford-Pettis property: 
A Banach space E is said to have the Dunford-Pett i s property if 
for each Banach space F and each w-compact operator Τ from E into 
F, T(K) is compact in F whenever К is a w-compact subset of E. 
[See, for instance,[Sch] eh.II, (9.6).]. 
It is well-known that the Banach space M(S) possesses this Dunford-Pet­
tis property [See, [Sch] ch.II, (9.9)·]· 
Let us try to use this property. 
(5·1) First we give a lemma, which justifies the study of norm-compact 
sets in M(S) instead of norm-continuous maps from S into M(S). 
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LEMMA. Let μ € M(s). Then the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) r is norm-continuous; μ * 
(ii) for each X € Κ, {μ»χΙχ € Χ) is norm-compact in M(s). 
Proof. Ohviously (i) implies (ii). 
Now, assume that μ has property (ii). Let X € K. 
From (2.Θ) we find that r is w-continuous on X. Noting that the w-topo-
logy and the norm-topology of M(S) coincide ой the norm-compact subset 
{μ«χΊχ € X} of Mis) it appears that r is norm-continuous on X. From 
this we may conclude that r is norm-continuous. α 
μ 
(5.2) For a ν € M(S), f € Cjs) we define the maps l(f)v and r(f)v from 
M(S) into itself by: 
Ι(ί)
ν
(μ) := (f.p)»v for all μ e M(S) 
r(f) (μ) := ν·(Γ.μ) for all μ 6 M(S). 
For all ν € M(S), f £ CjS) the maps 1(f) and r(f) are linear, 
continuous and w*-contimious. [To prove the w*- continuity observe that 
for all μ, ν € M(S), f, g £ С
ш
(з) we have 
r(f)
v
(p)(g) » v»(f.v)(g) = ƒ vog dtv - μ(ΐ.(νοβ)) 
and f.(vog) € Cœ(S).]. 
Moreover, the following lemma shows that for all ν € L(S), f € С (S) the 
operators 1(f) and r(f) are w-compact. 
LEMMA. Let ν G L(S) and f e CjS). 
Then 1(f) and r(f) are w-compact operators from M(S) into itself. 
Proof. We shall prove the w-compactness of 
N :=> {v»(f.v)lu С M(S), ||μ|| < 1} . 
We shall use the following w-compactness criterium: 
A w-closed subset A of M(s) is w-compact if and only if the fol-
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lowing assertions (a) and (b) are valid. [See [E] , {h.22.1)]. 
(a) for each К £ Κ, ε > 0, there exists an open subset U of S 
such that К с U and lp I (U >. К) < e for all ρ 6 A; 
(b) for each e > 0, there is anF € К such that lp|(S *- F) < e 
for all ρ e A. 
Since r(f) is w*-continuous while {y £ M(S)| I lul I <, 1} is w*-compact 
and the w*-topology is weaker than the w-topology, it follows that N is 
w-closed. 
To prove that (a) holds for the set N, let K E K and ε > 0. 
Let L € К such that 
lfl(x) < J.e.l І і Г 1 for all χ € S "- L. (i) 
From the w-compactness of {|vl»xlx £ L} we find, by applying (a), an 
open subset U of S such that К с U and 
lvl»3c(U "•«. К) < i.e. I If Ι Г 1 for all χ £ L. (2) 
Now, applying (l) and (2), we obtain for each μ £ M(S), for which 
Mull < 1 
lv»(f.u)l(U ν к) < ƒ M « x ( U ^ K) .If l(x) dlp|(x) 
1
 = Л |«х(и ^  К ) . If Ι (χ) divi (χ) + f\\>\*x(V ^ К). If I (χ) diu Ι (χ) < е. 
' SvL L 
In the same way one can prove that (b) holds for the set Ν. α 
Before using the Dunford-Pettis property with the w-compact 
operators 1(f) and r(f) we make the following obvious observations. 
(5.3) LEMMA. For each F 6 К the collections 
{μ € M(S)lr is norm-continuous} 
and {μ £ M(S)|{p»xlx £ F} is norm-compact} are norm-closed 
linear subspaces of M(S). • 
5k 
(5.h) LEMMA. Let ^ v2 e L(S), F € К. 
Then {v1»v5»xlx £ F} is a norm-compact subset of M(S). 
Proof. In view of (5·3) and (2.3) we may suppose that К := supp(\i ) is 
compact. Then X := K.F is compact. Let f e С (s) such that Çv < f < 1. 
01
 Χ 
The operator r(f) is w-compact and the set {ν «χΊχ £ F} is w-com-
V1 2 
pact. Hence, Ъу the Dunford-Pettis property of M(s), it appears that 
r(f)
v
 .(b2«xlx £ F}) = {\>^*(t.{v2*x))\x e F}= {v1»v2»xlx e F} 
is norm-compact. This proves the lemma. α 
Let L (S) denote the collection of all measures μ G L(S) for 
which the maps 1 and r are norm-continuous. 
μ μ 
Now we can conclude the following. 
(5.5) PROPOSITION. 
(i) w-clo(L(S)«L(s)) с Ln(s); 
(ii) L(s)»M(d(S)) çLn(S). 
Proof. Ohserving that a norm-closed linear suhspace of M(S) is w-closed 
and combining (5·^) with (5.1) we can immediately conclude to (i). 
To prove (ii), let μ € L(S), ν € M(d(S)) such that N := supp(v) 
is compact. We shall prove that μ«ν € W-C1O(L(S)»L(S)): then assertion 
(ii) follows easily from (i), (5.3) and (2.3). 
Let 0 be an open relatively compact subset of S such that N с 0. 
Then there exists a net ( чКсд in L(S)> w*-converging to v, such 
that supp^
x
) çïï for all λ e Λ . Let f ε Cjs) such that 6я < f < 1 · 
Now, note that for each h £ M*(S) we have ί.(μοΐι) ε C
e
(S) and that for 
each ρ ε M(S) with aupp(p) ç ïï we have 
1ι(μ»ρ) • ƒ poh dp « p(f^oh)). 
From this we obtain that w-lim μ»μ. ш μ»ν and hence 
λ
 λ 
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μ»ν € v-clo(L(s)*L(S)). о 
We are interested in the question whether r and 1 are norm-
V μ 
continuous for all u £ L(S). Now, we can answer this question in some 
particular [important] cases [See (5·6), (5·9)]. 
(5.6) THEOREM. If S is a foundation semigroup with identity element 
then for each μ € L(S) the maps 1 and r are norm-continuous. 
Proof. If 1 is the identity element of S and 1 € d(S) then Τ is the 
identity element of M(d(S)) and the theorem follows from (5.5·ϋ)· α 
(5.7) COROLLARY. Let S be a cancellation semigroup. 
Then L(S) = L n(S). 
In particular, if S is a group then L(S) = L (s). 
Proof. From the cancellativity of S, one can easily prove that 
llv»xll = I Ivi I for all ν e M(S), χ £ S. 
Koting this, the corollary follows immediately from (5.5.ІІ). a 
(5-8) PROPOSITION. If L(s) has a right w-approximate identity [cf.(5.9)] 
then L(S) = L n(S). 
Proof. This proposition is a trivial consequence of (5.5.І). о 
NOTE. In the following section we describe a relation between the 
hypothesis of (5.8) and (5.6). In (5.12) and (5.11*) we show that these 
hypothesises do not coincide. 
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§2. Approximate identities 
Theorem (5.6) suggests that the approximate identity has some im­
portance for the algebra L(s). In this section we discuss briefly the 
relations between approximate identities of L(S), the identity element 
of M(S) and the identity element of S [See (5.11) and (5.12)]. 
First we give some definitions. 
(5.9) DEFINITIONS. Let ( О
Х
с
Л
 Ъе a net in L(S). Consider the fol­
lowing assertions: 
(a) lim ν»μ. = ν [,or lim μ. »ν = ν] for all ν G L(S) : then the 
λ
 λ
 λ
 λ 
net is called a right [, respectively left] ap-proximate identity for 
L(S); 
(b) w-lim ν»μ. • ν [, or w-lim μ. »ν « ν] for all ν € L(S): then 
λ
 λ
 λ
 λ 
the net is called a right [respectively left] w-approximate identity 
for L(S); 
(c) there exists an M e IR such that Μυ,ΙΙ < M for all λ e Λ : 
then the net is said to be bounded or to have bound M; 
(d) 0 < μ, for all λ € Λ : then the net is said to be positive; 
(e) for each ε > 0 there exists an F € К such that 
Ιμ.Ι(Ξ ν F) < e for all λ € Λ: then the net is said to be regular. 
Before describing relations between the existence of an identity 
element of M(s) and the existence of approximate identities of L(S), we 
give some equivalences between the assertions above. 
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(5.10) LEMMA. Let M e IR . Consider the following conditions: 
.(i) L(S) has a regular right w-approximate identity with bound 
M; 
(ii) L(S) has a regular right approximate identity with bound M; 
(iii) L(S) has a regular right approximate identity with bound 1; 
(iv) L(S) has a regular positive right approximate identity; 
(v) L(S) has a regular positive right approximate identity with 
bound 1. 
The conclusions are: 
(i) and (ii) are equivalent, (iii), (iv) and (v) are equivalent. 
If we drop in all the conditions the regularity claim then we have still 
the same equivalences. 
Proof. The implications (iiWi), (v)^(iv) and (v)-»(iii) are trivial. 
To prove that (i) implies (ii), let (ΐΟ,ρ« Ъе a regular right w-ap­
proximate identity for L(S) with bound M. Let (F )
 ç be a sequence of 
compact subsets of S such that Ιμ I (S ^ - F ) < l/n for all η £ IN., 
Α Π 
λ e л. 
Put В := {у £ Ι,(3)| Ι lul I < Μ, M ( S ^ F ) < 1/n for ail η 6 IN}. 
Let e > 0 and let {ν ,ν } be a finite subset of L(S). We shall 
1 m 
prove that there exists a u £ В such that 
IIv. - v.«ul I < ε for all i € {1,...,m}. (i) 
Then, in a standard way, one can construct a net in В which has the 
properties as desired in (ii). 
Observe that A :• {(v,»p,...,ν ·ρ)|p 6 В} is a convex subset of 
ι m 
L(S) . From the MAZUR theorem it follows that norm-clo(A) » w-clo(A). 
As w-lim v.MU, • v. for all i € {1 m} and \i. e В for all λ € Λ, 
λ
 ι Α ι λ 
we f ind t h a t ( ν , , . . . , ν ) € norm-clo(A). Now, the exis tence of a 
ι m 
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V € В which satisfies (l) follows. 
To prove the equivalence of (iii), (iv) and (v), observe that if 
(u.),p. is a right approximate identity for L(S) and ν € L(S) such that 
v(S) = 1 then 
lim μ. (S) = v(s).lim y. (S) = lim v»v,(S) = v(s) = 1. 
λ
 λ
 λ
 A
 λ
 λ 
Thus we may assume that Uj(S) ¿ 0 for all λ € Λ. 
Now, it is easy to prove that if L(s) ¿ {0} and dOic» is a positive 
[regular] right approximate identity for L(S) then (μ. (s) ·νιχ)χ£Λ i-3 a 
positive [regular] right approximate identity for L(S) with hound 1. 
And conversely if ( ч К р д is a [regular] right approximate identity for 
L(S) with bound 1» then (І чІКсл ^ s a Pc>si'tiv'e [regular] right ap­
proximate identity for L(S) with bound 1. • 
(5.11) PROPOSITION. Let M E IR . The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) M(d(S)) has a right identity element θ with ΙΙΘΙΙ < M 
[i.e.: ν«θ = ν for all ν e M(d(S)).]; 
(ii) L(S) has a regular right approximate identity with bound M. 
Proof. Let us assume (i). 
There are θ. € M+(d(S)), i £ {I,...,!*} such that 
θ = θ1 - θ 2 + І( 3 - ^ ) , 1 1 2 and 3 1 ц. 
For a real-valued measure μ we find the following 
μ = μ»θ = μ«(θ1 - θ 2) + ί(μ»(θ3 - θ^)) 
and therefore μ = μ»(θ - θ ). This yields μ = μ^ίθ. - θ ) for all 
μ € M(d(s)). Moreover, note that ІІ ., - SJI < M. Therefore, we may 
asaume that θ_ • θν • 0. 
There exists a regular net in L (S) with bound IІ I I, w*-con-
verging to Θ. and a regular net in L (S) with bound Ι|θ_|I, w*-conver-
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ging to θ ?. Thus, we can find a regular net (u^Kp. in L(S) with tiound. 
Гі ІІ = ІІ ^І + ІІ II suchthat w*- lim μ
λ
 = θ. 
Let ν € Lis). Noting that for all h € M*(S) the function voh is conti-
nuous and using the regularity of (μ^ )._. we find 
lim h(v»y,) = lim μ.(voh) = e(voh) = h(v»9) = h(v). 
λ
 λ
 λ
 λ 
This proves that (lOjc. is a· regular right w-approximate identity for 
L(S) with bound ||θ||. Applying the equivalence of (i) and (ii) in 
(5.10) we find (ii). 
Conversely, let (μ^ ) - .
e
. he a hounded regular right approximate 
identity. Let M he the hound of ( л )лсд· 
By the ALAOGLU theorem there exists a θ ζ П v*-clo{\i. E M(d(S))IX>X } 
о 
because the latter set is contained in the w*-compact set 
{μ € M(d(S))|I lul I < M}. Then ΙΙθIl< M and from the regularity of 
Ч^ел
 we оЪгаіп 
v(f) = 1^ν»μ,(ΐ) = lim μ.(νοί) 
λ
 λ
 λ
 λ 
= e(vof) = v»e(f) for an ν ε L(s),f e cjs). 
Thus, ν«θ = ν for all ν e Lis). Since M(d(S)) = W * - C 1 O ( L ( S ) ) we obtain 
that θ is a right identity element of M(d(S)) with ІІ ІІ < Μ. о 
(5.12) REMAEK. The proposition (5·11) does not hold if we drop the 
regularity claim in the condition (ii). [Let S be IN with the discrete 
topology and the semigroup multiplication defined as follows: 
xy := min(x,y) for all x,y € IN. Then M(d(S)) = M(S) = 1 (S) = L(S) 
and M(d(S)) has no identity element. However the sequence (n) _
 w in 
L(S) is a bounded right approximate identity for L(S).]. 
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(5.13) PROPOSITION. Let S Ъе a foundation semigroup. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) S has a right identity elemept; 
(ii) L(S) has a positive regular right approximate identity with 
hound 1. [cf. (5·10.iii.iv.ν)]. 
Proof. If S is a foundation semigroup with a right identity element e 
then "e is a right identity element of M(s) = M(d(s)). From proposition 
(5.II) the existence of a regular right approximate identity for L(S) 
with bound ΙΙεΊI = 1 follows. 
Applying (5.IO) yields the condition (ii). 
If condition (ii) is satisfied then from (5.11) we obtain a right 
identity element θ of M(S) such that ІІ ІІ < 1. 
Let us assume that θ is a right identity element of M(S) such 
that I Ι θ I I < 1. Then for an x € S we find 
1 = x({x}) = χ»θ({χ}) = θ(χ"1χ) < θ(3) < I І І I = 1. 
This implies that θ > 0 and θ(χ~ χ) = I lel I for all χ € S. 
n
 -1 
Thus, we obtain that 1 = θ(.Q1 x. x.) for all finite sequences 
{x1,...,xn} £ S. 
If К £ К such that θ(Κ) > l then we find that 
n
 -1 
Κ Π .Π. χ. χ. ?É 0 for all finite sequences {x, ,...,x } e S. 
1=1 1 1 1 η — 
The compactness of К implies that П{х- χ lx 6 3} 5Í 0. This shows the 
existence of a right identity element of S. α 
(5.1'·) RKMAPK. The existence of a bounded right approximate identity for 
L(s) is not enough to conclude in (5.13) that the foundation semigroup 
S has a right identity element. [Let S := {a,b,c} together with the 
semigroup multiplication defined as follows aa := a, bb := b, 
6l 
аЪ := Ъа := с and с is the zero element. Then M(S) = L(S) and 
θ : = a + Ï - c ^ i s the identity element of M(s).]. 
(5.15) REMABK. If S is not a foundation semigroup then condition (ii) of 
(5.13) is equivalent to the condition: 
(i)' d(S) has a right identity element. [See the proof of (5.13)]. 
However, even the existence of an identity element in d(S) does not im-
ply that S is a foundation semigroup. [Let S Ъе IRxIR with the 
restriction topology on IRx{0} of the usual topology of IRxIR and 
with the discrete topology on IRKIR ^ IRx{0} . The semigroup multipli­
cation is defined as follows: (x- ,y1)(Хр.Ур) := (χ. + x ?, θ) for all 
(х-, »У·,) >(х?.Ур) £ S· Then d(S) = IRx{0} and (0,0) is the identity ele-
ment of d(S).]. 
(5.16) PROPOSITION. Let S Ъе a foundation semigroup with identity ele­
ment 1. 
Then there exists a net in L(S) which is a positive regular right and 
left approximate identity for L(S) with bound 1. 
Proof. Let U be a compact neighbourhood of 1. The collection Л of all 
compact neighbourhoods of 1 contained in U,ordered by inclusion , 
forms a directed set. [λ , λ € Λ then λ < λ if and only if λ з λ ]. 
Now let (μ.)._. be a choice of measures in L(S) such that 
Ι |μ
λ
Ι I = 1, У
х
 > 0 and v
x
(S ^ λ) = 0 for all λ € Λ. 
We shall show that this net is the desired approximate identity. 
Obviously (іОтрд is positive, regular and has bound 1. 
Let μ £ Lis). Then r is norm-continuous [see (5.6)] . Let e > 0. 
Then {x € s|ΙΙμ*χ - μ I I < e} is a neighbourhood of 1 and therefore it 
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contains a λ € Λ. Now for all λ > λ we have 
о — о 
ΙΙμ»μ
λ
 - μΙΙ = sup{|p«p
x
(f) - y(f)llf € C.ÍSj.llfII < 1} 
= supíl ƒ y«x(f) - u(f) dux(x)llf e CjshllfII < 1} 
< ε.Hull. 
Thus we may conclude that (u,),p. is a left and right approximate iden­
tity for L(S). α 
A combination of this proposition with the factorization theorem of 
P.Cohen [Co], yields a nicer formulation of property (i) of (5.5) for 
foundation semigroups with identity element. 
(5.17) COROLLARY. Let S be a foundation semigroup with identity element. 
Then L(S)«L(S) = L(S). α 
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CHAPTER VI 
L-MEASURABLE AND L-NEGLIGIBLE SETS 
In the chapters VI, VII, IX and XI we will concern ourselves with 
the study of the topological and algebraic structure of a foundation 
semigroup with an identity element. In this chapter we ohtain some re­
sults concerning the translates [.see (6.I3)] and the products [.see 
(6.l6). and (6.19)] of L-negligible sets. These results will be used in 
the following chapters to describe, so far as possible, the topology of a 
foundation semigroup with an identity element. Our main inspiration in 
the following will be the group case. 
S 1. L-measurable sets and their density points 
In this section we give some definitions and fundamental proper­
ties concerning L-measurable sets. 
(6.1) DEFINITIONS. A subset A of S is called L-measurable if A is 
y-measurable for every μ £ L(S). 
The collection of all L-measurable sets of S is denoted by M. 
A collection A of subsets of S is called translation invariant 
if A € A, χ € S implies that x~ A and Ax~ are in A. 
(6.2) PROPOSITION, (i) If μ € L(s), A £ M and χ £ S then 
υ»χ(Α) = μ(Αχ- ) and χ«μ(Α) = μ(χ~ Α ) ; 
(ii) If μ £ Lis) and A £ Μ then the complex-valued 
functions χ ·—• μ*χ(Α) and χ »-• χ»μ(Α) on S are continuous; 
6U 
(iii) If μ,ν e L(S) and A € M then 
V»v(A) = ƒ υ»χ(Α) dv(x) =ƒ y«v(A) dy(y); 
(iv) M is a translation invariant o-algetira, which 
contains all the Borei sets of S. 
Proof. (i) Let p € L ( S ) , A € M , x € S . From theorem ( 3·6) we know that 
μ»χ £ L(S). Since A is L-measurable, in particular this means that A is 
yWx-measurable. Therefore we can find anF -set F and a G.-set G such 
о о 
that F с A ç G and 
μ*χ(Γ) = μ*χ(Α) = μ»χ(&). (i) 
Now, observe that Fx~ с Ax" c= Gx" , Fx~ is an F -set, Gx~ is a 
' — — σ 
G
s
-set and that μ(θχ"1 ^  Fx-1) = w((G ^  F)x"1) = u»x(G ^  F) = 0. 
This means that Ax is μ-ιηββ3α^ 1>1θ and 
p»7(F) = μ(Γχ"1) = μ(Αχ"Ί) = μ(θχ"1) =
 u
«x(G) (2) 
The combination of (1) and (2) leads to (i) for measure μ € L (S). 
The assertion (i) for an arbitrary μ € L(s) follows from the fact that 
each measure in L(s) is a linear combination of measures in L (S). 
(ii) and (iii). Let A € M. By the HAHN-BMACH theorem the com-
plex-valued linear functional ρ ~* p(A) on L(S) can be extended to an 
element of M*(s). Noting this, the assertion (ii) follows immediately 
from lemma (3.5), and (iii) follows from (3.1*). 
(iv) The translation invariance of M follows at once from (i), 
and obviously M is a a-algebra, containing the Borei sets. α 
(6.3) DEFINITION. A subset N of S is called L-negligible if N is 
μ-negligΓЫe for every μ e L(S). 
The collection of all L-negligible sets of S is denoted by N. 
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(6.h) PROPOSITION, (i) W is a translation invariant σ-ideal in M; 
(ii) S is a foundation semigroup if and only if N 
contains no non-empty open subsets of Ξ. 
Proof. The translation invariance of N follows from (6.2.І). 
The other assertions are obvious. π 
In order to simplify some proofs in the following [e.g. (6.16)] we 
extend the notion "density point", as defined in (¡4.1). 
(6.5) DEFINITION. Let A € M. Then an χ € S is called a density point of 
A if for each open neighbourhood X of x the set Χ Π A is not L-negli-
gible. 
The collection of all density-points of A is denoted by d(A). 
Many authors have used such an operator d in similar contexts. 
For instance, in the case where S is a group, instead of subsemigroups 
Τ of S, A.Simon [cf. [Si]] and T.Davis [cf. [D ]] have studied the sub-
semigroups d(T) of S. 
We shall give some fundamental properties of this operator d. 
(6.6) LEMMA. Let A be an L-measurable subset of S. 
Then (i) d(A) is closed, 
(ii) A is L-negligible if and only if d(A) = 0, 
and (iii) A ^ d(A) is L-negligible. 
Proof, (i) is obvious and (ii) is an immediate consequence of (iii). 
To prove (iii), let К € К such that К с A ^ d(A). 
If χ € K, then χ £ d(A) and therefore we can find an open neighbourhood 
0 of χ such that О П A € W. Since К с UÍO lx € к) and К is compact 
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η 
we can find χ,,...,χ in К such that К ^  .U, 0 . Thus, we obtain that 1' * η — ι=1 χ. 
η ι 
Κ Π А с .U, (О П А) € N and because К = К П A we see that К € Ν. 
— ι=1 χ. 
ι 
Now, we have the following. If μ e L(s) then u(K) = 0 for all Κ € К, 
К с A ^s d(A). This means that μ(Α "ч d(A)) = 0 for all μ € L(s), or in 
Other words A ^  d(A) € Ν. о 
The following lemma will Ъе applied a few times in the sequel [cf. 
(б.іб)] . Furthermore it is an example of the way we shall use this 
operator d. 
(6.7) LEMMA. Let А, В Ъе L-measurable sets and let ν € L(S). 
If пи (B) = 0 for all μ € L(S) then v«ä(B) = 0 for all a £ d(A). 
Proof. Let a € d(A). Then for each neighbourhood X of a, we can find a 
μ € L (S) such that μ(Χ Π Α) Φ 0. Thus, assuming that ν»μι.(В) = 0 
for all μ € L(S), we have 
S «х(в) άμ(χ) = 0 for all μ £ L (S), and all open X с S with 
ХПА 
a € X and hence we find a net (a,).., in S, converging to a, such that 
v«ä. (В) = 0 for all λ e Л. Since ν 6 L(S), this implies that 
v*ä(B) = 0 . α 
IN ALL FOLLOWING SECTIONS OF THIS CHAPTER, S IS A FOUNDATION SE­
MIGROUP WITH IDENTITY ELEMENT 1. 
2. The L-measurability of ideals 
We have noted that all Borei sets are L-measurable. In this sec­
tion we give another family of "well-described" sets which are elements 
of M. 
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First we give an elementary lemma. 
(6.8) LEMMA. Let ρ e L (S), В a subset of S. 
Then {x € s IB is p«x-negligible} is closed. 
Proof. We define the real-valued function h' on M (S) as follows: 
h'(u) := inf{u(0)|B с 0 and 0 is an open subset of S} for all μ e M (s). 
Then hMu + ν) = h'íu) + h'(v) and h'Uy) = Xh'(u) for all 
μ ,v E M (S), λ £ IR . Therefore h' can be extended to a linear functional 
h e M*(S). 
Now, the lemma follows at once, because poh is continuous. a 
(6.9) THEOREM. If I is a right [or a left] ideal of S, then I is L-
measurable and Τ ^  I is L-negligible. 
Proof .Let I be a right ideal. AsI=T ><.(T' 4«l), all we have to prove 
is that Τ ^  I e N. Let ν e L+(S). We shall prove that \>(T ^  I) = 0. 
If χ € I, К € К and μ e M(S) then xK с I and therefore 3υρρ(χ«μ| ) с I. 
Since each у e M(S) is regular this implies that 
χ»μ(Τ^ I) = 0 for all χ £ Ι, μ € M(S). 
Now, from (6.8) it follows that 
χ«μ(Τ^ΐ) = 0 for all χ e Τ,μ € L+(S). (1) 
Let h £ M*(S) be an extension of the real-valued function 
ρ ~* inf{p(0) 10 с S, open and Τ -- I с 0} on M (s). [cf. (6.8)]. 
Then, integrating (l) with respect to ν and using (3.k) we find that 
νι·-*μ(Τ^ I) = h(v|^) = ƒ h(x*v) dv(x) 
= ƒ x«y(T ν I) dv(x) = 0 for all μ ε L+(S). 
Τ 
Again using (3.Ό we obtain 
0 = V|T»u(T^ I) = ƒ \),j*y(T^ I) dv(y) for all y £ L+(S). (2) 
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Applying (б. ), (2) leads to 
ν, «y(Tv I) = 0 for all y € U{SUPP(M)IM € L+(S)} 
and therefore, because 1 € d(S) =·clo(U{supp(p)|μ e L (S)}, to 
v(T^ I) = V|-(T^ I) = 0. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. α 
(6.10) C0R0LLABY. (i) If I is a right ideal then d(l) = T; 
(ii) If I is a right ideal and A ç S then I~ A € M. 
In particular, if χ £ S then S - χ 6 M. 
Proof. Let I be a right ideal. From (6.9) we have that Τ ^  I € N. 
This implies that'd(l) = d(T). 
Now, let χ € I and let X be an open neighbourhood of x. Then 
χ (Ι Π X) = χ І П х X = x Xisan open neighbourhood of 1. 
Since 1 6 d(S) it follows that there exists ay 6 L (S) such that 
0 Φ μ(χ"1Χ) = χ«μ(Τ Π Χ). 
This proves that χ e d(T). Thus, we obtain that d(l) = T. 
If A £ S then S ^  l" A is a left ideal, and therefore the asser­
tion (ii) follows from (6.9). о 
13· The translates of an L-negligible set 
We have already seen that the translates of an L-negligible set 
are L-negligible. In this section we discuss the question whether a set 
is L-negligible if a translate of this set is L-negligible. 
(6.11) PROPOSITION. Let I be a right ideal in S. 
For an A € M and an χ С S the following assertions are equivalent: 
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(i) A η xl is L-negligible; 
(ii) χ" Α Π I is L-negligible. 
Proof. Let A £ Μ, χ € S. Note that χ xi is a right ideal in S as well, 
and that I and x - xl are both L-measurable [see (6.9)]· Furthermore we 
have l e x " xl. Now, the implication (i)*(ii) follows from the fact 
that M is a translation invariant ideal. 
Now, let us assume that χ Α Π I £ hi. Then we find that 
(x"1A)y"1 Π I с (x"1A Π I)y"1 € N for all y € S. 
By (6.2.i) and (6.9) this leads to 
x«U[y*y(A) = 0 for all y e S,u € L(S). 
Therefore, Ъу (6.2.ii), 
х)»У|^ (А) = 0 for all μ,ν € L(S), 
whence, by (6.7), 
x«y»v(A) = 0 for all ν € L(S),y e T. 
Thus, it follows that 
μι
xI*
v(A) = 0 for all μ,ν 6 L(s). 
This implies that 
μ|
χΙ
(Α) = μ(Α П xl) = 0 for all μ 6 Lis). 
With this we have proved that (ii) implies (i). о 
Applying this proposition with I = S we find the following. 
(6.12) COROLLARY. ForanA e M andanx £ S the following assertions are 
equivalent: 
(i) Α Π xS £ W; 
(ii) x"1A € Ν. α 
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In a group G this last equivalence can Ъе strengthened to: 
x"
1A e N if and only if A e N. ( 1 ) 
There is no hope that (l) holds in an arbitrary foundation semigroup 
with identity element. [For the simple reason that χ A can Ъе empty 
while A £ N . Take, for instance, S the subsemigroup {x € IRlx >^  0} 
of the additive group of the real numbers and A := [0,1]. Then 
2"1A = 0 € N but A ¿ Ν.]. 
However we can prove the following. 
(6.13) THEOREM. Let A € M. 
Then U := {у € Sly" A g W} is an open subset of S, 
S ^  U is a closed left ideal and A >> U £ N. 
In particular this means that 
A € N if and only if U = 0. 
REMARK. If S is a group then S contains only two ideals, namely 0 and 
S, and therefore U = 0 or U. = S. This means that in this case the 
theorem coincides with the equivalence (l). 
Proof of the theorem. If ν € L(S) then {y € ЗІу*м(А) φ 0} is open 
[,see (6.2.ІІ)]. 
Since U. = U { y e Sly*v(A) ¿ 0 } , i t follows t h a t U. i s open. 
y€L(s) T i l 
If g Í UA, h € S then g A Ê N and (gh) A = h " ' ( g A) e N . the re -
fore gh t UA. 
This proves that S ^  U is a left ideal. 
Let ν e L+(S). We shall prove that v(A ν U ) = 0. Put 
В := clo(A ν U A). Now, note that В П A = A ^  U . If χ £ В then χ g U , 
whence χ" A € N and therefore χ»μ(Α) = 0 for all μ € L(S). 
Now we find that 
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0=1 χ»μ(Α) dv(x) =ν|
Β
»μ(Α) for all μ e L(S). 
в
 |в 
Applying (6.7), and noting that 1 € d(S), we obtain 
0 = V|B(A) = v(A Π В) = v(A ν U A). 
This means that A ^  U. € N. 
The last assertion of the theorem follows from the fact that U, f 0 if 
and only if 1 € U.. о 
§ h. The inverse translates of an L-negligible set 
If S is a group, then for L-measuratle sets A one has: 
A e N if and only if A" 11 € N. (*) 
In an arbitrary foundation semigroup with identity element we can prove 
results which are similar to this statement [see (6.15)]· 
(6.lit) LEMMA. Let A and В Ъе L-measurable subsets of S. 
(i) If U is a neighbourhood of 1 such that 
A~ b Π U is L-negligible for all b £ В then Α Π В is L-negligible; 
(ii) If Α χ Π В is L-negligible for all χ e 3 then either A or 
В is L-negligible. 
Proof. To prove (i), assume that U is a neighbourhood of 1 such that 
A"1b Π U is L-negligible. Let K, F, W Ê К such that К с A, F с В and 
1 € int(W) с U. Then K"1f П W ç A"1f П U for all f e F. 
Thus we obtain that 
K"1f Π W £ N for all f € F. (i) 
Now, observe that the subset {(a,b) € S * Sib í Ka} of S » S is open 
and therefore the map h from S » S into IR, defined by 
h(x,y) := ^ ( y ) for all (x,y) 6 S * S, 
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is Borei measurable. 
Applying the FUBINI theorem we find from (1) 
0 = ƒ μ, (K"1f) dv(f) = ƒ ƒ h(x,f) <3μ(χ) dv(f) 
F ' FW 
= ƒ ƒ h(x,f) dv(f) άμ(χ) = ƒ vi (Kx) du(x) for all p,veL(S). 
W F W I* 
Let ν € L+(S). Then, 
for all μ € L(S), v.jKx) = 0 for μ-βΐιικ^ all χ € W. (2) 
I ь 
Let ε > 0. Since r is norm continuous, the set 
V := {x Mvi^ ffx - v|| < ε} is an open neighbourhood of 1 . By (2) we 
can find an χ £ V П W such that ν,^ίΚχ) = 0. This leads to 
I * 
0 < V|F(K) < V|F«x(Kx) < V|F(Kx) + ε = e. 
Now we may conclude that v(K Π F) = 0 for all ν € L(S). 
This proves that 
for all F,K £ К with F с В, К с A we have К П F e W 
and, since Α Π В is L-measurable we obtain that А П В is L-negligible. 
To prove (ii), assume that Αχ" Π В € W for all χ £ S. 
Then for all F, К € К with К ç A, F ς В we have that 
Κ"
1
χ Π F € W for all χ € S. 
Assume that В is not L-negligible. Then there exists a F £ Κ, contained 
in В which is not L-negligible. Let К £ К, К с Α. 
By using arguments as in the proof of (i) one can find 
ƒ v(Kx) d
v
{x) = 0 for all μ ,v £ L(S). 
F 
Choose a μ £ L (S) such that μ (F) # 0. Let ν £ L (S). Then 
о о о 
ƒ ν »μ (Kx) du (χ) = 0 and therefore we can find an χ £ F Π 3υρρ(μ ) 
such that ν »μ (Kx ) = 0. The continuity of ν ο(Κχ ) and the fact 
О О о О о 
that χ £ supp^ ) implies that υ »χ (Kx ) = 0. Thus, ν (к) = 0. 
ο ο ο ο ο ο 
This proves that ν(Κ) = 0 for all ν £ L (S) and hence ν(Κ) = 0 for 
all ν £ L(S) or in other words К £ W. 
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Now we have that for all К € К with К с А К e W and furthermore we 
have that A is L-measurable. This means that A € W. о 
An application of this lemma leads to an analogy of (*). 
(6.15) THEOREM. Let A be an L-measurable set and χ £ S. 
Then (i) if A~ f is L-negligible for all f e A, then A is L-negligible 
[cf. (6.13)] 
and (ii) if A - χ is L-negligible then Α Π xS- is L-negligible [cf. 
(6.12)]. 
Proof, (i) is an application of part (i) of (6.1U) with A = В and U = S. 
To prove (ii), observe that if у e xS and ρ € S such that yp = χ 
—1 —1 —1 then (A x)p £ A y and therefore 
A~ χ € N implies A~ y £ N for all y € xS 
Now, (ii) follows by applying (б.ІІкіі) with В = xS- . о 
REMARK. The converses of the properties (i) and (ii) of (6.I5) are 
not true in general. [Take, for instance, the semigroup S from the 
example B13 of the appendix В and 
A := ia ε Sla = ( a 1 , a ) and a 1 < 2, a 1 = i a 2 } , χ := ( i , l ) . 
Then x € A ç S ~ x , A e W and 
A~1x = {a e Sla = ( а ^ а ^ , a 1 < i , a 1 < іа^ f. Ν]. 
55· Products of non-L-negliftible sets 
It is a welL·known result that in the case where S is a group the 
product set of two non-L-negligible sets has a non-empty interior. In 
this section we shall deduce analogous results for foundation semigroups 
TU 
with identity elements. [See (6.I6) and (6.19)] 
(б.іб) THEOREM. Let A and В Ъе L-measuratile subsets of S. 
(i) If there exists an χ 6 S such that χ Α Π В ? Ν 
[, Αχ Π Β £ N]then AB [respectively Β A] is a neighbourhood of χ. 
In particular, if A I N then AA and A A are neighbourhoods of 1. 
(ii) If A f£ N and Β Π U, ί N [, where U as defined in (6.13)], 
then В A and AB have non-empty interiors, [cf. (6.18)]. 
Proof, (i) Assume there is an χ € S such that χ А П В І M. 
Then there exists a measure μ £ L (S) such that 
0 5« μ(χ"1Α Π В) = x*v,B(A). 
As μι £ L(S), the set W := {y € S|y»U|B(A) ^  0} is open and, more-
over, χ £ W. Now, observe that if у»рг (Α) φ 0 then у Α Π В ^  0 
and therefore у € AB~ . Thus, we obtain 
χ £ W с int(AB"1). 
(ii) We shall prove that the assumption "Αχ- Π В 6 M for all 
χ E S" leads to either Α ε Ν ο ρ Β Π υ ε Ν : then (ii) follows from (i). 
Assume А С N. Suppose that Αχ" Π Β ε N for all χ ε S. Then 
Hence, 
μ|
Α
»χ(Β) = 0 for all μ ε L(S), χ ε S. 
μι «V(A) = 0 for all μ,ν ε L(S). 
.о 
By lemma (6.8) this implies that 
ä»v(A) = 0 for all a ε d(B),\> ε L(s) (l) 
By the definition of u. we have that a" A £ N for all a ε U.. 
Combining this fact with (1) we see that d(B) Π U. = 0. 
Now, observing that Β Π U e Β ν d(B) U (d(B) Π U ) and Β ν d(B) ε M , 
we obtain that В П U„ ε W. • 
A 
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As an inmediate consequence of this theorem we find the following 
topological property of S. 
(6.17) COROLLARY. For each χ € S and each non-empty open subset 0 of S 
the sets 0_ (Ox) and (χθ)θ~ are neighbourhoods of χ. α 
(6.18) REMARK. If S is a group then (б.іб.іі) runs as follows: 
If A fí N and В £ W then В A and AB have each a non-empty in­
terior. In this formulation the claims for A and В in the hypothesis 
are independent of each other, this in contrast with the formulation in 
the theorem (6.16.ІІ). 
However, we may [for arbitrary foundation semigroups with identity ele­
ment] replace (ii) by 
If A f. M and 1 £ d(B) then B_ A and AB- have each a non-empty 
interior. 
(6.19) THEOREM. Let A and В be L-measurable subsets of S. 
If A Í W and В Í W then there exists an r e S such that r~ (BA) is a 
neighbourhood of 1. 
Proof. Assume there are F, К € К, F с А, К с В which are not L-negli-
gible. By (ii) of lemma (6.Ik) there exists a measure μ € L (S) and 
an r € S such that У|_(К_ г) ί 0. 
Furthermore we have 
U|F«y(K"1(ry)) > U|F(K"1r) for all у e S (i) 
As r € L(S), we see that U := {y £ s|ΙΙμ|F«7 - μ,ρΙI < \v |F(K"1r)} 
is an open neighbourhood of 1. 
From (J) we find for all u € U 
μ|
Γ
(Κ~1(™)) >
 y|F»ïï(K"1(ru)) - b|F(K"1r) > bi|F(K"1r) > 0. 
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Observing t h a t W|p(K~ ( r u ) ) φ 0 implies r u € KF с ΒΑ, we obta in 
t h a t U с г " (ΒΑ). О 
(6.20) REMARK. We can not expect that, in analogy to the case vhere S 
is a group, int(BA) Φ 0 for all А,В € M ^  N. 
[Take, for instance, the semigroup S from example B3 and 
A := В := [i.l]. Then BA = {1} and int(BA) = 0.]. [=*"· (9-12)]. 
(6.21) COROLLARY. Each subsemigroup of S is either L-negligible or con­
tains a set of the form xU, where χ € S and U ç S is open. π 
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CHAPTER VII 
THE TOPOLOGY OF A FOUNDATION SEMIGROUP WITH AH IDENTITY ELEMENT 
We want to characterize the foundation semigroups with an identity 
element by means of purely semigroup theoretical properties. Therefore 
we shall return in this chapter to a larger class of semigroups than 
the one of the foundation semigroups with an identity element. We shall 
find a property [see (7.8), (7.10), (7.17)] which will turn out to he 
very characteristic. Furthermore we shall show that a foundation semi­
group with an identity element is locally uniformizahle Ъу a uniformity 
induced by the multiplication [see (7.21)]. 
§ 1. A neighbourhood base of the topology 1^  
In this section we discuss the consequence of corollary (6.17) 
for the neighbourhood base of the topology. 
First we establish some terminology. 
(7.1) DEFINITIONS. Let χ € S and let V be a collection of subsets of S. 
We say that f is locally a neighbourhood base of χ if 
for each К £ К the collection {V П КІ £ I/} is a neighbourhood 
base of χ in the restriction topology on K. 
Suppose that the topology of S has the following property: 
for every open non-empty subset 0 of S and for every χ € S, the 
set 0~ (Ox) Π (χθ)θ~ is a neighbourhood of x. 
Then we say that the topology of S is quasi-translation-invariant. 
From (6.17) we have at once the following. 
7Θ 
(7.2) PROPOSITION. The topology of a foundation semigroup with an 
identity element is quasi-translation-invariant. о 
If S has identity element 1 and a quasi-translation-invariant to­
pology then the neighbourhoods of 1 induce locally the topology of S in 
the following way. 
(7.3) THEOREM. Let S be a semigroup with identity element 1 and with a 
quasi-translation-invariant topology, and let χ € S. 
Then the collections X1 :={U~ (Ux)|Uç S and 1 € int(u)} and 
X := { (xU)U- IU с S and 1 e int(U)} both are locally neighbourhood 
r — 
bases of x. 
If, in addition, S satisfies the compactness condition Κι then X and 
X both are neighbourhood bases of x. 
Proof. Let Κ ζ К and let X be a neighbourhood of x. We shall prove that 
there exists a U ç S with 1 £ int(U) such that u" (Ux) П К с Χ: 
then the first assertion follows easily. 
Let Y denote the interior of X. Then for every closed neighbourhood U 
of 1 the subset (U~ (Ux) П K) ^  Y of К is closed. Observing that 
nX-L = ix} we find that 
rí. (u"1(Ux) nK) v. Y|U ç S is closed and 1 e int(U)} = 0. Since К is 
compact there exist finitely many closed neighbourhoods υ.,.,.υ of 1 
n
 -1 
such that -[MU. (U.x)n Κ) ^  Y = 0 , which means that 
η . η 
• fl-UT (U.χ) Π К <= Y. Let U denote t h e neighbourhood . П и . of 1. 
1 — 1 1 1 — О 1=1 1 
- ι
 n
 -1 
Then U (U χ) Π К с .Π,υ. (U.x) П К <= Y. 
о о — ι=1 ι ι — 
Now, assume that S satisfies К· . Choose a compact neighbourhood 
W of 1. Then Wx С К, and, by Κι , there exists a compact neighbourhood 
V of 1 such that v"1(Wx) e К. If U := V Π w then U - 1 (U x) is a com-
O 0 0 
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pact neighbourhood of x. 
Now, the assertion in this case follows easily from the one above. a 
REMARK. If S does not satisfy the compactness condition Κ, , then 
in the theorem we may not drop the locality condition, [in the semi­
group S from the example B5 the collection ÍU U|U с S and 1 £ int(U)} 
is not a neighbourhood base of 1 ]. 
12. The topological identity point. 
If S is a foundation semigroup with identity element 1, then, in 
the preceding section, we have seen that the neighbourhoods of 1 induce 
a neighbourhood base of S. 
Now we shall study the χ £ S for which the neighbourhoods of χ induce 
neighbourhoods of 1. 
(7.5) LEMMA. Let S be a semigroup with identity element 1, χ € S, F £ К 
such that 1 £ int(F- χ). Then: 
(i) for each neighbourhood X of χ, X~ χ is a neighbourhood of 1; 
(ii) for each y € S there exists а К € К such that 1 € int(K (yx)). 
If, in addition, the topology of S is quasi-translation-invariant and 
X is a neighbourhood of χ then: 
(iii) for each y 6 S we have the following 
y € int(X (xy)) and there exists а К € К such that 
1 e int(K"1(xy)). 
Proof, (i) Suppose there exists a neighbourhood X of χ such that 
1 £ int(X x). Then we can find a net (ει,Κρ* in S, converging to 1, 
such that e^ t Χ - χ for all λ € Λ. 
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Since 1 € int(F χ) and F is compact, there exists an f € F, a net 
(f ) p_ in F, converging to f, and a subset (a ) ,_ of (е\\сі. such 
that f a = χ for all γ € Г. As (a ) _ converges to 1, it follows that 
f = x. X is a neighbourhood of x, therefore we can find ay € Г such 
that γ € Γ, γ > γ implies that f e Χ. This means that for all γ € Γ 
with γ > γ , a € Χ - χ, which contradicts the fact that for all λ € Λ, 
e, ¿ X x. Apparently Χ~ χ is a neighbourhood of 1. 
(ii) Observing that for each у e F, yF is compact and 
F x ç (yF) yx, this assertion follows at once. 
(iii) Let y € S and X a compact neighbourhood of x. There exists 
a neighbourhood X of χ and U of 1 such that X U с X , Since the topolo­
gy is quasi-translation-invariant and Χ χ is a neighbourhood of 1 , 
[,see (i)] , we see that U ((X x)y) is a neighbourhood of y. There­
fore у e int(u"1((x"1x)y) с (XU)"1(xy) с X~1(xy). Now it follows imme­
diately that 1 € int(y (X~ (xy))) = int((X y) (xy)) and moreover 
о о 
X у € Κ. α 
о 
Let us give a name to the collection of the χ € S with the pro-
perty described in (7.5)· 
(7.6) DEFINITION. Let S be a semigroup with identity element 1. We de-
note by S the collection of all χ € S, for which for every neighbour-
hood X of χ the set Χ- χ П xX is a neighbourhood of 1. [For a justi­
fication of this notation, see e.g.(10.It )]. 
From the lemma one sees easily that 
§ =
 F^{x e su e ίηί(Γ"
Ί
χ)} η ^Лх e sii e int(xF"1)}. 
Another immediate consequence of (7-5) is the following. 
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(7.7) PROPOSITION. If S is a semigroup with an identity element and a 
quasi-translation-invariant topology then S is a two-sided ideal in S. 
REMABK. Even if S is a foundation semigroup with an identity 
element, S need not Ъе equal to S. [Take, for instance, for S the sub-
semigroup [0,») x [0,») of the group IRxIR. Then S = (θ,») χ (θ,»).] 
However in this case we can prove the following. 
(7.Θ) PROPOSITION. Let S be a foundation semigroup with identity ele­
ment 1. Then S is dense in Ξ. 
Proof. Since 5 is an ideal it is enough to prove that 1 С clo(S). We 
shall prove that for each open 0 с S there exists a y € 0 such that 
1 € int(0 y): then for each open relatively compact neighbourhood U 
of 1 there exists a u € U such that 1 € int(u" u), and this means that 
ι e cio(§). 
Let 0 be an open subset of S. There are open sets W and U such 
that WU с 0. Now, applying (6.ll*.i) with A = В = W, we find а у € W 
such that W" у П U І N. Since (vf y)l~ П U ί N we see from (б.іб.і) 
that U (W~ y) is a neighbourhood of 1. 
As U"1(w"1y) Ξ (WU)"1y С 0"1y. we obtain that 1 € int(0"1y)· ° 
(7-9) DEFINITION. 1 is called a topological identity point of S if 1 
is the identity element and each neighbourhood U of 1 has the following 
properties: 
(a) for each χ e S, the set U~ (Ux) Π (xU)U~ is a neighbourhood 
of x; 
(b) there exists a u € U such that U u Π uU is a neighbourhood 
of 1. 
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If each neighbourhood of 1 has property (a) then the topology is 
quasi-translation-invariant, and if in addition each neighbourhood of 1 
has property (b) then S is dense in S. 
We call S a stip if S is a semigroup with a topological identity 
point. 
Collecting the results of {7.2) and (7.8) we obtain: 
(7.10) THEOREM. Every foundation semigroup with an identity element is 
a stip. о 
It will turn out that many theorems about foundation semigroups 
with an identity element are valid as well for stips [cf. ch.VIII.]. 
A large class of stips contains only foundation semigroups [cf. ch.X, 
ch. ΧΙ,ϋΙ, eh. XVI]. The problem remains whether every stip is a foun­
dation semigroup. 
In the following section we characterize a neighbourhood base of 
a stip [,see (7·16)], but first we rteduce the relations between a stip 
and its quotient semigroups, and its subsemigroups. 
(7·11) PROPOSITION. Let S be a stip, Τ a semigroup and π a surjective 
homomorphism from S onto T. 
If the topology on Τ is the quotient topology then Τ is a stip [cf. 
(U.9.V)]. 
Proof. тт(1) is the identity element of T. Put 1 T := π(ΐ). Let U be a 
neighbourhood of 1 in T. Then there exists a neighbourhood V of 1 in 
S such that тг( ) is a neighbourhood of 1 in T, contained in U. 
If χ € S then іг( ) (тг( )іг(х)) is a neighbourhood of π(χ) in Τ since 
π (π(ν) (π(ν)π(χ))) = V~ ( (тт_ π(χ))) and 1 is a topological identi-
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ty point. 
There exists a ν £ V such that V ν Π vV is a neighbourhood of 
1 in S. Since іт"1(іг( Г1тт( ) П irCvMv) - 1 ) - ν - 1 (іг"1ті( )) Π (іГ1іг( ) ) " 1 , 
it follows that π(ν)~ ir(v) П ir(v)ïï(V)- is a neighbourhood of 1 in T. 
Now we may conclude that !„ is a topological identity point. о 
(7.12) PROPOSITION. Let S be a stip and let e be an idsapotent in S. 
Then eSe is a stip and eSe П § = (eSe) = e§e [cf .(lt.9.vi).] -
Proof. Let (XjKp* be a net in eSe converging to χ € S. Then ex. e = χ, 
for all λ € Λ and therefore χ = exe € eSe. This proves that eSe is 
closed in S, and hence the restriction topology of S to eSe is locally 
compact. Now, observe that for all x,y € S, (exe)(eye) = e(xey)e and 
e(exe) * exe = (exe)e, and thus we see that eSe is a subsemigroup of 
S with identity element e. 
Let V be a neighbourhood of e in eSe. Then e Ve is a neigh-
bourhood of 1 in S. Since 1 is a topological identity point, we find 
for each χ € eSe that (e Ve" ) ((e Ve~ )x) is a neighbourhood of χ 
in S and therefore (e"1Ve"1)"1((e~1Ve"1)x) П eSe = V"1Vx П eSe is a 
neighbourhood of χ in eSe. 
Now, we shall prove that (eSe) is dense in eSe: then we may con-
elude that eSe is a stip. Observe that eSe is dense in eSe and that 
e§e с eSe П §. 
Now, let χ € eSe Π s. There exists a compact neighbourhood X of χ in 
S such that Χ χ is a neighbourhood of 1. From (7.5.iii) ve see that 
X (xe) is a neighbourhood of e. This implies that 
— 1 —1 
(Χ Π eSe) χ П eSe = X~ (xe) П eSe is a neighbourhood of e in eSe. Now, 
we may conclude that χ € (eSe) . This proves that eSe с eSe П S ç (eSe) 
eu 
and therefore (eSe) is dense in eSe. 
Finally, we have to prove that (eSe) с eSe. If χ € (eSe) then 
there exists an F £ К such that F χ is a neighbourhood of e in eSe. 
Since eSe is dense in eSe this implies that ese П F χ ^  0 and since 
eSe is an ideal we obtain that χ € eSe. о 
53. A neighbourhood base of the topology II 
Let us continue the description of a stip. 
(7.13) LEMMA. Let S be a stip, w e § and 0 a neighbourhood of w. 
Then 1 € clo(w(0 Π §)"! П §). 
Proof. First we shall prove that int(wS- ) с wS . 
If q £ int(wS~ ) then there exists a neighbourhood W of 1 such that 
qW с wS - 1 . W n § ? í 0 a n d i f v e w n § then qv e wS -1 , so 
q € (wS~1)v"1 с w(vS)" 1 с w § " 1 . Thus, in t (wS" 1 ) с w § " 1 . 
Since S is dense we obtain that w§" Π S 4 0. Now let u,v £ S 
such that uv = w, and let U be an open neighbourhood of u such that 
Uv ç 0. Then U v c o n § . A s u e u n S , we find that for all neighbourhoods 
V of 1 , 0 Φ uU~ Π V η §, and therefore 0 ^  (uv)(Uv)" П V П § с 
w(0 Π §)" 1 Π V Π §. Now, it follows that 1 £ clo(w(0 Π §)" 1 П S). α 
(7-11*) LEMMA. Let S be a stip and U an open subset of S. 
Then for each χ £ S, the set x(U П S) is open. 
Proof. If y f. s(u Π §) then x(U П §)" 1 = 0. Let χ £ S(U П §). Then 
x(U Π §)" / 0. Take a t £ x(U П §)" . Then tw = χ for a certain 
w £ U Π s. Let V be a neighbourhood of 1 and 0 a neighbourhood of w 
such that V0 с U. By the preceding lemma there exists a 
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v € w ( o n § ) _ O V O S and therefore there exists an г С О П § such that 
w = vr. 
We shall prove that (tv)V_ с x(U Π §)" : then, by applying (7.5.ІІІ), 
we find t € int(x(U Π §)~ ), and the proof will Ъе finished. 
If ρ e (tv)v"1 then χ = tw = tvr £ pVr с pV(0 П §) с p(V0 П І) ç 
с p(u Π §) and therefore ρ € x(U Π S)~ , which proves that 
(tv)v"1 çx(u η g)" 1. α 
REMARK. x(U Π s) is not necessarily equal to the interior of 
xU~ . [Take, for instance, in the semigroup of example B12U := [0,1 ) 
and χ := 3 ]· 
(7.15) LEMMA. Let S be a stip, 0 an open subset of S and χ £ S. 
Then for all w € 0 Π 3, the set (x0)w is a neighbourhood of x. 
Proof. Let w € 0 Π S. Then there are an open neighbourhood W of w and 
an open neighbourhood U of 1 such that UW с 0. 
Since wW DU is a neighbourhood of 1 it follows that 
(xU)(xW )~ is a neighbourhood of x. 
But then (xU)(wW~ )~ с (xUW)w~ с (x0)w~ is a neighbourhood of χ. α 
REMARK. In view of (7.ík) one could hope that for all open subsets 
0 of S and all w € 0 П § the set (x(0 П §))w~ is open. 
However (χ(θ Π s))w need not be open [Take, for instance, in the se­
migroup of example B13 χ := (l,0) and 0 := [0,5) κ [0,l]]. 
Now, we can formulate our main theorem of this chapter. 
(7.16) THEOREM. Let S be a stip. 
U is a neighbourhood base of 1 consisting of open relatively compact 
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sets. 
Then: (i) for each χ € S and each open relatively compact neighbour-
hood X of x, {(xu)(U Π g ) - 1 Π XlU € U,u 6 U Π §} is а 
neighbourhood base of χ consisting of open sets; 
(ii) for each χ € S and each compact neighbourhood X of x, 
{(xÏÏ)u~ Π XlU € U,u € U η §} is a neighbourhood base of χ 
consisting of compact sets. 
If, in addition, S satisfies the compactness condition Ki then: 
(iii) for each χ € S, {(xu)(U П § ) " lUtU.u e U П §} is a neigh­
bourhood base of χ consisting of open sets; 
(iv) for each χ € S, {(xÏÏ)u~ |U € U,u Ç. U П §} is a neighbour­
hood base of χ consisting of compact sets. 
Proof. Observe that for each χ e S, U 6 U and u £ U Π §, 
(xu)(U Π § Г 1 ç (xU)u"1and (xU)u"1 ç (xU)U"1. 
Now, the theorem is an obvious consequence of the lemmas (7.1Ό and 
(7.15) and theorem (7.3). α 
As a corollary of this theorem we find another characterization 
of stips. 
(7.I7) COROLLARY. Let S be a semigroup with identity element 1. 
Then the following properties are equivalent : 
(i) S is a stip; 
(ii) for each neighbourhood U of 1, S = U int(U~ χ Π xU" ). 
Proof. If 1 is a topological identity point then for each neighbourhood 
U of 1, each u € U Π S and all χ £ S we know from the theorem that 
χ £ int(U (ux) Π (xu)U- ). Hence, (i) implies (ii). 
Now, assume that (ii) holds. Let U be a neighbourhood of 1 and 
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yes. 
Then there exists an χ £ S such that y e int(U χ П xU ). Whence 
y € U χ and у € xU- which means that χ £ Uy and χ Ç. yU. Thus, we find 
that у € int(u"1x Π xU-1) с U"1(Ux) П (xU)u"1. 
Applying this reasoning with у = 1, we find that for each neigh-
hourhood U of 1 there exists a u e U such that 1 £ int(U u Π uU~ ). 
This proves that (ii) implies (i). α 
If S is a stip then the quasi-translation-invariance property of 
the topology can he strengthened. 
(7.18) THEOREM. Let S be a stip. 
Then for all open subsets U, W of S and all χ £ S the sets (xW)U and 
U (Wx) are open. 
Proof. First we prove (xU)U_ to be open for all open sets U and all 
χ e s. 
Let U ç S be open, and χ £ S. Take a t £ (xU)0~ . Then there are 
u,v £ U such that tv = xu. ν U and u U are both neighbourhoods of 1. 
Therefore v"1U Π u"1U Π § ϊ 4). If w £ v"1U П u"1U П § then vw € U П §, 
uw £ U η S and t w = xuw. This proves that t is contained in the open 
subset (xuw)(U Π §)" 1 of (xU)u"1. Thus, (xU)U"1 is open. 
Now, let U and W be open. If t £ (xW)U~ then tu = xw for certain 
u £ U, w € W. Let V be an open neighbourhood of 1 such that uV с U and 
wV с W. Of course tu £ (xwV)V- and therefore t is contained in the 
open set ((xwV)V"1)u"1. Since ((xwV)v"1)u"1 ç (x(wV))(uV)"1 с (xW)u"1, 
it follows that t £ int(xW)U~ . This proves that (xW)U~ is open. о 
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(7.19) COROLLARY. Let S Ъе a stip and U an open subset of S. 
If I is a left ideal then U I is an open set. • 
(7.20) COROLLARY.(1) Let S be a commutative stip. 
Then for all neighbourhoods U of 1 
»> n-1 
U, .U- U_,,U is an open and closed subsemigroup of S. 
(2) Let S be a commutative foundation semigroup with 
an identity element. 
. . 2 
If H is an L-measurable not L-negligible subset of S such that H с H, 
then H~ H is an open and closed subsemigroup of S. 
«о n-1 
Proof. (1) Let U be a neighbourhood. Put H :=
 п
У 2 .у1 U^U
1 1
. Then ob­
viously H 2 с Η. If U 1 := int(U) then U~
1U Η = Η. This implies by 
theorem (7.18) that Η is open. If χ (£ Η then χ g U - UH or in other 
words U _ Ux Π Η = 0, and, since U~ Ux is a neighbourhood of x, this 
implies that χ £ с1о(Н). Thus, we find that Η is closed. With this the 
proof of (1) is done. 
(2) Let Η be an L-measurable subset of S such that H І. W and 
2 -1 
H 5 H. As H g H, we know that H H is a neighbourhood of 1 and by (1) 
» n-1 . . 
we obtain that U 0 .U. (H~ н Г ^ н " Н )
П
 = H H is an open and closed 
n=2 J=l 
subsemigroup of S. • 
§U. The uniform structure 
The neighbourhoods of a topological identity point define a uniform 
structure on S. 
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(7.21) THEOREM. Let S Ъе a stip. 
For a neighbourhood U of 1 we define the subset U of S χ S Ъу 
ÏÏ := {(х,у) e S χ SlxU Π yU Φ 0}. 
Then Τ := {ÏÏ|U с S and 1 € int(U)} is a filter base for a uniform 
structure on S. 
For a Τ € Τ , χ € S, let Τ(χ) := {y e 3|(х,у) € Τ}. Then for each χ e S 
{Т(х)ІТ € Τ} is locally a neighbourhood base of x. 
Furthermore, if χ € S and Τ e Τ then (χ,χ)Τ := {(xt,xs)I(t,s) 6 T} ç T. 
Proof. First we have to prove the following three properties : 
(i) {(x,x) € S x Six e S} ç Τ for alΙ Τ e Τ; 
(ii) Τ~1 £ Τ for all Т б Т , where Τ~1 := {(x,y) € S x Sl(y,x)eT}; 
(iii) for each T.. € Τ there exists a Τ € Τ such that TgOT с Τ , 
where Τ oT := {(χ,ζ) 6 Slthere exists а у e S such that (x,y),(y,z)€T2}. 
The properties (i) and (ii) are obvious. 
To prove (iii). Let W be a neighbourhood of 1. There exist an 
open neighbourhood U of 1 such that U cW, a n r e U P I S and an open 
neighbourhood V of 1 such that V с rlT Π U. Now, note that r € uU for 
all u e V. We shall prove that VoV £ W. 
If (x,y) € V and (y,z) € V then there are u.,u„ € V such that yu1 € xV 
2 
and yU. £ zV and, thus, we obtain xW э xU з xVU з yu.U Э yr and 
zW 2 zVU = уиДІ Э yr, what means that (χ,ζ) ε W. 
(i), (ii) and (iii) mean that Γ is a filter base for a uniform struc­
ture on S. 
Now, observe that for a neighbourhood U of 1 and χ e S, 
U(x) = (xU)U , and the second assertion follows immediately from (Τ·3). 
The last assertion is obvious, since yV Π zV / 0 implies 
xyV Π xzV / 0 . α 
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The uniformity of a stip has consequenses for the metrizahility 
of the underlying topological space. 
(7.22) Let ρ be a pseudo-metric on S. 
ρ is called left semi-invariant if p(xy,xz) < p(y,z) for all x, 
x,y,z e S. 
If e € IR and χ e S then we put Β (χ,e) := {у e S|p(x,y) < ε}. 
COROLLARY. Let S be a stip. 
Then there exists a family (p.).__ of left semi-invariant pseudo-metrics 
on S such that for each χ £ S, {Β (χ,ε)|ε € IR ,i € l) is locally 
a neighbourhood hase of χ. 
Proof. Let U he a neighbourhood of 1. 
Using (7.21), one can define by induction a decreasing sequence 
(V ) _ of neighbourhoods of 1 such that V = U and for all η 6 IN, 
V oV ..oV _ с V . 
n+1 n+1 n+1 — η 
If x,y 6 S such that there exists an η € IN with xV Π yV ^ 0 and 
η η 
xV
n+1 n yVn+1 = ^ t h e n d e f i r l e в(х.у) := 2"n. 
If x.y € S such that for all η £ IN, xV П yV = 0 then define 
gU.y) := 0. 
Now, we shall define a pseudo-metric ρ . 
η 
If x,y 6 S then ρ (χ,y) is the infimum of .g0 g(x.,x. ) over all fi­
nite sequences χ.,.,.,χ . such that χ = χ., y = χ 
0 n+1 0 n+1 
Then ρ is a pseudo-metric and 
(xV^JV -^ с В
л
 (х.г""-1) с (xV )V_1 for all χ € S, η € IN. 
n+1 n+1 — Pu — η η 
[For a detailed proof see, for instance,[Ke] page I8I+-I86.] 
From the definition of g,p and the last statement of (7.21 ) it follows 
immediately that ρ is left semi-invariant. 
u 
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Thus, the family {p IU ç S,1 £ int(U)} has the desired proper-
ties. 
(7.23) COROLLARY. Let S Ъе а stip auch that 1 has a countable neigh­
bourhood base. 
Then there exists a left semi-invariant metric ρ on S such that 
for each χ € S, {Β (χ,ε)Ιε € IR } is locally a neighbourhood base of x. 
If, in addition, S satisfies the compactness condition Κι , then the 
underlying space is metrizable by p. 
Proof. Let (U ) _
τ
„ be a neighbourhood base of 1. 
Define a sequence (V ) - T M of neighbourhoods of 1 such that V = U 
V ^-oV ^.oV , с V and V _,_, <= U П V for all η € IN. 
n+1 n+1 n+1 — η n+1 — η η 
Let ρ := ρ , where ρ is defined with the aid of the sequence 
(V )
 гх
,
т
 as in the proof of (7.22). 
η nfclH 
Now, using theorem (7·3) the corollary follows immediately. о 
REMABK. If S is a metrizable compact semigroup then there exists 
a left and right semi-invariant metric on S, defining the topology of 
S. [This property is based only on the uniform continuity of the semi­
group multiplication and is independent of the notion "topological 
identity"; see [H-M] , page 1*9.]. 
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CHAPTER Vili 
v-CONTINUITY AT 1 
In this chapter for the first time ve apply the theory of the pre­
ceding chapter to the algebra L(S). We shall prove that if S is a stip 
and ν € M(S) the continuity at 1 of r and 1 is enough to ensure that 
ν € L(S) [, see (8.3)]. 
First we give a lemma. 
(8.1) LEMMA. Let S Ъе a semigroup with identity element 1 and ν € M(S). 
Write ν = ν - ν + i(v - v,), where v. € M (s) for all i € {1,...,U}, 
V1 1 V2 BIii V3 X V 
If r is w-continuous at 1 then so are the r for all i e {1 k} . 
V V. 
1 
Proof. Assume that r is w-continuous at 1. 
ν 
To prove the lemma, suppose initially that ν = ν - ν . 
Let h Ε Μ*(Ξ), ε > 0. 
There are F,, F 0 € Κ such that F, П F 0 = 0, 0 < ν' := v. < ν 
1 |F1 ι 
^ . 2 ν. ,ν = „ , . „„».. χ 1 ,, x g - „ , и i ν 1 . - ν . i ^ 
0 < А : = - |
т а
 < v . and I Iv. - ν ! I I < 1/8. I l h i r 1 . e for 
¿ 1 * 2 1 1 
i £ {1 ,2} . Put ν ' := ν} - v¿ . 
There exists a neighbourhood V of 1 such that F V Π F^V = 0. 
Now, we obtain that E,„ .
r
.(v'*x) = v:«x for all χ € V, i € {1,2}. 
1 
For i € {1,2}, let h. denote the functions ρ ~» h(Ç_
 lr.p) in M*(S). 
1 Since r i s w-continuous a t 1, we see t h a t 
ν 
W := ^ { x € S | lh.(v«x) - h . ( v ) l < î . l l h i r . e } i s a neighbourhood of 1. 
Now, we find for a l l i e {1 ,2} , χ € W 
lh(v i ) - 1ι(ν.»χ) | < | h ( v i ) - h ( v p l + | h ( v p - h(v !»x) l + lh(v!»x) - h(v.»x) 
< Ι . ε + lh(CF v . v l ) - h(CF v . ( v , » x ) ) | = 
i i 
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= ¿.e + llbív1) - hi(v'«x)| 
< в.e + Ih-(ν') - h.(v)| + Ih.(ν) - h.(v«x)| + |h.(v«x) - Ь-С Чх)! 
1 e. 
This proves that v.oh and ν oh are continuous at 1. Now, the lemma is 
proved in the case that ν is a real-valued measure. 
To prove the lemma for arbitrary ν € M(S)withr continuous at 1, 
observe that for a positive h ε M*(S) [i.e. ρ € M (s) implies h(p) > 0] 
the continuity at 1 of voh is equivalent to the continuity at 1 of 
(v.- ν )oh and (v-, - Vi )oh. о 
(8.2) THEOREM. Let S be a stip and let u € M(s) such that r is w-con-
tinuous at 1. Then: 
(i) r and r. , are w-cortirmous; 
(li) for each F 6 К, the complex-valued function χ ~* u(Fx) on S 
is continuous at 1. 
Proof. In view of (8.1) and (3.5) we may assume that μ € M (S). 
First we shall prove that lim μ*χ. (F) = y«x(F) for each net (эОлрд 
converging to χ in S and each F £ К. 
Let F e К and let (x^Kp« be a net converging to χ in S. 
There exists a subnet (y ) __ of (x, ),_, such that 
'γ γΕΓ λ λ€Λ 
lim ν*γ (F) = liminf μ»χ. (F). (i) 
Y Ύ λ λ 
Let Μ-- denote the real vectorspace of the real-valued measures in 
M(S). 
Now, define the real-valued function ρ on M as follows: 
In 
p(p) := limsup p»y (F) for all ρ € M . (2) 
Ύ
 Ύ 
The function ρ has the following properties: 
ρ(λρ) = λρ(ρ) for all λ € IR+, ρ e MTTÎ, 
In 
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p(p1 + P2) < P(P 1 ) + p{p2) for all P 1 , p 2 е м IR 
and ρ(μ) = lim M»y (F). 
(5) 
By the HAHN-BANACH theorem there exists a linear functional h on M 
IR 
such that 
h(p) < p(p) for all ρ £ M I R (3) 
and h(u) = lim p»y (F) (k) 
Replacing in (3) ρ Ъу -ρ we find that 
-h(p) = h(-p) < p(-p) = limsup (-p)»y (F) = -liminf p*y (F) 
which leads to 
-I Ipl I < liminf p»y (F) < h(p) 
< limsup p«y (F) < I Ipl I for all ρ Ç. M 
In a standard way h can he extended to a linear functional in M*(s). 
This functional is denoted Ъу h as veil. 
Let ε > 0. Then thew-continuity at 1 of r implies that the set 
V 
U := {u € S|lp*u(Fx"1) - y(Fx~1)| < ε} П {u € s| |h(y»u) - h(p)| < ε}(6) 
is a neighbourhood of 1. Put U = int(U) and choose a u € U Π §. Then, 
Ъу (7.1)» u~ (Ux) is a neighbourhood of x. Therefore, there exists a 
γ e Г such that γ Ε Г with γ > γ implies that у € u" (Ux). There 
exists a net (u ) __ in U such that 
γ'γεΓ,γ> γ
ο 
иу^ = υ
γ
χ for all γ € Γ , γ > γ^ (7) 
Then using (б), (7), (5), (б), (h), (1) and lemma (1.1k ) we obtain 
u(Fx~ ) < liminf μ»ΰ (Fx" ) + e = liminf μ«(ϊΓ~χ)(Γ) + e 
_ γ γ
 γ
 γ 
= liminf (p*ïl)«y (F) + ε < h(y*ïï) + ε < h(y) + 2.ε 
- lim μ*7 (F) + 2.ε = liminf μ»χ. (F) + 2.ε 
Υ Ύ
 _
 λ
 -1 
< limsup μ*χ.(F) + 2.ε< μ(Ρχ ) + 2.ε 
λ
 λ 
Thus, 
-2.ε + μ*χ(Γ) < liminf μ«χ.(F) < limsup μ«χ,(F) < μ*χ(Ρ) for all ε€ΙΗ 
λ
 λ
 λ
 λ 
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and therefore lim w»x,(F) = u*x(F). Now, using theorem (2.9), it fol-
λ
 λ 
lows that г is w-continuous. This completes the proof of (i). 
To prove (ii), again in view of (Θ.1) we assume that μ € M (S). 
Let (е^Крд Ъе a net in S, converging to 1, and let F € К. 
There exists a sühnet (f ) __ of (e. )._. such that 
lim v(Ff ) = liminf p(Fe.. ). (Θ) 
Ύ Ύ
 λ
 λ 
By a similar reasoning as in the proof of (i) one can show the existence 
of an h £ M*(S) such that 
h(M) = lim y(FfY) (9) 
and -I |pl I < liminf p(Ff ) < h(p) < limsup p(Ff ) < IIplI for all pEM (l 
Let e > 0. Again by the w-continuity at 1 of г we find that 
U := inttíu e S|lh(u«ü) - h(p)l < ε} Π {u € s|lp»ïï(F) - μ(Ρ)I < ε}] (il) 
is an open neighbourhood of 1. Choose a u € U П S. Then U~ u is a 
neighbourhood of 1 and therefore there exists a γ £ Γ such that 
γ € Γ with γ > γ implies that f € U~ u . Let (u ) „ _ be a net in 
— о
 r
 γ ο γ γ€Γ,γ>γ 
U such that 
uyfy = U o for all γ € Γ, γ > γο. (12) 
Then using (11), F ç (Tfy)f^ ( γ £ Γ), (12), (10), (il), (9), (8) and 
lemma (I.l6) we obtain: 
w(F) < liminf u*u (F) + ε < liminf (μ»ΰ )»7 (Ff ) + ε 
= liminf μ»ΰ (Ff ) + ε < h(p*u ) + ε < h(u) + 2.ε 
γ ο γ — ο — *·•' 
= lim μ(Ff ) + 2.ε = l iminf y ( F e 1 ) + 2.ε 
ϊ Ύ
 λ
 λ 
< limsup ]i(Fe ) + 2.ε 
λ
 λ 
< μ(Γ) + 2.е. 
Thus, it follows that lim μ(Γε ) = ν(τ). And (ii) is proved. α 
λ
 λ 
REMARK. In chapter XV ,for the case S is a commutative stip and 
μ € M(S),we discuss the problem whether property (ii) of (8.2) implies 
μ £ L(S).[cf. (15.9)]. 
(8.3) COROLLARY. Let S Ъе a stip. 
Consider, for a μ € M(s) the following assertions: 
(i) 1 and r are K-continuous at 1; 
μ μ 
(ii) 1 and r are w-continuous at 1; 
μ μ 
(iii) μ € L(S). 
Then, (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. And if, in addition, the identity-
element of S has a countable neighbourhood base, then all three asser-
tions are equivalent. 
Proof. This corollary is an immediate consequence of the theorem and 
of (2.10). α 
(8.U) REMARK. Let S be a stip and let μ € M(s) such that r is w-conti-
nuous at 1. In view of part (ii) [and (i)] of theorem (8.2) one wonders 
whether the following assertions hold: 
(i) for each F € К the complex-valued function χ -*• μ(Ρχ) on S 
is continuous; 
(ii) for each Borei set В of S the complex-valued function 
χ ~* μ(Βχ) on S is continuous at 1. 
Both (i) and (ii) are false in general. 
[Take, for instance, the semigroup in example B3 μ := Τ [1,0 denote the 
usual elements of [0,1]], F := {θ}, χ := 1 and for all η € IN 
χ := 1 - 1/n. Then for all η e IN 0 = μ(Ρχ ) / (Fx)= 1 and μ € L(S). 
η η 
Taking in this same example В := [0,1 ) and for each η € IN, e := 1/n. 
Then for all η € IN 1 = μ(Βθ ) φ μ(Β) = 0.] 
η 
However, we can prove the following: 
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(ii)' Let μ € L (S), B a Borei set of S. Then the real-valued 
function χ ~* μ(Βχ) on S is lower semi continuous at 1. 
[Proof. Let (e. ).,. a net in S converging to 1 and let e > 0. 
There exists an F ^  К such that F с В and μ(Β -•· F) < ε . Then 
μ(Β) - e < U(F) = lim μ(Ρε ) < liminf μ(Ββ ). Thus, we obtain that 
λ
 λ
 λ
 λ 
μ(Β) < liminf μ(Βε ). α] 
λ
 λ 
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CHAPTEH IX 
THE SMALLEST DEHSE IDEAL § 
The ideal S seems to play an important rôle in the case where S 
is a stip. [, as we have seen in the preceding chapter]. We shall in-
vestigate the meaning and the structure of S a little further. In (9·3) 
we show that in a stip S, § is the smallest dense ideal in S. Next we 
give some relations Ъetween S and the topological structure of ideals 
[,see (9.6) and (9.9)], and we discuss briefly the topological structure 
of S itself t,see (9.13)]. Finally we describe the structures of the 
stip S and the algebra L(S) in the case where S is trivial [i.e.: S = S, 
see (9.18) and (9.21)]. 
§1. Smallest dense ideals 
A right ideal I of S is called the smallest dense right ideal if 
I = S and I = niJlJ is a right ideal in Ξ and J = S}. A similar ter­
minology is used for left and two-sided.ideals. 
If S is a semigroup with identity element 1 then we define 
S := {χ e Sil £ int(xS"1)} and S
n
 := {χ 6 Sil 6 int(S"1x)}. 
г ι 
Obviously, S is a right ideal and S. is a left ideal. 
(9.1) LEMMA. Let S be a semigroup with identity element 1. 
Then S = n{J|J is a right ideal in S and 7 = S}. In particular, the 
following properties are equivalent: 
(1) S is dense in S; 
(2) S is the smallest dense right ideal in S; 
r 
(3) there exists a smallest dense right ideal in S. 
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Proof..If J is a right ideal and 7 = S then for each χ € S we have 
J Π xS Φ Φ or, in other vords, χ £ JS ç j, which proves that S с J. 
Furthermore, observe that if χ £ S and I is a dense right ideal then 
г 
I "ν xS is a dense right ideal in S. How it follows that 
S = n{JlJ is a right ideal in S and J = S}. α 
г 
Observe that if А с S then S AS is a right ideal contained in S . 
— Г Г r 
Thus, we obtain the following. 
(9.2) COROLLARY. Let S Ъе as in (9.I). If S is dense in S, and A c s 
г — 
such that 1 € J. then S = S AS . • 
r r r 
For every semigroup S with identity element, obviously we have 
that S ç S Π S.. Therefore, if, in addition, S is dense in S [, for 
instance, S is a stip] , then both S and S are dense in S and, thus, 
applying (9·1) we find the following. 
(9.З) PROPOSITION. Let S be a stip. 
Then § = S = S and S is the smallest dense left and right ideal in S. 
If S is a foundation semigroup then S = {χ € Sis" χ U xS~ £ W}. 
Proof. If S is a foundation semigroup and χ e S such that S - χ ? W then 
from (6.16) it follows that S~ (S~ x) = S~ χ is a neighbourhood of 1, 
which means that χ € S.. = S. α 
(9·Ό REMARK. In an important class of commutative semigroups S with 
an identity element the denseness of S is enough in order to conclude 
that S = S is the smallest dense ideal. Namely, Let S be a commutative 
semigroup with an identity element, satisfying the σ-compactness condi­
tion σ-Κ,.. Then § = S . 
5 г 
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[Proof.Since S is commutative, it follows that S = S and S is a tvo-
sided ideal. Let χ € S . Then, since S satisfies σ-Κ_, there exists a. 
r 5 
compact neighbourhood U of 1 such that U~ χ is σ-compact. Let (K ) 
-1 « be a sequence of compact sets such that U χ = УД-· Then 
xS"1 Π U с x(u"1x)"1 = Ο,χΚ-1. As 1 € int(xS"1 Π U), the BAIRE CATEGORY 
— η
=
Ί η 
theorem tells us that int(xK- ) / 0 for a certain η € IN. Now, it fol-
n о 
о 
lows that χ € S, which proves that S = S. о] 
The problem remains whether every semigroup with an identity element 
contains a smallest dense [right] ideal. 
52 Some topological properties connected with S. 
In this section we collect some miscellaneous results about the 
topological structure of ideals in a stip. 
(9.5) PROPOSITION. Let Sbe a stip. If A ç S then int(As" ) = A§"1. 
In particular, if χ € S then int(xS ) = xS 
Proof. If χ € S then, by (7· l1»)» х§~ is open. Hence, for every χ £ S, 
х§~ с int(xS~ ). Let A ç S . Then we have 
A
^"
1
 - BOA a^~1 - B L · i n t ( a S" 1) E intÍAS-1). 
If int(AS ) / 0 and q € int(AS ) then there exists an open neighbour-
hood V of 1 such that qV с int(AS~ ). As V П § ^  0, there exists a 
ν £ V Π § and so qv e AS , which means that 
q e (AS~1)v"1 = A(vS)"1 çA§"1. With this we have that intUS-1 ) = A§71 
(9.6) PROPOSITION. Let S be a stip. If A ç S then 3§ = A§. 
In particular, if I is a right ideal then IS с I and Τ = Do Iv~ . 
Proof. Let A c S . Note that (S -ч AS)S~ = S ν AS, and therefore (9.5) 
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leads to int(S ^  AS) = (S ν AS)§~ . Since clo(AS) = S >· int(S ^  AS) we 
get that clo(AS)§ с AS, which implies that Ä§ ç clo(AS)§ £ AS. Multi-
plying both sides of this last inclusion Ъу S and noting that S = S 
[,see (9.2)] we find that AS с AS. Now, we may conclude that AS = A§. 
ОЪзег е that 1 £ clo(s) and the assertion for a right ideal fol­
lows easily. • 
As a corollary of (9·6) ve find that for each element χ in a stip 
S, xS is the "smallest dense ideal" in xS. 
(9.7) COROLLARY. Let S be a stip and χ € S. 
Then x§ = n{J|J is a right ideal in S and xS с 7} . 
Proof. xS is a right ideal in S and xS с clo(xs). If J is a right ideal 
in S and xS с J then x§ « xS§ с J§ с J. о 
(9·6) yields in a simple way a family of regular-closed ideals in S. 
(9.Ö) COROLLARY. Let S Ъе a stip, I a closed two-sided ideal in S and 
ν e g. 
— 1 —1 —1 
Then Iv is a regular-closed left ideal of S [,i.e.: Iv =clo(int(lv ))]. 
Proof. From (9·5) and (7.19) we see that l(§- v)~ is open, and there­
fore, Ъу using (9·6) we obtain 
Iv-1 с ^ g (ΐ(§"1ν)"Ί)
ν
"
Ί
 =
 ε
1ο(ΐ(§"1νΓΊ) ç clo(int(lv"1)) ç Iv"1. α 
REMARK. There is no hope that every closed ideal in a stip is 
regular closed. The interior of a closed ideal can very well be empty. 
[Take, for instance, I := {1} in the semigroup of example B3 . Then 
I is a closed ideal and int(l) = φ]. 
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In view of (9.8) one vonders vhether an open ideal or the trans­
lates of an open ideal in a &tip are regular open. This question must 
Ъе answered negatively. [Take, for instance, I := (θ,«) in the subsemi-
group [0,<·) of the additive group IR. Then I is an open ideal and 
int(T) = [0,=>)]. However, the following proposition shows that "res­
tricted to S" each open ideal is regular open. 
(9.9) PROPOSITION. Let S be a stip and I a right ideal. 
If 0 is an open subset of S such that OS ç Τ then О П § с О § с і П § . 
In particular, if I is open then int(T) Π S = I П 5. 
Proof. Let О ç S he open. 
Take an χ £ 0 Π s. Then 0 χ is a neighbourhood of 1 and therefore 
0~ χ Π § / 0, which means that χ e 0§. This proves that 0 Π S с 0§. 
If 0 is an open subset of S such that OS ç Τ then by (9.6), 
0§ = 0S§ с I§ с I. α 
Now, we find for the translates of a two-sided ideal the following. 
(9.10) COROLLARY. Let S be a stip and I a two-sided ideal in S. 
Then for each ν € §, l(§" v) - 1 П § = int(lv~ ) П §. 
Proof. Let ν £ §. Then l(§~ v)~ is an open left ideal[,cf.the proof of 
(9·θ)] contained in int(lv ). Thus, applying (9·6) and (9·9) we obtain 
int(lv~1) Π § с int(
w
gg (I(§"1v)"1)w"'1)) Π § = int(clo(l(§"1v)"1)) П § 
= I(§'1v)"1 fi § ç intdv"1) Π §. α 
If U is an open subset of a stip S and χ £ S then Ux need not be 
open and even int(Ux) may be empty. [Take, for instance, the semigroup 
of example B3 , χ := 1, and U := [0,1]. Then Ux = {1}.] 
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(9.11) PROPOSITION.Let S Ъе a stip, 0 an open subset of S and u € §. 
If A ç S then (О П §)A ç int(u"1(uOA)). 
In particular, if χ € S then (θ Π §)x ç int(u~ (uOx)) 
and S с int(u~ (uS)). 
Proof. Let y € 0 n s , a £ A . There exist open neighbourhoods U of 1 and 
W of у such that UW с 0. Since 0 Φ § П U П yW~ , there are ν £ U Π § 
and w € W such that у = w . By theorem (7.15) we have that (uU)v is a 
neighbourhood of u and now from lemma (7.5.ІІІ) we find that 
u" (((uU)v )ya) is a neighbourhood of ya. Furthermore we have 
ya € u~ (((uU)v_ )vwa) ç u" (uUwa) с u" (uOA), 
which proves that (θ Π §)A ç int(u~ (uOA)). α 
Combining this proposition with theorem (6.19) we obtain imme­
diately: 
(9.12) COROLLARY. Let S be a foundation semigroup with identity element 
and А,В € M ^  W then for each u 6 §, intiu"1(uAB)) Φ 0. α 
§3· The topological structure of §. 
If S is a stip then S is a dense two-sided ideal and [,Ъу using 
, arguments as in the proof of (6.9) one finds easily that,] in this case 
S £ M and S "ч S € W. However, in this generality there is nothing more 
we can say. If we restrict ourselves to a smaller class of semigroups 
then we obtain more information about the structure of 5 [,see (9.13), 
(9.15)] and of x§ (x € §) [,see (9.11*).] 
(9.13) PROPOSITION. Let S be a σ-compact stip with a countable neigh-
lOU 
tiourhood base for the identity element. Then S is σ-compact. 
Proof. Note that xS is σ-compact for each χ € S. As clo(s) = S, there 
exists a sequence (f ) - in S converging to 1. Now, I := U. f S is 
a σ-compact dense right ideal in S and I c s . Since S is the smallest 
dense ideal, it follows that S = I is σ-compact. о 
(9.1І0 PROPOSITION. Let S be a stip. 
(i) For each χ € S, x§ = x(int(x~ (x§))). 
(ii) If the identity element has a countable neighbourhood base 
* η * 
then there exists a G.-set S such that S c: s с s and for 
о 
each χ ε §, xS = x§. 
Proof. Let χ £ §. Then, by (9.11), § с int(x~ (xS)) and, thus, we find 
that x§ с x(int(x- (x§))) с χ§. This proves (i). 
If 1 has a countable neighbourhood base then there exists a sequence 
(f ) in § converging to 1 and § = U f S [ ,see the proof of (9· 13)]. 
Now, define S := П., int(f~ (f §)). Then § is a G.-set and § с Ξ с S. 
n= 1 η η S — — 
Obviously we have that 
x§ с xS <= x(int(f"1(f §))) с x(f"1(f §)) for all χ £ §, η € IN. 
— — η η — η η 
Let χ € S. Then 1 € int(S~ χ). Therefore there exist an η e IN and a 
y e s such that yf = x, which leads to 
η 
x§ cxS cx(f -1(f g))=yf (f-1(f g))eyf g = χ§. α 
— —
 η η * n n n — η 
0 0 0 0 0 о 
Unfortunately, even in the case where S is a stip with a counta­
ble neighbourhood base, this last proposition does not imply that § is 
open or that § is a G.-set. [Consider the semigroup in example BIT . 
Then 8 = У {fe {0,1}ІЫ|Гог each η e IN with η > m,f(n) = 1}.] 
In the cancellative case we can prove more. 
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(9.15) PROPOSITION. Let S Ъе a left cancellative stip. 
Then S is open in S [so that S is a semigroup] and L(s) = L(s). 
Proof. The openness of S follows immediately from (9.1U.Ì). 
In particular, ve have that S is locally compact in the restriction to-
pology, which means that S is a subsemigroup of S. Now, the equality 
L(S) = L(s) is a trivial consequence of (U.7). G 
Furthermore, in the cancellative case we have the following. 
(9.16) PROPOSITION. Let S Ъе a left cancellative stip, U an open subset 
of S, χ € S. Then (U Π §)x is open. 
Proof. By (9-11) we have for a u e §, §x с int(u~ u§x) = int(§x) с Sx, 
which proves that Sx is open. Again using (9·11) we find that for a 
u € §, (Ufi §)x с int(u"1(uUx}) Π §x = int(Ux) П §x. 
If ν £ (int(Ux))x" then, obviously ν € U. Thus, we obtain that 
int(Ux) Π §x = (U Π §)x is open. α 
§!*. The case where § = S 
In this section we discuss the case where the smallest dense ideal 
of a stip is trivial. The results will be used in chapter XI. 
We begin with a definition. 
(9.17) DEFINITION. Let S be a semigroup with identity element 1. 
The group of units, denoted by G(l), is defined as follows: 
G( 1) := {p € SI there is a q £ S such that pq = qp = 1}. 
It is easy to prove that G(1) is an algebraic subgroup of S with 
identity element 1 [,in fact, &{1) is the largest algebraic subgroup 
of S having 1 as its identity element ]. Moreover, G(1) = S~ 1 П is" . 
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(9.18) THEOREM. Let S Ъе a stip. 
The following four properties are equivalent: 
(i) ι e §; 
(ii) S = g; 
(iii) G(1) Π § φ 0; 
(iv) Gil) is open in S. 
If S = S then G(1) is a group and for each χ e S we have that 
(v) G(l)x and xG(1) are open and closed subsets of S, 
and (vi) G(1)x is homeomorphic to the factor space G(1) . , where 
/ G
x 
G
x
 := {g e G(l)|gx = x}. 
Proof. Since S is an ideal, 1 € S implies S = §. If Ξ = § then trivially 
G(1) Π § Φ 0. Observing that 1 € gS, for each g € G( 1 ) we find that 
G(1) Π § φ 0 implies 1 € §. 
Now we have the equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iii). 
If S = § then G(1) = §~ 1 Π 1§~ and, by (9·5). this means that G(1) is 
open in S. 
If G(1) is open in S then the denseness of § implies that G(1) П § φ 0. 
This proves that the properties (i) - (iv) are equivalent. 
Now, assume that S = S. Then, from (iv), we see that G(1) is lo­
cally compact and therefore G(1) is a subgroup of S [,see (l.U)]. 
To prove the properties (v) and (vi) let χ £ S and define the map π 
from G(1) into S by 
*
x
(g) := gx for all g e 0(1). 
Of course π is continuous. We shall prove that IT is open. 
If 0 с G(l) is open, 1 € 0 and g € 0(1) then, by virtue of (i) and 
(iv) and by applying (7·15)s we find that Ogx = 1 (Ogx) is a neigh-
bourhood of x. Now, the openness of π follows easily. 
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From the openness of π it follows trivially that G(l)x is open. 
With some elementary arguments one otitains that G( 1 )x is homeomorphic 
to the factor space of G(1) , . 
χ 
To prove that G(l)x is closed, observe that for a y £ S, either 
G(l)y Π G(l)x = 0 or G(l)y = G(l)x. Thus, 
S ^  G(l)x = U{G(l)yly 6 S and G(1)x П G(1)y = 0} is open and hence 
G(1)x is closed. 
Similary, the analogous properties of xG(1) follow. α 
(9.19) COROLLARY. If S is a connected stip and § = S then S is a group, a 
Now, for the case that S is a stip and S = S, we shall describe 
the structure of L(S). First we define an equivalence relation G on S, 
which is induced by G(1). 
(9.20) DEFINITIONS. Let S be a stip. 
Then we define G := {(x,y) £ S x S|G(1)x = G(1)y}. 
G is an equivalence relation on S. 
If χ £ S then we denote the equivalence class {y € Sl(x,y) € G} of χ 
by x. 
Let m be a positive [possibly unbounded] Radon measure on S and 
let χ € S. Then let L (m) denote the collection of ν € M(S) with the 
following property: 
if F € К such that Fx" is locally m-negligible then V(F) = 0. 
Note, that if m is bounded then L (m) = L(S,m*x). 
Furthermore, if S = S then G(1) is locally compact so there exists a 
right Haar measure m on G(1), and if x,y € S such that (x,y) € G then 
10Θ 
L (m) = L (m). 
χ y 
Now, we can formulate the following. 
(9.21) THEOREM. Let S be a stip such that § = S. 
Then S is a foundation semigroup. 
If m is a right Haar measure on G(1) then 
L(S) ~ e.jiLjnOIx £ S.g}. 
Proof. Let m he a right Haar measure on G(l). As G( 1) is an open neigh­
bourhood of 1, it follows from (8.2) that 
L(S
s
m) = L (m) ç L(S). (1) 
In particular, (1) implies that 1 € d(S ), which means that S is a foun-
dation semigroup. 
Now, we shall prove that for each χ € S, L (m) с L(S). 
Let χ 6 S. Put Η := ig € G(1)lgx = χ} . Then H is a subgroup of G(1) and 
G(1) η (Ax)x"1 = AH for all A с G(1). (2) 
To prove that L (m) с L(S), take a ν € L (m) such that 
л χ 
N := supp(v) 6 К. 
Observe that N с G(l)x. Let V be an open relatively compact neighbour­
hood of 1 in G(1). Then N с UÍVgxlg ε G(l)} and, since Vgx is open in 
S[,see (9·1θ)], we can find an open relatively compact subset W of G(1) 
η 
such that N ç Wx [, in fact, W = .у1 Vg. for certain g. ε G(1).]. 
We shall prove that ν « mi «χ: then, since mi ε M(S), from (l) and 
(3.6) we see that ν ε L(S). 
Let F ε К such that mi «x(F) = m(Fx~ Π W) = 0. Then |W 
0 = m(Fx"1 Π W) = m((Fx"1 П W)g"1) = m(F(gx)"1 П Wg-1) = 0 for all gεG(1] 
Since Η is a group and gx = χ for all g ε Η, we obtain 
mÍFx"1 Π Wg) = 0 for all g ε Η. (3) 
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If К e К such that К с (Юугх}х" flGCOthen Ъу (2), К ç Fx 1 П WH and be­
cause К is compact there exists a finite subset {g.|i=1,...,ηΐ of Η 
such that К с .¡J (Fx П Wg.). Therefore, applying (3), leads to 
m(K) = 0, for all К £ 1С with К с (F П Wx)x~1 , 
hence 0 = v(F П Wx) = V(F). Thus, we find that ν « m|t»x and ν € L(S). 
|W 
Now, the inclusion L (m) с L(S) follows easily. 
Finally, we shall prove that for each ν € L(S) there exists a 
sequence (v ) -_„ in M(s) with the following properties: 
η nfclfí 
(i) ν = „1, ν -, 
n=l η 
(ii) for each η € IN there exists an χ £ S such that ν € L (m); 
η χ 
(iii) for each η,m € IN, η / m we have that ν 1 ν . 
η m 
Then with some elementary arguments one can prove the isomorphism. 
Let ν £ L(S). The collection {G(l)xlx € Ξ ,Q} forms a partition of S 
into open sets. Now, in an obvious way, one can prove that there exists 
a sequence (x ) „„, in S such that G( 1 )x Π G( 1 )x = 0 for all 
η nclN η m 
n,m € IN, η 5í m and |v|( Ü,G(l)x ) = I |v| I. 
n=l η 
Put ν := ν|
Γ
(ι\ · Obviously the sequence (v ) has the properties 
1
 η 
(i) and (iii). We shall prove that 
ν £ L (m) for all η € IN. 
η χ 
η 
Let η e IN. 
Let F e К such that m(K) = 0 for all К e К with К с Fx-1. 
— η 
Choose a compact neighbourhood V of 1 in G(l). Then, by (l), m|
v
 6 L(S) 
and furthermore, mi Wg(Fx- ) = 0 for all g € G(l). 
This implas that m|v»vn(F) =¿( 1 w т| "У(?) dvn(y) = 0. 
η ' 
Since v
n
 £ L(S) and 1 € supp(mr ) we fir.d that v (F) = 0. о 
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CHAPTiE Χ 
COMMUTATIVE CANCELLATIVE STIPS 
Before continuing with the description of the structure of stips, 
we discuss the particular situation where S is a stip, resembling a 
grouft namely, S is a commutative cancellative stip. This chapter may­
be regarded as an application of the preceding ones. 
IN THIS CHAPTER, S IS A COMMUTATIVE CANCELLATIVE STIP. 
First from S we shall construct a group G and an injective homo-
morphism from S into G. 
(lO.l) For this purpose we define 
R := {((a,b),(c,d)) € (SxS) χ (SxS)lad = be}. 
This R is an equivalence relation on SxS, as one can see easily. 
Let SxS be endowed with the product topology. Then G denotes the 
quotient space SxS/„,provided with the quotient topology, π denotes 
the projection map from SxS onto G. 
For a b 6 S we define the map b* from S into SxS by: 
b*(x) := (xb.b) for all χ € S. 
Put ρ := тгоЪ*. Then the map ρ is independent of b [i.e.: if Ъ ,b € S 
then irob* = тгоЪ*] and ρ is a continuous injection from S into G. 
In a standard way one defines a semigroup multiplication on G, induced 
by the multiplication of S, such that G is algebraically a commutative 
group. 
We shall prove that G is 'a group [The proof will be a simplification 
for the locally compact case of a result of N.Rothman; cf.[Ro Il],(2.l)] 
G is called the group generated by S. 
Ill 
(10.2) LEMMA. Let G and ρ Ъе as in (10.1). 
Then G is a group and the restriction of ρ to S is a homeomorphism onto 
an open subset of G. 
Proof. First let us observe that S is an open subset of S [,see (9·15)] 
and that [.see (7.16) and (9-16)] 
zV and zV are open in S for all ζ € S, open V e s . ( 1 ) 
Let π denote the restriction of ir to S*S. Let V and W be open subsets 
of §. A simple calculation leads to ir~ π (VxW) = U„ (zW~ χ zV~ ). 
о zfcb 
Now, from (l) it follows that π π (VxW) is open in SxS, which implies 
that ir" ir (VxW) = π" π (VxW) Π §χ§ is open §χ§. This proves that π is 
о о о
 e
 о 
an open map. Since π is a surjection as well and since SxS is locally-
compact, we find that G is a locally compact space. Furthermore, from 
the openness of IT, it follows easily that the multiplication of G is 
continuous. Now, we have proved that G is a group. 
о 
To prove the openness of the restriction of ρ to S, let U and V be 
open subsets of §. Since Tr"1p(UV) = {(x,y) e SxSlx e yUV} = U zUxzV-1 
zco 
we obtain from (l) that p(UV) is an open subset of G. Now, observe that 
(9.I6) implies that the sets UV (U,V ç s open) form a neighbourhood 
base of the topology of S. Therefore we may conclude that ρ is open 
from S onto an open subset of G. n 
(10.3) LEMMA. Let G be a group and Τ a subsemigroup of G. 
If 1 e Τ e d(T) then Τ is a foundation semigroup and 9 = int(T). 
Proof. Assume that 1 € Τ с d(T). Then from (U.II) it follows that Τ is 
a foundation semigroup. 
Furthermore in (^.10) we have proved that there exists an open 
two-sided ideal in T, which is open in G and such that Τ = TT с -!. This 
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implies that Τ c T ç clo(int(T)), which means that int(T) is dense in T. 
2 
Of course int(T)T с Τ с Τ and int(T)T is open in G. Therefore 
int(T)T с int(Τ). Thus, we obtain that int(T) is a two-sided ideal in T. 
If t € int(T) then int(T)- t is a neighhourhood of 1 in G, which implies 
that int(T)t Π Τ is a neighbourhood of 1 in T. This proves that 
int(T) с T. Since Τ is the smallest two-sided ideal in T, we find that 
int(T) =5. • 
(10.1*) THEOREM. Let S be a commutative cancellative stip and let G be 
the group generated by S. 
Then there exist a subsemigroup Τ of G and an injective homomorphism 
Ρ from S onto Τ such that (i) 1 € Τ = d(T) and Τ = clo(int(T)) 
and (ii) the restriction of ρ to S is a homeo-
morphism from S onto int(T). 
If m is a Haar measure on G then L(S) is isomorphic to L(T,m| ). 
Proof. Let ρ be as in (10.1 ). Define Τ := clo(p(S)). 
Since ρ is continuous and S is dense in S we obtain that 
p(S) ç clo(p(§)). By (10.2), p(§) is open in G, and therefore 
p(§) с int(p(s)). Thus, we find that 
Τ = clo(p(s)) ç clo(p(§)) c= clo(int(p(s)) Ç= clo(p(S)) = T, which proves 
that Τ is regular closed. As S is a semigroup, it follows that p(S) is 
an algebraic subsemigroup of G and therefore Τ is a subsemigroup of G. 
Farthermorei 1 £ Τ = d(T) because Τ is regular closed. 
We have seen that clo(p(s)) = T. Therefore, by using (9·2) and 
(10.3) we obtain f? = Çp(§) ç p(S)p(§) = ρ(§) = int(p(s)) с int(T) = 5. 
This proves that ρ is a homeomorphism from S onto int(T). 
The restriction of ρ to S induces the isomorphism p* from L(s) 
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onto Lil) [,see (l.l8)]. Now, the last assertion of the theorem follows 
immediately from (9.15) and (U.T). α 
(10.5) COROLLARY. S is a foundation semigroup. α 
Let us make some more observations about the relation between S 
and G. 
(10.6) PROPOSITION. Let S, p, G be as in (ІО.З). 
Then: (i) ρ is a homeomorphism if and only if S satisfies the compact­
ness condition K, ; 
(ii) ρ is a homeomorphism onto a closed subset of G if and only 
if S satisfies the compactness condition K_. 
Proof, (i) Assume that S satisfies K, . Let χ £ S. There exists a compact 
neighbourhood U of 1 such that U~ Ux is compact. Put U := int(U) Π § 
and choose a u € U . Then p(U ) is open in G and consequently 
p(U ) (p(u)p(x)) is a neighbourhood of p(x) in G. Since 
p(S) Π p(U
o
)"1(p(u)p(x)) £ p(u"1(Ux)), we find that p(U"1(Ux)) is a 
neighbourhood of p(x) in p(S). Since U Ux is compact, ρ is a homeomor­
phism from the neighbourhood U~ Ux of χ onto the neighbourhood 
p(U (Ux)) of p(x). Now, we may conclude that ρ is a homeomorphism. 
Conversely if ρ is a homeomorphism then p(S) is a locally compact 
subset of G, which implies that p(S) is open in Τ = p(S) [ ,see [Ke], 
problem 5G]. If К is a compact subset of S then р(К) is a compact sub­
set of p(S) and there exists a compact neighbourhood U of 1 in Τ such 
that U ρ(Κ) Π Τ is a compact subset of p(S). Since ρ is a homeomor­
phism and U"1p(K) Π Τ = ρ((ρ" 1(υ)Γ 1Κ), we find that (p"1(U))~1K is 
compact in S and p~ (u) is a neighbourhood of 1. 
Ill* 
(ii) If S is homeomorphic to a closed subset of G then trivially 
S satisfies ІЦ. Nov, assume that S satisfies K_. Let U be a compact 
neighbourhood of 1 such that іГ К is compact for all К e К. If χ € p(SÌ 
then p(u) (p(u)x) is a neighbourhood of χ in G [ ,see the proof of (i)]. 
Since pis) = p(S) there exists a t e § such that p(t) e p(U)_1(p(U)x). 
This implies that χ e p(U)~ (p(U)p(t)) whence 
χ € ο1ο(ρ(υ)"Ί(ρ(υ)ρ(ί)) Π ρ(Ξ)) = сІоЫи" 1 (Ut ) ) ) = p(u"1(Ut)) с p(S). Q 
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CHAPTER XI 
IDEMPOTENTS 
Let S Ъе a stip. In (7·12) we have seen that every subsemigroup 
eSe of S where e is an idempotent, is a stip as well. In this chapter 
we study the idempotents e of S for which the semigroups eSe have a 
simpler structure than the one of S itself. First we classify the idem­
potents e for which the groups of units G(e) of eSe are open in eSe 
[,see (II.2)]. In this case the structures of eSe and L(eSe) are fully 
known [»see (9.20)]. After that, with this knowledge, we characterize 
so far as possible the Clifford stips and prove that every Clifford stip 
is a foundation semigroup [,see (11.5)]· Finally we describe the idem­
potents e for which the groups of units in eSe contain a Gfi-subgroup 
of eSe [,see (11.11)]. Moreover we shall always describe the relation 
between L(S) and L(eSe). 
§1. The idempotents in 5. 
First we give some notations. 
(11.1) Let S be a stip. Then E denotes the collection of all idempotents 
of S. 
Let e€E. Then G(e) denotes the group of units in eSe [i.e.: 
G(e) = {p С eSelthere is a q £ eSe such that pq = qp = e} ,see (9.17)1· 
Note that G(e) = eSe П s"1e П eS"1. 
(11.2) THEOREM. Let S be a stip. 
Then the following properties of an idempotent e are equivalent: 
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(i) e e §; 
(ii) 0(e) Π § φ 0; 
(iii) G(e) із open in eSe. 
If e £ E Π § then G(e) is a closed subgroup of S and L(eSe) с L(S). 
Proof. If e € E then, by theorem (7.12), eSe is a stip and 
(eSe) = eSe П §. 
Therefore we may apply theorem (9.18) and the equivalence of the three 
properties follovs. 
Now, let e € Ε Π §. Then, by (9·ΐ8.ν), G(e) is closed in eSe. 
Since eSe is closed in S we find that G(e) is closed in S. 
If V is an open neighbourhood of e in eSe then e^ Ve is an open 
neighbourhood of 1 in S, while e € e Ve" Π s and therefore 
e" ((e Ve )e) is a neighbourhood of e in S [,see (7·15)]· Thus, 
e (e ((e Ve )e)) = e" V is a neighbourhood of 1. 
Let ν £ L(eSe), h € M*(S), e > 0. With 
V := {χ € s||h(v»x) - h(v)l < ε} , V Π eSe is an open neighbourhood of 
e in eSe. Observing that ν = v»e we obtain 
lh(v»x) - h(v)| = |h(v«(ix))- h(v)l < ε for all χ € e"1V 
which implies that e~ V с V. This proves that V is a neighbourhood of 1. 
From this it follows that voh is continuous at 1. By virtue of theorem 
(8.2), we may conclude that ν € L(S). α 
The theorems (9·ΐ8) and (9.21) describe the structures of eSe and 
L(eSe) (e e Ε Π §). Furthermore we have seen that L(eSe) с L(S) 
(e 6 Ε Π s). And the question arises whether these well-known algebras 
L(eSe) (e £ Ε Π §) describe in one way or another the algebra L(S). 
However, the subsemigroup [0,») of the additive group of the real num-
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bers shows that E Π S can very well Ъе empty. Therefore, to get more 
information about І;(з), we have to study other objects then the L(eSe) 
(e € Ε Π S). But first we present a class of stips S for which 
g = UieSele e E fi §}[ ,see (11.5)]. 
(11.3) DEFINITION. A semigroup S is called a Clifford semigroup if S 
is the union of algebraic subgroups of S. 
Particular examples of Clifford semigroups are the semigroups 
which contain only idempotents. Other examples of Clifford semigroups 
are the multiplicative semigroups of the real- and of the complex numbers. 
First we make a general remark about Clifford semigroups. Next we 
shall restrict ourselves to Clifford stips. 
(ll.lt) Let S be a Clifford semigroup. For each e Ê E, the group of units 
G(e) in eSe is the largest algebraic subgroup of S in the collection of 
all algeljraic subgroups of S having e as their identity element, (in fact 
G(e) is the union of the algebraic subgroups of S having e as their 
identity element.] Therefore S = U{G(e)le £ E) . Moreover 
G(e) Π G(f) = 0 for all β,ί € E, e У f, and as a simple calculation 
shows 
eSe = U{G(f)lf € E, ef = fe = f) for all e € E. 
(11.5) THEOREM. Let S be a Clifford stip. 
Then S is a foundation semigroup and § = U{G(e)le 6 Ε П §} . 
If e € Ε Π § then (i) G(e) is a closed subgroup of S, 
and (ii) if f € E is such that fe = ef = f then G(f) is 
open and closed in eSe. 
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For each e £ Ε Π S, let m Ъе a right Haar measure on G(e). 
e 
Then L(S) ~ ei{L(S,me)|e € E П §}. 
Proof. From the properties (i) and (ii) of (11.2) and from the observa­
tion in (11.U), it follows that § = U{G(e)|e e E П §) = UfeSele ξ. Ε П §} . 
In (11.2) we have proved that L(eSe) с L(S) (e e E П §), while we 
have proved in (9·21) that the eSe (e € Ε Π S) are foundation semi-
groups. Thus, we find that S is a foundation semigroup. 
Let e e Ε Π §. Then (i) is proved in (11.2). Let f ε E such that 
fe = ef = f. Then f = fe € §, which implies that G(f) is closed. Fur-
thermore, Ъу virtue of (11.2), G(e) is open in eSe, and therefore, Ъу 
(7.18), G(e)"1(G(e)f) = G(e)f and (fG(e))G(e)"1 = fG(e) are open sub­
sets of eSe. Since fG(e) с fS~ П fS and G(e)f с S - f Π Sf, we obtain 
that G(e)f Π fG(e) с G(f) and we may conclude that G(e)f Π fG(e) is a sub-
group of G(f) which is open in eSe. This yields the openness of G(f) in 
eSe. 
Before proving the last assertion, we observe the following. Let 
ρ € L+(S) such that p(G(e)) = 0 for all e € E П §. If e £ Ε П § then 
eSe is the union of open subsets G(f) of eSe (f £ E, fe = ef = f), 
which implies obviously that p(eSe) = 0. 
Thus, we obtain that 
p(eKe) = 0 for all e £ E П §, К € К. 
From (8.2) it follows that р(к) = 0 (К £ К). This means that ρ = 0. 
Now, let ν £ L(S). Using the observation above, one can in a stan­
dard way prove the existence of a sequence (e ) in Ε Π § such that 
I Ivi I = lv|( Ü.GÍeJ) and e Φ e„ for all n,m e TS, η Φ m. 
η
=
 i n η m 
Put ν := ν,,,,
 N for all η £ IN. Then ν = Σ4ν and 
η G(e ) n=1 η 1
 η 
ν £ L(G(e )) = L(S,m ) (η £ IN). 
η η e 
η 
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Finally, a combination of (9.21) and (11.2) leads to 
L(S,m ) с L(eSe) с L(S) for all e e E fi §. 
e — 
Now the proof of the last assertion is obvious. • 
(11.6) REMARK. If S is a commutative Clifford stip then 
G(f) is closed for all f e E, 
which means that S is the union of groups. 
[Proof. Let f e E and χ € clo(G(f)). Suppose χ Í G(f). Then there exists 
an h 6 E, h φ f, such that χ € G(h). Since S is dense in S there exists 
s y € § such that yh φ yf. There exists an e € E П S such that y € G(e) 
and therefore eh Φ ef. Then ef € § П E and, hence, Ъу (11.5)> G(ef) is 
closed, which leads to 
ex e e(clo(G(f))) с clo(eG(f)) с clo(G(ef)) = G(ef). 
However, ex e eG(h) ç G(eh). This violates ef φ eh and apperently 
χ e G(f). D] 
§2. The idempotents in the countable closure of §. 
The extremely nice situation, which we have found for Clifford 
stips [namely, L(s) = U{L(eSe)le € E П 8} and the eSe have well known 
structures (e € Ε Π §)] does not hold in the general case. However, it 
will turn out that in the case that S is a stip, L(S) is the inductive 
limit of a family of L(eSe), where the eSe are "almost metrizahle" 
[,see (11.17)]· Let us specify this "almost metrizahle". We shall study 
the δ-isolated idempotents in a stip [,see def.(l1.8)]. If, for instance, 
e is a á-isolated idempotent in a commutative stip S then there exists 
a subgroup G of eSe with identity element e such that eSe modulo G is a 
stip which is locally metrizable [in the sence of (7.23). In chapter 
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XIV we shall carry out this construction explicitly, see (lb.12)]· 
We begin with some definitions. 
(П.?) DEFINITION. Let F Ъе a subset of S. F is said to he countahle 
closed if F contains the accumulation [or cluster] points of the counta­
ble subsets of F. 
The countahle closure of F, denoted by К -clo(F), is the inter-
^-^—^—— о 
section of all countahle closed subsets of S containing F. Then we have, 
as can easily he seen 
К -clo(F) = { X £ Six 6 A where A is a countable subset of F}. 
Observe that for each subset A and В of S the following holds: 
K0-clo(A) K0-clo(B) с ічо-с1о(АВ). 
In particular, this means that the countable closure of an ideal is an 
ideal. 
(11.8) DEFINITION. An idempotent e of S is called 6-isolated if {e} is 
a G^-set in eSe Π E [= {f € S If is an idempotent and fe = ef = f} , 
where eSe Π E is endowed with the restriction topology.]. The collec­
tion of all δ-isolated idempotents in S is denoted by E.. 
0 
In theorem (11.11) for a stip S we give some properties of an 
idempotent of S which are equivalent to the δ-isolation. 
The identity element of a group and the identity element 1 of a 
semigroup which has a countable neighbourhood base of 1, are 6-isolated 
idempotents. 
The identity element of the semigroup in example BIO is not δ-
isolated. 
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Before we describe the δ-isolated idempotents and show that there 
are "enough" 6-isolated idempotents in a stip S [,i.e.: 
S clKeSele £ E.},] we prove two lenmas. 
— о 
(11.9) LEMMA. Let S Ъе a semigroup with identity element 1. 
Let G be a G.-subset of S containing 1. Then there exist a 6-isolated 
0 
idempotent e in G and a compact subgroup H of S with identity element e 
such that H с G and H is a G¿-set in eSe. 
Proof. Let (V ) „ „ be a sequence of open subsets of S such that 
η n€IN r 
G = П. V . Let (U ) _T,T be a decreasing sequence of open relatively n=1 η η ntlN 
compact neighbourhoods of 1 [,defined by induction] such that 
ÏÏ , U _,, <= U Π V for all η £ IN. 
n+1 n+1 — η η 
ш 
Then Τ := Г) U is a compact subsemigroup of S, contained in G. 
There exists a minimal ideal in Τ which contains idempotents. Let e be 
an idempotent in the minimal ideal of Τ then eTe is a compact subgroup 
of Τ with identity element e [jsee (1.7)]· 
Put Η := eTe. Now, Η is a compact subgroup of S with identity element 
e and since H = eTe = Τ Π eSe, Η is a G.-set in eSe. 
Obviously, the idempotent e is δ-isolated. о 
(11.10) LEMMA. Let S be a stip. 
For every countable subset A of S -clo(S) there exists a δ-isolated i-
dempotent e such that A ç eSe. 
Proof. Let A be a countable subset of K-clo(§). Then-there exists a 
countable subset В of § such that A ç clo(B). The set ,P (§~ Ъ П Ъ§ - ) 
is a G,-set containing 1 [,see (7.1 Ό ] and therefore, by (11.9), this 
set contains a δ-isolated idempotent e. Then for all b € B, 
b € Se Π es с eSe. Now, the closedness of eSe implies that А с eSe. α 
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(11.11) THEOREM. Let S Ъе a stip and e an idempotent of S. 
Then the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) e is 6-isolated; 
(ii) e € K0-clo(8)j 
(iii) there exists a compact subgroup H of S such that e is the 
identity element of H and H is a G.-set in eSe. 
о 
Furthermore,S -clo(§) = U{eSe|e e E.}. 
о о 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (iii)follows easily from lemma (11.9) 
Ъу applying this lemma to the semigroup eSe. 
Assume that e has property (iii). Let ( ν
η
)
η Ε
τ
Η
 Ъ е a
 sequence of 
open relatively compact sets in eSe such that Η = Π- V and such that 
1 , с V for all η € IN. Since (eSe)0 = eSe Π § [ ,see (7.12)] , there 
n+1 — η · 
exists a sequence (h ) ^„ in § such that h € V П (eSe) = V П eSe fl § 
η n€IN η η η 
for all η € IN. Let h £ .7pTM cloih In > N} . Then h e „СЬ,. .
т
 = H and 
NEIN η — NEIN Ν 
e € clo{h |n € IN} because Η is a compact group. This leads to 
e € clo{hn|n e IN}ç clo{h£|n,k € IN) с N -clo(§). 
Thus, we see that (iii) implies (ii). 
Now, assume that e e K-clo(s). Then e 6 X -clo(eSe), as easily 
can be proved, and therefore, by (7· lb), e £ l^ -cloíeSe) = К -clo((eSe) ). 
Lemma (11.10), applicated to the stip eSe and the set {e}, ensures us 
that there exists a δ-isolated idempotent f € eSe such that {e} с fSf. 
Obviously, e = f and consequently e is a δ-isolated idempotent. 
This proves the equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iii). 
Using the fact that N -clo(S) is an ideal in S, the last assertion 
of the theorem follows immediately from the equivalence of (i) and (ii) 
and from (11.10). о 
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(11.12) COROLLARY. Let S be a stip. 
It e € E. then all idempotents in eS U Se are δ-isolated. 
о 
If 1 has a countable neighbourhood base then all idempotents of S are 
6-isolated. 
Proof. If e is a б-isolated idempotent of S then e € N -clo(s) and 
therefore there exists a sequence (x ) __„ in S such that 
η neiN 
e £ cloíx In £ IN}. If f is an idempotent such that f = te for a cer-
tain t e s then f = te € clo{tx In e IN} с N -clo(§) which implies that 
η — о 
f is δ-isolated. 
The second assertion follows immediately from the first one. a 
We should like to prove that L(S) с U{L(eSe)le € Ej}. 
A first step in proving this could be the proof of the following asser-
tion: 
if F € К, F с § then there exists an e £ E. such that F ç eSe.(l) 
However, the semigroup in example B18 shows that (1) need not be true. 
[In this example we have 
§ = {f € {0,1}X|f(x) = 0 for only finitely many χ £ X} 
and N -clo(§) = {f € {0,1} If(χ) = 0 for only countable many x€X}. 
If F is the collection of all f € {0,1} for which there exists at most 
one χ € X such that f(x) = 0, then F is compact and F ¿ eSe (e ξ. E,)]. 
The first assertion in lemma (11. il*) is an analogue of ( 1 ) and, 
moreover, is sufficient for our aim. With the second assertion of 
(11. lit) we can handle the non-commutative case. First we introduce a 
order relation on Ef. 
о 
(11.13) LEMMA. Let S be a stip. 
On E- we define the relation < by: 
о — 
12І+ 
e < f (e,f e E6) if and only if f € S"1e П eS"1. 
For an e and an f in E. we have that e < f if and only if eSe с fSf. 
о 
Furthermore, < is a partial ordering and under this ordering E. is a 
directed set. 
[Note that if 1 e E. then 1 = max E.]. 
о о 
Proof. The first assertion is obvious. From the characterization 
"e < f if and only if eSe с fSf" it follows easily that < is a partial 
order relation. From (11.9) it follows that for each e,, e„ € E. there 
l ¿ о 
exists an f € E. such that e. < f and e2 < f, which proves that E. is 
directed under <. α 
(11. il») LEMMA. Let S be a stip. Then: 
(i) if ν £ L(S), then there is an e € E, such that 
supp(v) = e supp(v) e er eSe; 
(ii) if M £ (С, χ e N -clo(§) and e 6 E. then there is an f € Er , 
о о о 
such that e < f and xM = f(xM)f ç fSf. 
Proof. To prove (i) let v€ L(S). There is a sequence (F ) of compact 
sets in S such that Ι ν I( Ü. F ) = I I ν I I. Put G := Û, F and 
n=1 η n=1 η 
d := sup {|v|(AGB)|Α,Β countable subsets of §}. 
Then d =|v|(A GB ) for certain countable subsets A , В of S. Let ρ be the 
o o о о 
restriction of |v| to S ^  A
o
GB . Then, by (3.6) ρ € L(S), and from the 
definition of d we find that p(xF y) = 0 for all η € IN, x,y € §, which 
by (Θ.2), implies that ρ = 0. Thus, we obtain that 
IMI = Ivi (A GB ). (1) 
о о 
As A U B is a countable subset of N -clo(s) by applying (11.10) we 
find an e € E. such that A U В с eSe. Then using (1) we obtain 
о о о
 — 
supp(v) с clo(A GB ) <= clo(eA GB e) с eSe. 
— о о
 —
 о о -
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This proves (i). 
To prove (ii), assume initially that χ £ S and M e К. 
Let х1 ,х2 б § such that χ = x^t.see (9·5)]. Applying (7.5) and (T.I8) 
we find that for each m e S the set (s x)" (Sx_m) is open. Noting that 
m £ (S χ)" (Sx_m) с х~ (Sxpm), we see that fer each m 6 S the set 
χ (Sx m) is a neighbourhood of m. The compactness of M implies the 
existence of a finite sequence т.,...,!^ in M such that 
к к 
M ç
 iyi х"
1(3х2т.) = х"
1(
і
У1 S x ^ ) . (2) 
As {χ m.|i = 1,...,k} с S, we may apply (11.10), and, thus, we find an 
e € E. such that x0m. £ eSe (i = 1,...,k). 
ο ¿ ι 
Using this in (2), we find that xM с Se. 
Now, we have proved the following: 
if M £ Κ,χ € § then there is an e € E. such that xM с Se. (3) 
о — 
Finally, to prove (ii), let M € Κ, χ € N0-clo(§), e 6 E,. There 
exists a sequence (x ) „ „ in S such that χ € cloíx In € IN} and Ъу 
η n€IN η J 
(З) there exists a sequence (e ) _T,T in Er such that x M с Se (η 6 IN). 
^ η n6IN 6 η — η 
Since {χ |η € IN} U {e In € IN} U {e} is a countable subset ofN -clo(§) 
η η о 
[,see (11.11)], we may apply (11.10) and find an f 6 E. П S~ e Π eS~ 
such that χ ,e € fSf (n € IN). This leads to 
η η 
x M = fx M с f Se с fSf for ail η e IN. (It) 
η η — η — 
Since χ £ cloíx In £ IN}and fSf is closed, we obtain from (It) that 
xM с fSf, which proves (ii ). о 
(11.15) THEOREM. Let Ξ be a stip and ν £ M(S). Consider the following 
conditions for v: 
(i) ν £ L(S); 
(ii) there is an e € E, such that for each f £ E., e < f we 
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have that ν € L(fSf); 
(iii) there is an e £ E. such that ν € L(eSe). 
о 
Then the conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent and they imply (iii). 
If, in addition, S is commutative then all conditions are equivalent. 
Proof. Trivially (ii) implies (iii). The implication (i)»(ii) is an ob­
vious consequence of (ll.lU.i). 
Now, assume that ν satisfies (ii). To prove (i), observe that 
supp(v) с fSf for all f £ E. with e < f, which implies that 
о — 
vWf = ν for all f £ E. , e < f. 
о 
We shall prove that г is K-continuous: then we may conclude that 
ν e L(S). 
Let Г £ К and let (учКр. he a net in S converging to a y e S. Let Y be 
a compact neighbourhood of y. We may suppose that y^ ε Y for all λ ε Λ. 
As e ε Χ -clo(S), there exists an f ε E. such that e <_ f and 
f(eY)f = eY [,see (11.lU.ii)]. Thus, we obtain that 
v«z = v*('ëz) = v«(fezf) for all ζ ε Y. 
Then, using that v£ L(fSf), we find 
lim v»y,(F) = lim v«(Tëy~7)(F Π fSf) = v*(fëyf)(F П fSf) = v»y(F). 
λ
 λ
 λ
 λ 
This completes the proof of the implication (ϋ)·»(ΐ). 
Finally, assume that S is commutative and that ν ε L(eSe) for a 
certain e ε E.. If (y, )..,_. is a net converging to y ε S and F ε Κ then 
о А АсЛ 
lim v«y. (F) = lim »(еу
ч
 )(F) = lim v»(ey, e)(F Π eSe) 
λ
 λ
 λ
 λ
 λ_
 λ 
= v»eye(F Π eSe) = v»y(F). 
And we may conclude that ν ε L(S). α 
Theorem (11.15) enables us to describe L(S) by means of the 
L(eSe) (e ε Е
б
). 
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(11.16) I f e,f € E . , e < f then M(eSe) с M(fSf) and if ν € M(eSe) then 
0 ~ 
there exist a v f € L(fSf) and a ν' 1 L(fSf) such that ν = v f + v^ 
[»see (3.8)]. For each e,f € E., e < f we define the map g„ from 
ο ι »e 
L(eSe) into L(fSf) by g. (v) := v_ for all ν ξ. L(eSe) [.where 
f ,e f 
v f £ L(fSf) and ν - ν J. L(fSf)] . Then for each e,f € E ,e < f the map 
g„ is a continuous linear map with norm 1. Using this definitions and 
f
 se 
notations we can formulate the following theorem. The proof of this now 
is simple and is omitted. 
THEOREM. Let S Ъе a stip. 
Then L(S) is isometrically isomorphic to lim g. L(eSe), the inductive 
·* ι ,e 
limit of the family {L(eSe)le € E,) of normed vectorspaces with respect 
to the mappings g» 
1
 tB 
If, in addition, S is commutative then the mappings g„ are the usual 
I ,e 
inclusions and L(S) = U{L(eSe)le € Е Л . О 
For a foundation semigroup S with identity element we have the 
following characterization of N -clo(s). 
(11.17) THEOREM. Let S Ъе a foundation semigroup with identity element. 
Then No-clo(§) = U{supp(v)lv £ L(S)}. 
Proof. Let χ € supp(v) for a certain ν € L(S). By (ll.lU.i) there exists 
an e £ E» such that e supp(v) e = supp(v). As e € K0-clo(S) and 
χ € supp(v), we obtain that χ £ N-clo(s). 
Now, let χ £ N -clo(§). There is a sequence (x )
 /.T„ in S such 
ο η nfclN 
that χ £ cloix In £ IN}. We may suppose that there exists a compact 
neighbourhood X of χ such that {x In € IN} с int(X). Since S is a 
η
 — 
foundation semigroup, for each η £ IN we can find a ν £ L (S) such 
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that I|v II = 1 and ν (S~ χ ) φ 0. For each η € IN there is a 
η η η 
t ε supptv ) Π S~ χ , so there is a ν e S such that ν t = χ . This 
η η η η η η η 
implies that χ € supp(v »ν ) for all η € IN. Now, let ν := Σ.,2-. ν »ν . 
r
 η
 r r
 η η ' η=1 η η 
Then ν £ L(S) and χ 6 supp(v). α 
(11.18) COROLLAEY. Let S be a semigroup with identity element. 
If S = U{supp(v)lv £ L(S)} then all idempotents are δ-isolated. 
Proof. If S = U{supp(v)lv ε L(S)} then S is a foundation semigroup and 
from (11.17) we see that S = N -clo(§). This means that 1 ε ^-clo(§). 
Now the corollary follows from (11.11) and (11.12). a 
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CHAPTER XII 
L-ABSOLUTELY CONTINUOUS MEASURES 
In this chapter for a foundation semigroup S with an identity ele-
ment we shall prove a duality tetween L(s) and W. In analogy to the pro-
perty for an A ç S 
A £ N if and only if μ(A) = 0 (μ € L(S)), 
we shall prove [in (12.5)1 that for a μ £ M(S) 
μ € L(S) if and only if μ(Α) = 0 (A e W) (*) 
In chapter XV for a commutative stip S ,by means of purely semi­
group theoretical notions ,we shall define a collection R of subsets of 
S. This R will be a subcollection of N and moreover, it will turn out 
that in (*), M may be replaced by R. 
To be able to do this, in this chapter we shall already give 
some lemmas which strictly speaking are not necessary to prove (*) for 
a foundation semigroup with identity element. 
(12.1) DEFINITION. A measure μ € M(S) is called L-absolutely continuous 
if μ(Α) = 0 for all A e N. 
Note that if S is a group, a μ € M(s) is L-absolutely continuous 
if and only if μ is absolutely continuous [cf.(lt.lt.b) and [H-R] (19.13)]; 
Before proving that in a foundation semigroup with identity ele­
ment all L-absolutely continuous measures are elements of L(S), we give 
some technical lemmas. 
(12.2) LEMMA. Let S be a stip and let μ e M+(S) such that for each 
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e e Ε., μ»θ € L(S) and e*p € L(s). Then у e L(S). 
о 
Proof. We shall prove that for each open relatively compact subset V of 
S the set {u*x|x E V П §} is relatively w-compact in M(S): then from 
(2.7) we find that {μκχΊχ € clo(V Π §)} = {yWxlx e V} is w-compact in 
M(S) and therefore, Ъу (2.8), we may conclude that у e L(S). 
Let У Ъе an open relatively compact subset of S. By the theorem 
of EBERLEIN [,see, for instance, [Ed], (8.22.1) and (8.22.?)] in order 
to prove the relatively w-compactness of {y*x|x € V П S} it is enough 
to prove that for each countable subset A of V Π S the set 
{y*xlx £ A} is relatively w-compact. 
Let A be a countable subset of V П §. Then, by (11.10), there 
exists an e £ E. such that А с eSe. Thus, we find that 
0 
{y*xlx e A} = {(yWë)»xlx € A}. (1) 
Since, by assumption, y*ë e L(S), we obtain from (2.8) and (1) the 
relatively w-compactness of {y»x|x € A}. α 
(12.3) LEMMA. Let S be a stip, G a G.-eubset of S with 1 e G, and M € К. 
If F is a compact G.-subset of S, then there exists a compact G.-sub-
semigroup H of S such that 1 £ H с G and 
Ь ~ Е П М = Е П М f o r a l l h £ H. 
Proof. Let U be a compact neighbourhood of 1. Put N := UM. Then N £ K, 
There exists a sequence (0 ) _ „ of open neighbourhoods of 1 such that 
G = Π, 0 . 
n=1 η 
Let F be a compact G.-subset of S which is the intersection of 
countably many open sets W , W ,... . 
Using (ΐ.5·ν) we can find a decreasing sequence (V )
 p of open 
neighbourhoods of 1 [.defined by induction] such that V- = U and for 
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each η € IN, V _ ^, с V П О and ν" (V„F) П N с W . 
n+1 n+1 — η η η η — η 
Put Η := Q1 V . Then Η is a compact G.-subsemigroup of S such that 
1 € H с G Π U and H" 1(HF) П N C V " 1 ( V F) Π N с W for all η e IN, so 
—
 —
 η η ~ η 
Η
-1(HF) Π N ç F. 
Let h e Η then 
F Π Μ с h"1(HF Π HM) с h"1(Η-1(HF) П Ν) ç h"1F 
and h"1F fi M ç H -1 (HF) Π N с F 
and thus we f ind t h a t h ~ F n M = F n M . α 
(12.Ό IiEMMA. Let S Ъе a stip vith a 6-isolated identity element and 
let μ € M+(S) such that 
V(F) = 0 for each F 6 К for which F~ F is not a neighbourhood of 1. 
If ν € M (S) such that 1 € supp(v) then μ « μ«ν. 
Proof. Let U he a compact neighbourhood of 1. Since 1 is δ-isolated, by 
(11.11) there exists a compact Gr-subgroup G of S with identity element 1. 
Let ν е м (S) such that 1 6 supp(v). To prove that μ « μ»ν with 
no loss of generality we may assume that M := зирр(м) is compact. 
Put N := MU. Let К € К such that μ«ν(κ) = 0. There exists a compact 
G.-subset F of S such that К с F and μ«ν(Γ) = 0. Applying (12.3) we 
о — 
find a compact G.-subsemigroup Η of S such that 1 € H с: G Π U and 
о
 — 
Fh"1 Π Ν = F Π N for all h € N. (i) 
From lemma (1.7) it follows easily that Η is a group. Furthermore ob­
serve that 
supp(y«h) с N for all h € H. (2) 
Let (V )np-rH Ъе a sequence of open neighbourhoods of 1 such that for 
each η £ IN, V _ с V _,_.<= V П U and Η = fL V . 
n+1 — n+1— η n=1 η 
Since μ«ν(Γ) = 0 and 1 € supp(v), we have that 
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1 € clo{x € Sly»x(F) = 0} and therefore we can find a sequence 
(h ) ---.„ in S such that 
η ntlH 
y«h (F) = 0 and h € V for all η £ IN. (3) 
η η η 
Let h e n , clo{h In > m} с Q. Y = H. There exists a g € H such that 
m-i η — — m-1 m 
hg = 1. This implies that 
ι e cioih gin e IN} (10 
and furthermore Ъу (2), (1) and (3) 
y(F(h
n
g)"1) = p»h
n
(Fg"1) = p«ïïn(Fg"1 Π Ν) 
= μ«ΪΓ (F Π Ν) = u»h (F) = 0 for all η e IN. (5) 
η η 
GO _ 1 
If F is a compact suhset of F ν U, F(h g) then 
о * n=1 n 0 
— 1 —1 F F fi {h gig € IN} = 0 and by (It) this implies that F F is not a 
О О П o o 
neighbourhood of 1. By our assumption on μ and the inner regularity of 
μ it follows that μ(Γ >> U. F(h g)" ) = 0. Combining this with (5) we 
obtain that μ(Ε) = 0, which implies that μ(Κ) » 0. Thus μ « μ*ν. α 
Now we can prove the theorem announced in the introduction of this 
chapter. 
(12.5) THEOREM. Let S be a foundation semigroup with identity element. 
If μ is an L-absolutely continuous measure then μ € L(S). 
Proof. Let μ be an L-absolutely continuous measure. Then ΙμI is L-abso­
lutely continuous as well. Therefore, with no loss of generality, we 
may assume that μ £ M (S) and furthermore that M := supp^) is compact. 
We shall prove that μ*¥ € L(S) for all e € Efi: then, by (12.2) we 
may conclude that μ E L(S). 
Let e 6 E.. By (H.lU.ii) there exists an e £ E. such that 
o o о 
Me с eSe and e < e. By theorem (11.15) in order to conclude that 
о — о — 
μ «¥ £ Lis) it is enough to prove that for each f € Er with e < f, 
о о — 
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Vi«eo £ L(fSf). 
Let f € E- such that e < f. Then Me с fSf and furthermore Ъу 
о о ~~' 
(11.17) and (11.11) there exists a ν e L (S) such that 
f e supp(\i) с fSf. 
Let Г Ъе a compact subset of fSf such that F F is not a neighbourhood 
of f. Then, Ъу (6.1б), Ff"1 П F € W and also (Ff-1 П F)e"1 £ M . 
Thus, we find that 
0 = p*ë (Ff-1 Π F) = y»ë (Ff-1 П F П fSf) 
о о 
= μ«¥ (F Π fSf) = y»ë (F). 
о о 
Now, we may apply (12.1+) and find that u»ë0 « U*e »v. 
By (3.6) this implies that μ»? € L(S). • 
(12.6) COROLLARY. Let S be a foundation semigroup with identity element. 
Then L(S) is a K-closed subset of M(s). 
Proof. The theorem (12.5) tells us that L(S) = {μ€ Μ(3)1μ vanishes on NflK} 
and the corollary is an obvious consequence. о 
Collecting some results, we obtain our main theorem for founda­
tion semigroups with identity element. 
(12.7) MAIN THEOREM. Let S be a foundation semigroup with identity ele­
ment. 
Then for a μ £ M(s) the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) μ € L(S); 
(ii) 1 is norm-continuous; 
(ii)' г is norm-continuous; 
(iii) 1 is K-continuous at 1; 
μ 
(iii)'г is /C-continuous at 1; 
13U 
(iv) μ is L-absolutely continuous. 
Proof. The implications (i)^(ii) and ( i ^ i i ) 1 are proved in (5.6), 
(iiW(iii) and (ii)'-»(iii) ' are trivial and (iv)-»(i) is the content of 
(12.5). 
If 1 is K-continuous at 1 and F € Μ П К then ν»μ(Ρ) = 0 for all 
μ 
ν € L(S) which implies that μ(Κ) = 0 and hence μ is L-ahsolutely con­
tinuous. Hence, (iii)-»(iv). Similary, (iii)'^(iv). π 
(12.8) Finally, in this chapter, for a foundation semigroup S with iden­
tity element and a μ £ M(s) we consider the following property: 
for each F € К the 3θΐ{μ»χΊχ € F)is relatively 
(*) 
σ-w-compact in M(S). 
If S is a group and μ has property (*) then μ € L(S) [cf. [L],th.3]. 
In view of this one wonders whether this implication holds in general 
for a foundation semigroup with identity element. However, the semi-
group of example Вб is a foundation semigroup with identity element 
and the measure 0 has property (*), but 0 £ L(S). 
We shall show that the translates by the elements of S of a mea­
sure μ having property (*) are contained in L(S). 
PROPOSITION. Let S be a foundation semigroup with identity ele­
ment and let μ € M(S) such that for each F £ К the set {μ*χΊχ € F} is 
relatively σ-w-compact. 
Then {χ|μ»χ £ L(s)} is a dense right ideal containing S. 
Proof. Let U be a compact neighbourhood of 1. Then there exists a se­
quence (K ) -
 M of w-compact subsets of M(S) such that 
U. Κ =>{μ«χΊχ £ U} . For each η £ IN, К is w-compact, hence w*-com-
n=1 η — η t- j 
pact and consequently w*-closed. As r is w*-continuous, we find that 
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U := г (К ) is closed in S. Of course U с и U and Ъу the BAIRE 
η μ η — η=1 η 
CATEGORY theorem there exists an η С IN such that int(U П U) i 0. 
η 
Apparently each compact neighbourhood U of 1 contains a non-empty 
open set V such that r is w-continuous on V . If χ € V then r is 
" u μ u u μ 
w-continuous at x, consequently r — is w-continuous at 1 and Ъу theorem 
μ»χ J 
(12.7), r - e L(S). Thus, we see that 1 e с1о{хЫ«х С L(S)}. 
Obviously, {χ|μ·χ £ L(S)} is a right ideal and since S is the smallest 
right ideal the proposition follows. α 
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CHAPTER XIII 
QUASI-INVARIAHT MEASURES 
If Ξ is a group then there exists an invariant measure m [a Haar 
measure] on S such that L(S) = Ь(3,т) [, see (3.9·ϋΐ)]· Now, one won­
ders whether on a foundation semigroup S with identity element there 
exists an invariant measure m on S such that L(S) = L(S,m). However, 
consider the following situation. 
Let S he a commutative compact foundation semigroup with identity 
element such that G(e) = ie} for all e € E and let m 6 M (s) such that 
! Imi I = 1. Consider the following properties for m: 
(1) m*x = m for all χ € S ; 
(2) m*x < m for all χ € S ; 
(3) m(xF) < m(F) for all χ e S, F € К. 
If L(S) = L(S,m) and m has property (2) or (l) then S = ílbfln this 
case we have that m(S) = m*x(xS) < m(xS) for all χ € S and hence xS = S 
for all χ € S, which implies that S is a group.] 
If L(S) = L(S,m) and m has property (3) then S is discrete, [in this 
case, let 0 Ъе the zero element of S. Since 0 is an ideal we ohtain that 
0 ^ m({0}) = т(0{1}) < m({l}), which implies that {1} Í M. Now, apfclying 
(J.20.ii) we see that {1} is open and closed.] 
From this observations it will Ъе clear that, for a foundation se­
migroup S with identity element to describe L(S) by means of a measure 
m, we have to consider other invariance properties for m then (l), (2) 
or (з). It remains a problem what the meaning is of the following invari­
ance property for an m € M (S) [, where S is a foundation semigroup] 
(It) m(F Π xS) <m(x"1F) for all χ e S, F e К. 
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In this chapter for a foundation semigroup S with identity element 
we'Shall discuss the existence of a quasi-invariant measure m and we 
shall describe the relation between L(s) and L(S,m). [, see (13.2) and 
(13.6).] 
First we give some definitions. 
(13.1) DEFINITIONS. Let m be a positive Radon measure on S and let A be 
a subset of S. Consider the following property. 
For each m-negligible F 6 К, the sets Fx and χ F are locally 
m-negligible for every χ £ A. 
If m has this property then m is called quasi-invariant on A. 
Observe that if m 6 M (S) and m is quasi-invariant on A then 
~x*m « m and m*x « m for all χ € A. 
Let μ,ν £ M(S). Then μ is said to be equivalent to ν [, notation: 
μ ~ v] if μ « ν and ν « μ. 
Let m € M(S). Then m is called quasi-idempotent if m«m ~ m. 
Before proving the existence of non-zero quasi-invariant measures, 
we discuss the situation under the hypothesis that such a measure exists. 
(13.2) THEOREM. Let S be a foundation semigroup with identity element 1 
and let U be a neighbourhood of 1. 
If m is a positive Radon measure on S, quasi-invariant on U 
then (i) L(S) Π M(supp(m)) с L(S,m), 
(ii) L(S,m)*M(§) с L(S) and M(§)»L(S,m) с L(s), 
and (iii) {Α Π supp(m)lA с Ξ, A is m-negligible} с W. 
If, in addition, 1 6 supp(m) then 1 is 5-isolated. 
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Proof. Assume that m is as in the hypothesis of the theorem. To prove 
(i), let ν e L(S) Π M(supp(m)) and F e К such that m(F) = 0. There 
exists an open relatively compact subset W of S such that F с W. Since 
m is quasi-invariant on U we obtain that 0 = m(Fx Π W) = mi *x(F) 
(x € U ) , and consequently mi *u(F) = 0 (y € L(S)). 
This leads to 
x*p(F) = 0 for all χ e W Π supp(m), μ £ L(s). 
Thus we find that vi »w(F) = 0 (με L(S)). By (6.7), this implies that 
v(F) = viyiF) = 0. This completes the proof of (i). 
To prove (ii), it is enough to prove that for each К £ Κ, χ e S we 
have that m.^wx € L(S): since then, ohviously, for all μ e L(S,m), 
Г 
ν £ M(S) the measure μ»»ν is L-absolutely continuous and consequently 
μ*ν € Les). Let К € Κ, χ € S. There exist a compact neig! hourhood V of 
1, contained in U, and an open relatively compact suhset О of S such 
that KV e= 0. Then int(V~ χ) Φ 0 [,see (7.11*)] and therefore there exists 
a ν £ L (S) such that v(int(V~ x)) / 0. We shall prove that 
mi *x « m . »v: then пі| -*х E L(S). 
„-1 
Чо" " 
Let F € К such that m|„*v(F) = 0. Then there exists а у € V_ χ such that 
m(ïy~ Π 0) = mi *y(F) = 0 . If ν e V such that vy = χ, then the quasi-
invariance on U of m leads to 
0 = m((Fy"1 Π 0)v"1 η K) = m(F(vy)"1 П K) = m, »x(F). 
Thus, Ш|
к
*х «
 m| 0* v· 
Property (iii) is an immediate consequense of (i). 
If there exists a μ € L(S) such that 1 € supp(y) then 1 is 6-iso-
lated [,see (11.11) and (11.17)]· In view of this observation and of (i), 
upon a little reflection the last assertion is obvii-us: we omit its 
proof. α 
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(13.3) COROLLARY. Let S Ъе a foundation semigroup with identity element 
1. If m E M (S), quasi-invariant on S and 1 £ supp(m) then 
mι„ ~ m»x and xVm ~ mι „ for ail χ € S. |Sx |xS 
If, in addition, m is quasi-idempotent and S ν S is m-negligible then 
L(S) = L(S,m). 
Proof. If 0 is an open set and о £ 0 then о 0 is a neighbourhood of 1 
which implies that m»o(0) Φ 0 and hence m(0) Φ 0. Thus, supp(m) = S. 
Now, the corollary is a simple combination of (6.12) and (13.2). α 
REMARK. On a foundation semigroup S, not every quasi-invariant 
measure m need be in L(S). [Take, for instance, the semigroup of example 
Вб and m := ~Ö + Г1 2 ( 1/n). Then m is quasi-invariant on S, even 
quasi-idempotent, but m £ L(s).] The following lemma implies that on a 
foundation semigroup S there exist non-trivial quasi-invariar.t measures 
in L(S). 
(ІЗЛ) LEMMA. Let S be a semigroup. Let G be the closure of a σ-compact 
subset of S and let μ € L(S). 
Then there exists an m £ L (S) such that μ « m and m is quasi-invariant 
on G. 
Proof. Let ν £ L (s), К £ К. Since the collection of the real-valued 
measures of L(S) forms an abstract L-space [ ,see (3.8)] and the set 
{v*xlx € K) U {ν} U {χ»ν|χ £к} is a w-compact set in this abstract L-
space, [by cor. (1*.23.¡0 of [Ed]]we can find a v* £ L (S) such that 
ν « v*, x«\i « v*, v«x « v* for all χ £ K.[cf.[B-B IIl](2.l)] 
Now, assume that u Φ 0 and let (F ) _ be a sequence of compact 
subsets of S such that G = clo( У1 F ). Then by applying the above ob­
servation, we can find a sequence (v ) __„ of measures in L (S) [,de-
n nclN 
lUO 
fined by induction] such that ν =|μ| and for each η £ IN 
η 
ν « ν ,, , x«v « ν
 J, ,v «x « ν l. for all χ € , U. F . 
η n+1' η n+1' η n+1 k=1 к 
Now, put m := ?.. 2~n. I |v 11" .v . Then m £ L (S) and μ « m. 
n
=l η η 
To prove the quasi-invariance on G of m, let χ € F and let К € К 
such that m(K) = 0. Then for each к € IN, к > η we find that ν (κ) = 0, 
whence ν, «χ(Κ) = Q and, since v. « ν for all i £ IN, i < к, we ohtain 
к i k — 
that ( .| 2" .Mv.ll" .v.)»x(K) = 0. Thus, m«x(K) = 0, and we may con­
clude that 
x«m « m and m*x « m for all χ € ΰ, F . 
n=1 η 
As m £ Lis), the quasi-invariance on G follows. • 
(13.5) THEOREM. Let S be a foundation semigroup with identity element 1. 
Then the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) 1 is δ-isolated and S contains a dense σ-compact subset; 
(ii) there exists an m € L (S) such that m is quasi-invariant on S 
and L(S) = L(S,m). 
Furthermore, if there exists an m as in (ii) then m is quasi-idempotent. 
Proof. To prove the implication (ΐ)·(ϋ), assume that 1 is δ-isolated 
and that S is the closure of a σ-compact subset. Then there exists a 
ν e L(S) such that 1 e supp(v) [, see (11.11 and (11.17)]. By (ІЗ·1*) 
there exists an m £ L (S) such that m is quasi-invariant on S and ν « m. 
Then obviously L(S,m) с L(S). Since ν « m,1 € supp(v) and m qua-
si-invariant on S wo see that supp(m) = S. Therefore, by (13.2.І). 
L(S) e L(S,m). 
The implication (ii)»»(i) follows from (13.2) and the inner re-
gulartity of m. 
Let m be as in (ii) and let F Ε К such that m»m(F) = 0. Since 
1 € siipp(m) and m £ L(s) it follows that m(F) = 0, which implies that 
m « m*m. 
Evidently m*m « m. a 
Now, we shall give an extension of theorem (13.5) to more general 
semigroups. 
(13.6) THEOREM. Let S be a foundation semigroup with a δ-isolated iden­
tity element 1, such that S has the following property. 
There exists a locally finite family 0, consisting of open sub­
sets of S, each of which is contained in the closure of a σ-com-
pact set and such that S >» UU e M. (*) 
Then there exists a positive Radon measure m, quasi-invariant on S such 
that (i) L(S) = L(S,m). 
(ii) for each Borei set В the functions χ ~+ m(x B) and χ ~* m(Bx 
from S into IR U ί00} are lower s em i continuous. 
If, in addition, S satisfies the compactness condition Kp, then 
(iii) for each F € К, the functions χ <-*• m(x~ F) and χ —• m(Fx ) 
from S into IR are continuous. 
[In the remark following this theorem we prove that σ-Κι implies (*).] 
Proof. Let ν € L (S) such that 1 € supp(v ) and let U Ъе a compact 
neighbourhood of 1. If 0 e 0 then, by (13.1*), there exists an m' e L (S) 
such ν « m' and m is quasi-invariant on 0 U U and hence, as can be 
о о ^ 
proved easily, 0 с supp(m')· Therefore [,by the axiom of choice] there 
exists a family (ni
n
)
n
p/i of measures in L (S) such that for each 0 £ 0, 
m n is the restriction to 0 of a measure m' that is in L (S), quasi-in-
variant on U and for which supp(m') э 0. 
If f € C(S) and f vanishes outside a compact subset of S then 
11*2 
{ O e O l f i ^ O } ia finite and therefore m(f) := Σο пЛ?) is a complex 
number. Obviously m is a positive complex linear functional on the space 
{f e C(S)lf vanishes outside a compact set}. Let the positive Radon 
measure, induced by the linear functional m, be denoted by m as well. 
If F € К then from the definition of m and from the fact that 
{0 e O|0 Π F ?ί 0} is finite, it follows that mi- € L(s). 
To prove that m is quasi-invariant on S, let F € К such that 
m(F) = 0. Then m (F) = 0 for all 0 € 0. By (13.2.ІІІ), we find that 
F Π 0 € N for all 0 Ê 0 and consequently F С N. Let χ e S. Then x"1F 6 Ν 
and therefore for each К € К we obtain that m(x~ F Π К) = 0 , which 
means that χ F is locally m-negligible. This proves the quasi-invari-
ance on S of m. 
Obviously supp(m) = S and therefore by (13.2.І) and the fact that 
mi- € L(S) (F € К), it follows that L(S) = L(S,m). 
Since for each Borei set В the function χ ~-» m(x B) from S into 
IR U {»} is the sum of continuous positive functions, property (ii) 
follows. 
Now, assume that S satisfies K„. Let F € Κ, χ £ S and X a compact 
neighbourhood of x. Then m(y~ F) = y*mi -1 (F) (y € X) and X~ F € К 
whence mi -!_, € L(S) and the continuity of у ~* m(y~ F) at χ follows, α 
(13.7) REMARK. Let us mention and prove some more familiar conditions 
which imply property (*). 
Obviously, if' S is paracompact then S has property (*) [,see, for 
instance [Ke] th.5.28] . Furthermore, if S has a δ-isolated identity 
element and S satisfies the σ-compactness condition σ-Κι then S is pa­
racompact and consequently S has property (*). 
11+3 
Proof. By (11.11) and Ъу using the proof and the notations of {1.22), we 
can find a compact group G and a sequence (V ) _ of open relatively 
compact neighbourhoods of 1 such that G = Π, V and 
η=ι η 
V _,, с Y <= V , V ^ о ..о ... e V for all η e IN. 
n+1 — n+1 — η n+1 n+1 n+1 — η 
For each η € IN, put S := {χ € SKx7 )V ~ is σ-compact} and 
S* := U{(xv )V"] lx € S }. 
η n+1 n+1 η 
By (7.I8), for each η € IN, S* is open. We shall prove that 
Ш 00 
s = и, s = и, s*. 
η=1 η n=1 η 
Let χ e S. Then there exists a compact neighbourhood U of 1 such 
that (xV )U"1 is σ-compact. Since (XT^HGU) - 1 = ( (xV )u"1 )G"1 = 
= ((xV^U- )G, we obtain that (xV..)(GU)~ is σ-compact. Using the fact 
that G = fi. V , 
n=1 η' 
we find »η η € IN such that Y с GU and consequently 
(xVJÍGU)"1 => (xV )V "I The latter set being closed it follows that 
ι — η η 
χ e S . Thus, S c Û. S с U S* с S. 
η — n=1 η — n=1 η — 
There exists a pseudometric ρ on S such that 
(xV ^ JV"^ с В (x,2"n"1) с (xV )V"1 for all χ € S, η € IN 
n+i n+i — ρ — η η 
[use the proof of(7.22)]. Let S be the underlying space S endowed with 
the topology induced by p. Then S is paracompact [,see, for instance, 
[Ke], cor. 5.35]. Since the interiors [with respect to p]of (xV )V~ 
η η 
(χ £ S ) form an open cover of the pseudo metrizable space S* [ с S ], 
there exists an open locally finite refinement W of {(xV )V- |x € S } 
η η η η 
which is a covering of S*. 
η 
To prove that S is paracompact let 0 be an open cover of S. 
Then Ö* := {О П WlO € 0 and W € W for a certain η e IN} is a refine-
n 
ment of 0. 
For each η € IN and W € W , W is contained in a σ-compact subset 
lit It 
of S, whence W і a Lindelof space and therefore there exists a sequence 
(0 ) r-™ in 0* such that W с 0. О . This теапз that there exists a re­in me IN — m*1 m 
finement of Û* which is a σ-locally finite open covering of S. 
This completes the proof of the paracompactness of S. α 
REMAHK. In chapter XV we shall prove that for a commutative stip 
S the existence of a quasi-invariant measure μ C M (s) with supp(u) • S 
is enough in order to conclude that S is a foundation semigroup [,eee 
(15.11)1. 
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CHAPTER XIV 
COMMUTATIVE STIPS 
In this chapter for a commutative stip S, we continue the program 
started in §2 of chapter XI, namely the description of L(S) by means of 
a family (L(T )) .„, where the Τ are stips with simpler structures 
then the one of S. We shall show that one may assume that the Τ (e e E) 
are locally metrizable [j in the sense of (7.23);see (lU.13)]. To obtain 
this description, first, for a commutative stip S and a compact subsemi-
group H of S with 1 £ Η, we study the factor space S , obtained by iden-
n 
tifying the elements x,y £ S for which xH = yH. 
Throughout this chapter S IS A COMMUTATIVE STIP and H IS A COM­
PACT SUBSEMIGROUP OF S, CONTAINING THE IDENTITY ELEMENT OF S. 
(ll+.l) The collection E of all idempotents in S is a subsemigroup of 
S. [Note that in the non-commutative case the product of two idempotents 
need not be an idempotent.] 
Let χ e S. Then (Sx) χ Π Η is a compact subsemigroup of S. By 
(1.7) there exists a minimal ideal in (Sx)~ χ Π Η and an idempotent e 
in this ideal. Observing that (Sx)~ χ Π E = S - χ Π Ε, it is easy now to 
prove that 
fe = e for all f £ Ε Π Η fi S"1x. (i) 
Obviously, there exists exactly one idempotent e with property (1). 
For each χ € S we denote the idempotent e with property (1) by e . 
Again by (l.T.iii) we have that 
e ((Sx)" χ Π H) is a group in H with . , , , - < . in\ 
X
 identity element e for all χ € S. (2) 
1l»6 X 
Now, for each e £ Ε Π Η we define Η := {χ £ Sie = e } . P l a i n l y 
e x 
(1 ) implies that 
Η ={χ € eSlif ρ € Ε Π Η and χ e pS then e e pS} (з) 
= eS ν UífSlf £ E Π Η, f φ e and fe = f}. (it) 
From ('t) we see immediately that {H le € Ε Π Η} forms a partition of Ξ. 
Before describing the topological structure of Η if Η Π S Ψ Φ, 
we list some fundamental properties of Η , which will Ъе used in the 
sequel. 
Let e € Ε Π Η. Then from (З) we may conclude that 
if xy С Η and χ e eS then χ e Η . (5) 
e e 
Another formulation of (5) runs as follows 
(eS) Π s"1H
e
 = H
e
. (6) 
Now, applying (6) leads to 
if χ € Η , y € xS and χ £ yS then y e H . (Τ) 
(lU.2) LEMMA. For an e ξ. Ε П Η the following two properties are equiva­
lent: 
(i) Η is open in eS; 
(ii) H fi g φ φ. 
e 
Furthermore, if μ € L(s) then u = Σ μ,^ 
e £ Ε Π H lHe 
and L(S) ~ e^LÍeS) П M(H
e
)|e e E П Η and Η П § Φ 0}. 
Proof. If Η is open in eS then Η П § із Η П (eS) 0 φ 0[,use (7.12)]. 
Now, assume that Η П § φ 0. Then Ъу (7.1І+) we have that §" Η is 
a non-empty open set. From (6) of (ll+.l) we find that s Η с: e~ Η , 
e — e 
which implies that e has a neighbourhood, containing no idempotents of 
Ε Π eS Π Η exept e itself. Using this observation and the compactness 
of Ε Π Η it is easy to prove that W := U{fS|f e Ε Π eS Π Η and f Φ e} 
IU7 
is a closed subset of S. To prove that §" H ж e" H let y € S ^  §~ H . 
е е e 
Then ey t §~ H and consequently ey§ Π H я 0. This implies that 
ey§ с W and therefore ey e eyS с clo(ey§) с W. By {k) of (lU.l) we ob­
tain that ey t H . This proves that e~ H с §" H and thus e~ H = §~ H 
' e e — e e e 
is open in S. Consequently Ъу (6) of (IU.I) we obtain that 
H • e" Η Π eS is open in eS. 
е е 
Finally, let μ £ L(S). We shall prove that 
A :• {e € Ε Π Hlsupp(y) П Н Π S φ 0} is a countable set: then, since 
lvl(S ^  §) • 0 and {H |e Ç. Η Π S} is a partition of S, we see that 
e € Ε Π Η ' e
 + 
There exists an m € L (S) such that y « m and m is quasi-invariant 
on H [, see lemma (13.Ό]. If e € A then e Η is an open set containing 
e 
Η and consequently |y|(e Η ) φ 0, which implies that m(H ) 5* 0. 
Thus, А с {e € Ε Π H|m(H ) f 0}. Obviously, the latter set is countable, 
whence A is countable. 
Now, the isomorphism follows easily by using (11.15). о 
(1U.3) Let Η :- {(x,y) £ S»SlxH » yH}. Then Η is an equivalence relation 
on S, which is closed under multiplication [i.e. if x,y,z 6 S and 
(x,y) € H then (xz.yz) € H. This H is called a relative Green relation: 
cf. [Wa].]. 
We shall study the factor space of S with respect to this relation, 
but first we describe the Η-equivalence classes. 
For an e e Ε Π H we denote the group of units in eH by Т(е) [i.e. 
ïï(e) » eH Π H"1e Π Η - eH Π Н"1е : cf. (11.l)]. Observe that ТГ(е) are 
compact groups (e € E Π Η). 
1U8 
LEMMA. Let x,y € S such that (χ,y) € H. 
Then there exiets an e € Ε Π H such that xü'(e) = yG(e) and x,y € H . 
Proof. There eure g,h e H such that χ B yg and у = xh. Thus, 
χ • x(gh) and therefore gh € (Sx) χ Π H. Let e Ъе the idempotent as 
defined in (ll*.l). Then e e E f l H a n d x e H . From (2) of (lU.l) we 
-i X β χ 
obtain that e ((Sx) χ Π Η) cÜXe ) and hence ex(gh) € ^(6
χ
). This im­
plies that e g.e h e 7(e ). Thus, we have that y * xh • xe h e xG(e ). 
* χ χ χ χ χ 
Using (7) of (ΐΊ.ΐ) we find that y £ Η , whence e = e and 
consequently χ • yg • ye g € yG(e ). α 
y χ 
x У 
(lU.lí) For an χ 6 S, let χ denote the Η-equivalence class 
{y € SI (χ,y) £ H} of χ. The factor space S,¿, endowed with the quotient 
topology is denoted Ъу S . The projection map from S onto S is denoted 
Η η 
Ъу
 ν 
Obviously, if χ. ,χ ,y € S such that χ- = χ then χ,,γ = x^y, and 
the map (χ,γ) ~+ (xy) from S„ χ S^ into S„ is a semigroup multiplication 
π π η 
o n S H . 
We shall prove that S„ is a semigroup. 
THEOREM. [All definitions and notations as аЪо е]. 
S„ is a commutative stip. 
η 
Furthermore, § = π-1((S„)0) (l) 
Η
 H 
K0-elo(8) = irjj1( No-clo((SH)0)) (2) 
and π„(Η) is a compact eubsemigroup of S containing the identity ele-
h η 
ment of S„. 
η 
The map π has the following properties: 
η 
(i) ττ is a closed and continuous map; 
η 
(ii) π is a bijection from the set of idempotents of S onto the 
л 
ll»9 
one of S„; 
(iii) for each e 6 Ε Π Η the restriction map of π to Η is an 
η e 
open map from Η onto τ,,ίΗ ) = (π„(Η))~ and 
e н е n e 
іг-
1
іг
н
(Н
е
) - H
e
. 
Proof. First we shall prove property (i) of π . 
The continuity of π is trivial. To prove the closedness of π , let F 
n Η 
be a closed subset of S and let (x\ )\рд be a net in π 'OF) converging 
to an χ 6 S. There is a net (ΡχΚρΑ i n F such that 
(χ
λ
, ρ
λ
) € Η for all λ e Λ. 
This implies the existence of a net (елКр-д in Η such that 
g.x. = ρ, (λ Ε Λ). Since Η is compact, we may assume that (бі)\рд con­
verges to a g € II. This means that (РіХс-д converges to gx. FurLhermore 
there exists a net (h,),^. in Η such that x. = h.p. (λ € Λ). Again Ъу 
the compEictness of Η we may assume that (h ).p. converges to an h € H. 
This leads to χ = h(gx) and consequently we have that (x,gx) £ H. As F 
is closed we find that χ 6 π" π (F). This completes the proof of (i). 
H л 
To prove that S
u
 is a semigroup, observe that for each о £ Ε Π Η, 
Π 
G(e) is compact and therefore by lemma (ΐΊ.3) we find that each 
equivalence class is compact. This, together with the closedness of it , 
Η 
implies that 
the quotient topology on S„ is a locally compact Hausdorff to-
H
 (3) 
pology. 
[For a proof of (3) see, for instance, [Ke] , th.(5.?0).] 
From the closedness of π and the commutativity of the following dia-
_ „ mult. „ 
gram SxS — • S 
ν
π
Η 
'Η 
ЗхЗ
т т
 -^ STT , one concludes that 
η η Η 
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the multiplication on S is continuous. (Ό 
η 
(3) and {h) together mean precisely that S is a semigroup. Obviously 
H 
the multiplication on S„ is commutative. Applying (7·1ΐ)« we find that 
S,, is a commutative stip. 
il 
Now, observe that 
I = π" ir„(l) for every ideal I of S. (5) 
η η 
Therefore S" χ = ττ~ w„(s" χ) = ir (S,, χ) (χ ξ. S) and since S„ is en-
n η η η η 
dowed with the quotient topology it follows that for an χ € S 
S~ χ is a neighbourhood of 1 if and only if S χ is a neighbour-
H 
hood of T. 
By virtue of (9-3) this means that § = ir" ((3,,)°). Thus, (l) holds. 
η η 
Since π is continuous, we see from (l) that 
Η 
K0-elo(8) Е^н
 (
 »b-cloitSjj)0)). 
To complete t h e proof of ( 2 ) , l e t χ e π " ( K - c l o ( ( S „ ) 0 ) ) . Then, by ( l ) 
П О л 
there exists a countable subset В of S such that χ € clo(ir (В))· By 
Η 
(11.9) there exists an f e E, such that В с fs, hence π„(Β) с fS„. ОЪ-
o К — Η 
viously f is an idempotent in S and consequently fSTI is closed in St,, 
n Η Η 
whence χ € с1о(тт (В)) E f S = π (fS). Thus, by (5), we find that 
χ € fS с S0-clo(§) [.see (11. Il)] which proves {?). 
To prove property (ii) of π , let e,f e E such that (e,f) Ε Η. 
Then there are g,h € Η such that e = fg and f = eh. Phis leads Lo 
e = fg = f(fg) = f e = (he)e = he = f. Thus, it is an injection from E 
η 
~2 ~ into S . If χ € S such that χ = χ, then there is an e € Ε Π Η such 
ri 
ρ 
that χ € Η and χ G(e) = xG(e) [,see (lU.3)], which implies that xïï(e) 
is a compact semigroup and consequently, by (1.7), there is an f € E 
such that χ = f. This completes the proof of (ii). 
Finally, let e € Ε Π H. If U is an open subset of H then from 
e 
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lemma (lU.3) we see that ττ~1π (и) = G(e)U = G(e)" U П Η , which implies 
Η tl e 
that ir~ π„(υ) is open in Η . Thus, the restriction map of w to Η is an 
η Η e n e 
open map from Η into S„. 
The equality π~ ^ „(H ) = Η is an immediate consequence of lemma (ll(.3) 
Η n e e 
and the equality ^т/Н ) я (''Г
Н
(Н))~ can Ъе proved Ъу a simple computation 
using ОН.З) and (M of (iH.l)! the proof ia ommitted. о 
Combining theorem (ІІ+.І») with lemma (іД.г) we find the following. 
(11*.5) COROLLARY. Let e £ Ε Π Η. 
Then the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) Η Π g 4 0; 
e 
(ii) (*H(H))~n (S H)
0
 Φ 0; 
(iii) Η is open in eS; 
(iv) (ir (н))~ іэ open in eS . α 
н е η 
(11*.6) COROLLARY. Let e e E П Η. Then: 
(i) if К is a compact subset of 3„, contained in т„(Н ), then 
η ne 
π~ (К) is a compact subset of S, contained in H . tl e 
In particular, if Η Π S φ 0 then [Η and π (н ) are locally compact and] 
e e Η e 
с
<>н
{ н
е>) " {s e c(1TH(He))igowH e C.(He)}¡ 
(ii) if F is a compact G,-subset of S, contained in H , then 
π" π (F) is a compact G.-subset of Η . 
η Η o e 
Proof.If F is a compact subset of S, contained in H then 
π" TTU(F) - i&(e) с Η and тг" тг„(Р) is compact. 
η n e η η 
Now, let К be a compact subset of S„, contained in π (Η ). 
η ne 
By the above observation and (1 U.U.iii), each χ € Η has a compact neigh­
bourhood X in Η such that π" π (X) • X. Since К is compact, and the 
e л η 
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restriction of τ' to Η ia open, it follows that тС (К) can Ъе covered 
π e
 n 
Ъу finitely many compact neighbourhoods X [with X = τ π (χ)]. 
Thus, тГд (К) is compact in S. 
To prove (ii), let F be a compact G.-subset of S, contained in 
H . Then there exists a decreasing sequence (V ) с
Т
м
 0
^ open relative-
flD _ 
ly compact subsets of S such that F = П V and V с ν . с ν 
*
 r
 η=1 η η+1 •• η+ι — η 
(η € IN). Using the compactness of V (η € IN) and the fact that 
F = Π ν , it is easy to prove that ττ" π„(Ρ) = „Q π" π (V ). Now, the 
n
=l η η η n a ι η il li 
corollary follows immediately from (lU.h.iii). α 
We shall define a map σ from L(S„) into L(S) which will turn 
n 
out to be a linear isometry. The definition and the proof are carried 
out in several steps. 
First we make some conventions. 
(11*.7) In view of (lU.U.ii) we identify the idempotents of S with 
those of S„. If А с S then we write A instead of π
ΙΤ
(Α). 
n — η 
For each e € Ε Π Η with Η Π § / Φ, let m be the normalized 
Haar measure on Œ( e ). 
(1І+.8) Let e e E n H such that H П § φ 0. Then, by (1U.5) and (ll».2), 
both Η and Η are locally compact. Observe that, by lemma (1*1.3), 
m »χ • m »y for all x,y e H
e
 with (χ,у) € Η. 
LEMMA. If f € С
ш
(Н
е
) then the complex-valued function 
x ~ * m »x(f) on H is an element of С (H ). 
е е » e 
Proof. H is open in eS
 а п < 1 ft i f l 0 p e n i n e S [ > a e e (1U.2) and (1U.5)] 
θ Π 
Thus we find that 
m of іэ continuous on eS for all f € С (H ). (l) 
e « e 
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I f 0 i s an open subset of the set of the complex numbers and f £ С (H ) 
then 0' := {x 6 HJm »x(f) e 0} = ir„(H П {x € eS|m of(x) e 0}) and by 
е е n e e 
( i ) and ( Ι ι . ΐ Ί . ϋ ΐ ) we f ind t h a t 0 ' i s an open subset of Η . Now, using 
( l U . 6 . i ) t h e lemma follows e a s i l y . α 
( l i t .9) Let e £ Ε Π Η such t h a t Η Π § j 0. I f μ 6 M(S„) then t h e com-
e Η 
plex-valued function f -»• ƒ m »x(f ) dp (χ) on С (Η ) is an element of r
 ~ e o» e 
с*(н
е
) = м(н
е
). 
Now, l e t о be t h e map from M(S„) i n t o M(S) such t h a t 
e ri 
<J (μ ) £ М(Н ) for a l l μ Ê M(S„) 
е е H 
and σ ( y ) ( f ) = ƒ m »»x(f) dy(x) for a i l μ € Mis«), f € С (H ) . 
e ~ e H ш e 
η 
e 
LEMMA, ( i ) σ i s continuous and l i n e a r . 
e 
(ii) The restriction of σ to M(H ) is isometric. 
e e 
( i i i ) Furthermore, 
a
e
(y)(goTrH) = μ|~ (g) for a l l μ € M(SH), g £ C j ' Ï Ï J and 
e 
σ (μ) = σ ( μ ι - ) = σ (μ), for a l l μ € M ( S j . 
с e n e n η 
e e 
Proof. First we prove (iii). Since m is normalized, we see that 
m «x(goir) = g(x) for all g £ С ( H ), χ £ Η . 
е н » е е 
Now, using (ll+.б.і), the first equality of (iii) appears. The second 
part of (iii) is immediately clear from the definition of a . 
e 
(i). The linearity of σ is obvious. 
If μ £ M(SH) and f £ С (Η ) then Ισ (y)(f)l < ΙΙίΙΙ.ΙΙμΙΙ and 
η да e e — 
therefore Ilo (μ)ΙΙ < I M I . Thus, σ is continuous. 
(ii) If μ £ M(H ) and E > 0, then there exists a g £ С (H ) such 
e " oo g 
that I Igl I < 1 and I lul I < M g ) I + ε, whence 
ΙΙμΙΙ < Ι μ (g) I + e < Ισ (wHgoir ) | + ε < | | σ ( μ ) | | + ε < | | μ | | + ε . α 
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Let us collect some more properties of σ . 
e 
(il*. 10) LEMMA. Let e and σ Ъе as in (ill.9) and let μ € M(SU). 
e π 
Then: (i) if зирр(р) ç Η then supp(a (y)) = n" (supp(p)); 
(ii) if F is a compact G.-subset of H then 
(iii) if N := supp(p) is compact, N ç Η and ν € S such that 
(IT'VÍOÍV С H then 
η — e 
σ (у*у) = σ (μ)»ν; 
e e 
(iv) if h £ M*(S) then the complex-valued function 
μ ~** h(a (μ)) is an element of M*(S ). 
Proof. The assertions (i) and (iv) are оЪ іоиз. 
To prove (ii), observe that if g € С (H ) then 
gOTTjr.a (μ) = σ (g.μ). Now, let F Ъе a compact G -subset of H . Then 
•nTJ (F) is a G.-subset [,see (l'i.6.ii)] and therefore for each li ô 
ν e M (H ) we have that 
e 
a
e
( v ) | , T " 1 ( F ) " inf{gOTrH.o e(v)|g e C*(ÏÏe) and ξ~ < g) 
= i n f { a
e
( g . v ) | g e C^(K
e
) and ξ - < g) = a
e
( v | ~ ) . 
Now, it is easy to prove that (ii) holds. 
To prove (iii), assume that N is compact, N с H and ν € S such 
that (ττ~ (N))V Ç H . There exists a g € C^ÍH ) such that ξ -1/ N\ < g· 
Η 
Then for each f e С (Η ) we obtain 
» e 
a
e
(y*v)(f) = ^~m
e
«x(f) άμ»ν(χ) = £ m
e
«(vy)(f) d\i(y) 
= {, m
e
*^
( f
v
)
 ^^
 =
 Í me"^ ( fv- g ) ά μ (5' ) 
= a
e
(y)(f
v
.g) = a
e
(y)(f
v
) = σ
ρ
(μ)«ν(ΐ'). 
Thus, the functionals σ (μ*·ν) and σ (μ)*ν are equal on С (li ) and hence 
their Radon measures are equal. о 
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Now, we can prove that σ maps L(S„) into L(S), 
β Η 
(lU.11) LEMMA, Let e and σ be as in (1U.9). 
If μ € L(S„) then ojv) €. L(S). 
π e 
Proof. Let μ € L (S„) and let К be a compact G.-subset of S such that 
a 0 
К с H and IT" (К) = К. We shall prove that α (μ)|_, € L(S): then, since 
— e n e J К 
σ (μ) e М(Н ), we may conclude that σ (μ) € L(s). 
AB Η is open in eS, there exists a compact neighbourhood V of e in eS 
such that KV с Η . 
— e 
Let h 6 M*(S) and let (e, )._. be a net in eS converging to e. To prove 
that τ , s is w-continuous at e in eS, we may assume that e, £ V 
α
β
(μ) | κ λ 
(λ e Λ). Using (lU.10.ii), (lU.10.iii), (lU.10.iv), the fact that 
μι~ € Lis ) and (lU.10.ii), respectively, we obtain 
ΙΚ π _ 
lim 1ι(σ
β
(μ)|
κ
«θ
λ
) • lim Μσ^μ Ig)*^ ) = lim 1ι(σ6(μ |£<·ελ ) ) 
= Ь(а
е
(
У
|~)) - h(o
e
(v)|K) 
which proves that r , % is w-continuous at e in eS. By (Θ.2), this 
І^К 
implies that σ (μ)|„ € L(eS), and by virtue of (11.15) we see that 
e К 
σ
β
(μ)|
κ
 € L(S). 
This proves the lemma for measures in L (3„). Obviously, the linearity 
π 
of σ leads to the assertion for all measures in LÍS,,). о 
e ti 
Now, we are ready to define the map σ from b(S„) into L(S) which 
π 
will be isometric. 
(1U.I2) If e € Ε Π Η such that Η П § j 0, then let σ be as defined in 
e e 
(1U.9) and if e e Ε Π Η such that Η Π § • 0 then let a be the zero 
e e 
map from M(SH) into M(S) [i.e.: σβ(μ):- 0 (μ e M(SH)]. 
Recall that [.see (1U.2)] 
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y » Σ μ i's for all ν € іДЗц). 
e 6 Ε Π Η IHe H 
Furthermore, for each e € E П Η with Η П S ί 0 and for each μ € L(S„), 
e π 
we have that σ (μ ) 6 L(S) [,эее (lU.ll)], σ
β
(μ) • a^Uffi ) ' σ
β
( μ)|Η 
' e ' e 
[ ,aee (Ι1*.9)] and the restriction of σ to M(H ) is isometric [ ,эее 
(il*.9)]. Finally we have that {H |e ε E П S} is a partition of S and 
{H le Ε Ε Π S} і a partition of 3„. 
e η 
Now, combining all these facts we obtain the following relations: 
I M I • Σ ΙΙσ (μ)! I for all μ € L(S ) (1) 
e e Ε Π H e 
and Ι σ (μ) € L(S) for all μ € L(S ). (2) 
e £ Ε Π Η e 
THEOREM. Let S Ъе a commutative stip and H a compact subsemigroup 
of S such that 1 € H. 
Then: (i) H :• {(χ,y) € SxSlxH » yH} is an equivalence relation on S 
and the factor space S„ :• S m is a commutative stip; 
(ii) the projection map ir„ from S onto Su induces a continuous 
η η 
linear map IT* from L(S) onto L(S„). [For the definition of 
π*, see (1.18) and (3.10)]; 
η 
(iii) there exists a linear isometry σ from L(S„) into L(S) such 
that μ • π*οσ(μ) for all μ e L(SH) (3) 
supp(σ(μ)) - irjj (βυρρίμ)) for all μ e L(SH) (k) 
μ « σοπ+(μ) for all μ e L(S). (5) 
Furthermore, S is a foundation semigroup if and only if S„ is a foun-
H 
dation semigroup. 
Proof. The assertion (i) is proved in (llt.lt). 
In view of theorem (3.10), to prove (ii) it is enough to show 
that IT* is a surjection. However the surjectivity of IT* is an immediate 
Η η 
consequence of the injectivity of σ and of (3). 
To prove (iii), define the map a from L(SH) into L(S) by 
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σ(μ) := Σ σ (μ) for all y 6 L(S ) [ ,see (2). 
e G Ε Π H e 
σ (e € Ε Π Η) are defined in the teginning of (lb.12).] 
e 
Then, obviously σ is a linear map and by (1), σ is isometric. 
To prove (3), let μ £ LÍS.). Then for each e € E П H vith 
Η Π § У 0 and for each f G С (Π ) we have [, by the definition of тг* 
e ш e Η 
and (1b.9)] 
τΓ*οσ 6(μ)(ί) = O e ( U )(fow H ) = y , - ( f ) . 
' e 
Thus, we find t h a t 
ιι*οσ(μ) =» Σ ιτ*οσ (μ) = Σ μ |~ = μ. 
Η
 е е Е П Н e 6 Ε Π Η ' e 
A simple computation, using the definitions of σ and a (e ε Ε Π Η) 
e 
leads to (U). 
Now, let μ ε L(S). Since, for each e ε Ε Π Η with Η Π § Φ 0 and 
e 
for each f ε С (Η ) the complex-valued function χ ~» m »x(f) is an 
element of С (H ) [.see (lb.8)] we find that 
ш e 
σ ou*(y)(f) = ƒ m »7(f) атт*Ы(х) 
e H ~ e H 
e 
= ¿ me»x(f) άμ(χ) = me»PlH (f). 
e ' e 
which means that σ οτΓί(μ) = m »μι,, . 
e Η e Чн 1
 e 
Now, let F ε К such that σοπ*(μ)(Ρ) = 0. Then, by the above observation 
η 
m «μι (F) = 0 for all e ε E П H with Η Π § ?ί 0. 
' e 
Since μι ε L(S) and e ε supp(m ) (e ε E П Η with Η П § jí 0) we see 
that μ. (F) = 0 (e ε Ε Π S). Thus, U(F) = Σ μ. (F) = 0, 
'e e ε E Л H |He 
which proves that μ « σοπ*(μ). 
η 
The last assertion of the theorem follows from (b) and (b.9.v). α 
With the aid of this theorem we can reduce many problems, concer­
ning commutative stips to simpler ones. In the sequel of this chapter we 
shall apply the theorem in a few particular situations and with particu-
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lar choices çf H. First we describe the relation between S and certain 
commutative locally metrizable etips. 
(1^.13) COROLLARY. Let S be a commutative stip. 
There exists a compact G.-subsemigroup H in S such that 1 6 H. 
For an idempotent e of S, the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) e is δ-isolated in S; 
(ii) e is δ-isolated in S^ [, under the convention made in {'\h,Tj)·,] 
η 
(iii) e has a countable neighbourhood base in eS^,, and in parti­li 
cular eS,, is locally metrizable tin the sense of (7·23)]. 
Η 
Puting Ь
а
(еЗ
н
) := U{L(S,a(v))|v e L(eSH)} 
={μ e M(S)lthere exists a v e L(eS ) such that μ « σ(ν)} 
we have that 
L(S) = U L (eS
u
). 
e e Ε
ί . 
Proof. Obviously, there exists a decreasing sequence (V J p T W of open 
relatively compact neighbourhoods of 1 in S such that 
V ,,.V ,, e V (η £ IN). Then Η := П
ч
 V is a compact G.-subsemigroup 
n+1 n+1 — η n=1 η * 6 о r 
of S such that 1 € H. 
The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows immediately from (2) of 
(ll».l») and (11.11). The implication (iiiMii) is trivial. 
Before proving (iH(iii), we observe the following. Let f ε E П Η 
and let W be an open neighbourhood of f in S such that G(f) ç W. Then, 
by (lit. k. iii), 3„ ν π (S ^ W) is an open set and f ε STr ^ ÏÏ„(S ^ W) ся( ) , 
π π π π η 
as can be seen еаьііу. Thus, ÏÏT,(W) is a neighbourhood of f in Ξ„. 
η η 
Now, assume that f ε Ε. Π Η. By (11.11) there exists a compact 
о 
subgroup G of S such that f ε G and G is a G.-subset of fS. Then H П G is 
о 
a G.-set in fS and Η Π G is a subgroup of H with identity element f. 
о 
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Therefore Н П О cïï(f) and consequently 'Cr(f) contains a compact G.-
eubset of fS. Let (W ) „ „ be a decreasing sequence of open relatively-
compact neighbourhoods of f in S, auch that Q. W n П fS çïï(f) and 
Tf ., e W (n € IN). Then, by our above observation, (IT„(W )) __,, is a 
n+l — η π η nclN 
sequence of neighbourhoods of f in S«. Furthermore, since H is compact 
η 
and W are r e l a t i v e l y compact (n € IN) , we have t h a t 
fS Π Q, W Η = G(f)H and fS П П. W H - 1 с ïï(f)н" . Therefore, we obtain 
n-i η — n B l η — 
that fS Π ^ n Q ï V V ) ^ f S n nulÎW 
с f S Π Q, W H Π û, W H -1 с fS fi ïï(f )H Π ïï(f)H"1 с ÏÏ(f). 
— nBi n n a i n — — 
Thus, fSjj Π
 n
Q 1 irH(Wn) = {f}. Apparently, U H ( W n ) ) n e i N is a neighbour­
hood base of f in fS H. 
Now, we can prove the implication (iMiii). Let e be a 6-isolated 
idempotent in S. Let A ç s be countable and such that e € clo(A). By 
(11.Θ), there exists a δ-isolated f € Π §~ а П Η. Then 
a€A 
e € clo(A) Ç fS. Since f has a countable neighbourhood base in fS„ and 
η 
S„ is a stip, it follows now, that e has a countable neighbourhood base 
in fSj, and consequently in eS H. This proves (iii) for an e € E,. 
The last assertion of the corollary is a simple combination of 
the theorems ( 11.16) and (1І+.12). о 
(1І+.1І0 COROLLARY. Let S be a commutative stip with a 4-isolated iden­
tity element. Then there exists a compact G.-subgroup H of S such that 
1 € H. S„ is locally metrizable, 
Let m be a normalized Haar measure of H. Then, for a measure μ £ M(S) 
the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) u«m € L(S); 
(ii) π*(μ) 6 L(S H). 
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Proof.The existence of such a group H is guaranteed by theorem (11.11). 
The local metrizability of S„ follows from the preceding corollary. 
Observe that in this case 1 is the only idempotent in H and H.. = S. 
Thus, [cf. the proof of (5) of theorem (lU.12)], we have that 
σοττ^ ίμ) = u«m for all u € M(s). 
η 
Now, the equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows immediately from theorem 
ft».12). π 
If S is a commutative compact stip, then we may apply theorem 
(Ït.12) with H = S. Now, H is the more familiar Green equivalence rela-
tion [cf. [H-M], A-3.5, p.29]. 
In the following corollary we shall show that the problem, whether 
every commutative compact stip is a foundation semigroup, can be 
reduced to a special case. 
Unfortunately even in this case we have not been able to solve this 
problem yet. 
(IU.I5) COROLLARY. Consider the following properties of a commutative 
compact stip S: 
(a) S is metrizable; 
(b) S has only two idempotents, namely the zero and the identity 
element ; 
(c) for each χ € S we have S χ Л Sx = {χ}; 
If every commutative compact stip having the properties (a), (b) and 
(c) is a foundation semigroup, then every commutative compact stip is a 
foundation semigroup. 
Proof. Assume that every commutative stip having the properties (a), (b) 
and (c) is a foundation semigroup. 
lol 
Let S Ъе a commutative compact stip. 
We apply (Ut. i) - (Ut. 12) with H = S. 
Since § с U{eS|e £ E and S Π S Φ 0}, to prove that S is a foundation 
semigroup, Ъу (lit. 12) it is enough to show that for each e € E with 
S Π 5 φ 0, the semigroup eS_ is a foundation semigroup. Now, observe 
e о 
that for each e € E with S Π S Φ 0, the semigroup eS_ has property (a), 
e о 
(с) while e is isolated in eS_ П E. [in fact (a) follows Ъу combining 
(lit.2) and (lit.13). (c) is an obvious consequence of the definition 
of the equivalence relation.] 
Therefore, to prove that S is a foundation semigroup, we may 
assume that S has property (a), (c) and that there exists a neighbour­
hood V of 1 such that V П E = {1}. 
Since S is compact, it follows easily that 
n{s"1x|x e §} = S"11 = {1}. 
Therefore we can find an χ £ § such that S~ χ с V. Put I := S "^  §~ x. 
Then I is a closed ideal in S and 1 Í I. Because I is an ideal, one can 
define in an obvious way a multiplication on the quotient space S, , 
obtained by identifying all elements of I. Using the compactness of I, 
one can prove that S,T, endowed with the quotient topology, is a compact 
Hausdorff space [,see [Ke] th.(5.20)]. With some standard arguments 
[as in the proof of (lU.U)]it follows that S,T is a semigroup and, by 
(7· 11), S.- is a stip. Thus, S/T is a commutative compact stip. Obvious-
ly, S/T has property (a) and (c) and moreover, since S ^ · V с i, we see 
that S,_ has property (b). Let 0 denote the equivalence class of I in 
S , j . By assumption we have now that S ,_ is a foundation semigroup. 
Therefore there exists a ν £ L(S,_) such that 1 € supp(v) and 
0 (. supp(v). Evidently, the restriction ρ of the quotient map to S ^  I 
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із a homeomorphism from S ν I onto (S/T) ^  {0}. Now, it is easy to see 
that the function r, *\-1/ \ is w-continuous at 1. By virtue of (8.2) we (p*J (v) 
ohtain that (p*)"1(v) e L(S). Since 1 e supp((p*)" (v)) we find that S 
is a foundation semigroup. • 
(Il*.l6) Another application of theorem (1Ц.12) to compact semigroups S 
with H = S, yields a characterization of the irreducible stips. 
First, let us give the definition of an irreducible semigroup.[cf. 
[Η-M] B-5.9,p.lU5]. 
Let S Ъе a compact connected semigroup with identity element 1 and 
minimal ideal I. Consider the following property for S. 
If Τ is a compact connected subsemigroup of S such that 1 € Τ and 
Τ Π Ι Φ 0, then Τ = S. (*) 
If S has this property (*), then S is called irreducible. 
From the book by K.H.Hofmann and P.S.Mostert one can deduce the 
following theorem. [Use [Η-M],th.B-V,p.156 and B-3 ,ex.11,p.122.] 
If S is an irreducible semigroup then 
(i) S is commutative, 
(ii) E is totally ordered by the ordering < [which is defined 
as follows: e < f (e,f e E) if and only if eS ç fS, cf. 
(11.13)], 
and (iii) for each e € E, the subset π (clo(S )) is a subsemigroup 
b e 
of S 0 with identity element e and, moreover, 7r0(clo(S )) 
'S S e 
is isomorphic to the semigroup of either example B3 or 
B27 . 
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Now, we find the following characterization of the irreducible 
stips. 
COROLLARY. Let S be an irreducible stip. Then S is a commutative 
foundation semigroup and S is isomorphic to the semigroup of example B3 . 
о 
Proof. Since each irreducible semigroup is commutative and compact we 
may apply theorem (Ι^Λ) and (il*.12) with H = S. Thus, S
a
 is а stip as 
well. Now, a simple calculation, using the definition of a stip and 
using (ii) and (iii), shows that S_ must be isomorphic to the semigroup 
of example B3 . This semigroup is a foundation semigroup and, by theo­
rem (lit. 12), this implies that S is a foundation semigroup. π 
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CHAPTER XV 
MEASURES, VAHISHING OH EMACIATED SETS 
In chapter XII, for α stip S, under the hypothesis that S be a 
foundation semigroup, we have proved that each measure in M(S) that 
vanishes on every L-negligible set, is an element of L(S). In this chap­
ter for a commutative stip S, without the hypothesis that S be a foun­
dation semigroup, we shall characterize the measures in L(S) by means 
of the ["weakly"] emaciated subsets of S [see (15.7) and (15.8)]. For 
this purpose we shall use the constructions of the preceding chapter. 
Throughout this chapter, S IS A COMMUTATIVE STIP WITH A 6-ISOLATED 
IDENTITY ELEMENT. 
% 1. Emaciated sets 
(15.1) DEFINITION. A Borei set A of S is said to be emaciated if 
1 £ int(A"1A). 
The collection of the emaciated subsets of S is denoted by R. 
Observe that the notion "emaciated subset" is a purely semigroup 
theoretical one [, this in contrast to "L-negligible"]. 
Obviously, all Borei sets, contained in S *·. S are emaciated. 
Furthermore, if S is the additive group IR of the real numbers and D is 
the cantor set then the set D' := D >- Q is [Borei and] emaciated, [in 
fact {З li € IN} Π (D 1)" D' =0.] In this semigroup the set Q is also 
emaciated. 
In particular, from the above example, we see that the union of 
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two emaciated sets need not Ъе emaciated [, because 
(D' U Q)"1(D· U Q) = [-1,+1]]. 
(15.2) PROPOSITION. 
(i) R is a translation invariant ideal in the a-algebra of the 
Borei sets. 
(ii) Each emaciated subset A of S is both meagre [= first category] 
and L-negligible. 
[For more information about meagre sets and L-negligible sets in the 
case where S is the additive group of IR the reader is referred to the 
book by Oxtoby [0]]. 
Proof. (i) Since for each χ £ S and A ç S we have that 
(x A) (X~ А) С A A, the assertion (i) follows immediately. 
To prove (ii), let A c s . Initially, assume that A is not meagre. 
Then there exists a non empty open subset 0 of S such that 0 ^  A is 
meagre [cf. [О] ,th. (lt.3)]. Then, obviously, 0 ^  A U χ" (θ ^  A) is 
meagre (x € S). If χ g A" 1A then x~10 П 0 с (χΟ П О) ^  (x"1A П A) 
с x~ (0 >• A) U (0 >> A). Consequently χ Í A~ A implies χ" 0 Π 0 = 0, 
whence 0 _ 0 с A A, which implies that A g R. 
Now, assume that A is not L-negligible. Then there exists a y £ L (S) 
such that V|A(A) φ 0, and consequently {x e SlVi »x(A) Φ θ) is an 
open neighbourhood of 1, contained in A A [cf.(6.l6.i)]. Thus A g R. α 
Applying (15.2.І), we find at once the following. 
(15.3) PROPOSITION. For a μ € M(S), the following properties are equiva-
lent: (a) y(A) = 0 for all A € R, 
(b) |μ| (A) = 0 for all A € R. α 
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(i?·1*) NOTATION. Let K(S) denote the collection of all measures μ E M(S), 
having property (a). 
As an immediate consequence of (Ι5·2.ί-ϋ) we find the following. 
(I5.5) PROPOSITION. K(S) is an L-ideal in M(S) and L(S) çK(S). • 
52. Measures, vanishing on emaciated sets 
In this section we shall prove that K(S) = L(S). First we give a 
technical lemma. 
(15.6) LEMMA. Let S be a commutative stip such that 1 has a countable 
neighbournood base and let (e ) pTT. be a sequence in S converging to 1. 
Then there exist a subsequence (f ) __„ of (e ) __ and a ρ € M (S) 
η ntIN η ntIN 
such that 1 E supp(p) and w-lim P«f = P. 
η-κ» η 
Proof. We shall carry out the proof in two steps. 
(a) Let U and V be open relatively compact neighbourhoods of 1 such 
that V с V с U and let (U ) __„ be a sequence of open neighbourhoods of 
1 such that W := U?U^ U n + 1 с V for all η € IN. 
η 1 2 η — 
Let (у ) ,_„, be a subsequence of (e ) __„ such t h a t 
*n'n€IN * n'n€IN 
у € U for a l l η € IN. 
' η η 
Then define μ := .Σ. 2"J.yJ (η £ IN) and ν := μ,»μ.*...«μ (η e IN). 
η j=i η η ι ¿ η 
Now, one can easily see that 
0 < ν < 1 for all η € IN (1) 
—
 η
 — 
and μ *y < 2y for all η € IN 
η η — η 
whence ν »у. < 2v for all η,i € IN with i<n (2) 
η Ί — η — 
Now, by induction, we shall prove that for every m € IN 
ν (w ) > .n, (і-г - 1 - 1). (3) 
m m
-
 1=1 
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Obviously, ^ ) = U^U^) > I = 1 - 2"2. 
Now, assume that (З) holds for m € IN. Then, Ъу using the above defini­
tion and the induction hypothesis, we find that 
-J и. -71 %
+
i (W = jÉi ^ V W W * 
m+2 
m+2 . m+2 
> Γ 2-J.(v
m
(uV...^+1)) = -Σ. 2-J.(v
m
(W
ra
)) 
— J=I m 1 2 m j-i m m 
m+2 .
 0 m . . 
= (.Г, 2-J)(v
m
(W
m
)) = (1 - 2-m-2) .П. (1 - г"1-1) J—ι m m 1=1 
m+1 . 
-iDi (1 -2"1 ). 
which proves the inequality (3) for all m e IN. 
In particular (3) leads to 
n
 -i ι 
ν (V) > ν (W ) > .Π, (1 - 2 ) > 2 for all η £ IN. (1*) 
η
 —
 η η — 1=1 — 
By t h e ALAOGLU theorem t h e r e e x i s t s a ν e П w*-clo{v In £ IN,η > Ν}. 
Ν
 n 
Then as an immediate consequence of (1) we f ind t h a t 
0 < ν < 1 . ( 5 ) 
Furthermore there exists an h € С (S) such that ξ
ν
 < h < ξ . 
Thus Ъу (Ό we find that ν (h) > ν (V) > J (η £ IN) and therefore 
η
 —
 η
 — 
v(U) > v(h) > }. (6) 
Finally from (2) one sees easily that 
v»y. < 2v for all i € IN. (7) 
(b) Now, we shall apply the above construction. 
Let 0 and V be open relatively compact neighbourhoods of 1 such that 
V_ с V с 0 . Since 1 has a countable neighbourhood base we can find 
o — o — o 
[defined by induction] decreasing sequences (θ ) ,._„ and (V ) ^ T„ of 
η nein η ncIN 
open neighbourhoods of 1 such that 
cFol O n + 1 с V с V C O 
12 η — о — о — о 
0203 0η Ε ν , Ξ ν , Ξ Ο , 
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44 С1 Ζ \ Ε \ Ξ 0 2 
η-1 η 
and 
- n-2 - n-2 - n-2 
— η-1 — η-1 — η-1 
Π, О = {1} . 
η=1 η 
for a l l η e IN. 
(θ) 
such that 
for all η € IN. 
Furthermore, there exists a subsequence (f ) -T,T of (e ) _T,T 
η п Ы И η п Ы И 
f Ê O 
η η 
For each m £ IN, Ъу applying (a) with V = V , U = 0 , f = y J _ (η E IN) ¿г*- « u ju m m m+n 
and U = 0 (η £ I N ) , we find a measure ρ € M (S) such t h a t 
η m+n m 
o < p < 1 , p ( 0 ) > ? and ρ «f. < 2p ( i e IN, i > m+1 ) . 
—
 m - m m — m i - m — 
Then, for each m € IN the set {p »f.li € IN} is relatively compact 
[cf. [Sch],ch.II,prop.8.8]. Thus, by lemma (2.5), we find that 
w-lim ρ «Τ. = ρ (me IN). Obviously, the space 
m ι m ^
 r 
A := {μ e M(S)lw-lim ν·Ύ. = w) is norm closed and hence Ρ := Σ 2 . 0 
ι m—i Km 
is an element of A. Thus, 
w-lim p*7. = p. 
i-»
 1 
Furthermore, p(0 ) > 2~m.p (0 ) > 2 - m ~ (m e IN), which, by (8), im-
m m m — 
plies that 1 e supp(p). α 
Now, we can prove the announced equality "K(s) = L(S)". 
(15·Τ) THEOREM. Let S be a commutative stip with a δ-isolated identity 
element. Then K(S) = L(S). 
Proof. This proof is carried out in two steps. 
(a) Initially, assume that 1 has a countable neighbourhood base. Let 
μ e K(S). In view of (15.3) and (3.6), to prove "K(S) = L(S)", we may 
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assume that μ € M (S). 
We shall prove that г is K-continuous at 1: then, by (8.3), it follows 
that μ € L(S). 
Let F € К and let (x )
n
pTN be a sequence converging to 1. There 
exists a subsequence (e ) _T,T of (x ) __„ such that * η nfcIN η n€IN 
Ija μ«β
π
(Γ) = liginf p«x
n
(F). (l) 
Then, by the preceding lemma, there exists a subsequence (f ) _ of 
(e ) __„ and a ρ e M (S) such that 
η n6IN 
1 e supp(p) (2) 
and w-lim pWf
n
 = ρ . (3) 
From (3) one obtains easily that 
w-lim ^»p)«f = μ*ρ. 
π-·" η 
In particular, this means that 
lim (μ«ρ)«Τ"(ρ) = μ*ρ(Γ). 
ПН
0
» η 
In view of (2) and the fact that μ(Κ) = 0 (К e K.with 1 (. int(K"1K)), 
we may apply (12.U) and see that μ « μ*ρ. Now, by virtue of (2.U) we 
find that 
lim μ«Τ (F) ·= μ(Ρ). 
η '^  ^
1 
Combining this equality with (l) and (l.lU) we obtain that 
U(F) = lim μ«7η(Γ) = lig V^JF) 
= liminf μ*χ (F) < limsup μ»χ (F) < μ(F). 
η-*» η - η-» η -
Thus, lim μ*χ (F) = μ(Γ), which proves the K-continuity at 1 of r . 
nr·
00
 η μ 
This proves that K(S) = L(S) in case 1 has a countable^neighbourhood 
base. 
(b) Now, assume, t h a t 1 i s δ - i s o l a t e d . 
In t h i s p a r t we use t h e nota t ion of c o r o l l a r y ( l U . l l t ) . 
By v i r t u e of (іЦ.іЦ) there e x i s t s a compact G f i-subgroup Η of S such t h a t 
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1 € Η. Then S„ is a commutative stip such that 1 of S
u
 has a countatle 
η η 
neighbourhood Ъазе. Therefore, we may apply (a) to the semigroup Sj,. 
Let m be the normalized Haar measure on H. 
To prove that K(S) = L(S), let y € K(S). Consider the following two 
properties (U) and (5): 
π*(μ) e K(SH) ; (U) 
μ « u«m. (5) 
By virtue of (а), (Ц) leads to π*(μ) e L ( S „ ) , whence, by (lU.lU), to 
η η 
V*m E Lis). Consequently (1*) and (5) yields μ ε L(S). Therefore to 
prove that μ ε L(S) we only have to show that (h) and (5) hold. 
Since for each Borei set В of S„ we have that 
π*(μ)(Β) = μ(τΓ„ (В)), to prove (U) it is enough to show that it" (A) is 
η η Η 
emaciated in S, whenever A is an emaciated subset of S . 
H 
Let A be an emaciated subset of S . Suppose that there exists an 
Π 
open neighbourhood U of 1 such that U c= (ir (Α)) (π~ (A)) = π" (A- A ) . 
η η η 
Then,obviously, HU = π~ π„(и) с π (A A ) . Since HU is an open neighbour-
n η Π 
hood of 1, we find that π (HU) is a neighbourhood of 1 in S,, [ ,see the 
л л 
proof of (iWiii) of corollary (llt.13)]. Consequently 1 ε int(A~ A ) , 
which violates the assumption that A is emaciated in S„. Apparently 
Η 
π„ (A) is emaciated in S. This proves {h). 
η 
As 1 ε supp(m) and μ ε K(S), the property (5) follows immediately 
from ( 12. It ). • 
For an arbitrary commutative stip Τ, with the aid of theorem (15.7) 
we can characterize the measures in L(T) by means of their behaviour on 
a collection of sets that one might call "weakle emaciated". 
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(15.8) THEOREM. Let Τ Ъе a commutative stip. 
For a measure μ € М(Т), the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) μ È L(T); 
(ii) a Borei set A in Τ is μ-negliglЫe, as soon as there exists 
an idempotent e of Τ such that e £ int((eA)~ (eA)). 
Proof. If μ £ ЦТ) and A is a Borei set in Τ such that μ(Α) Φ 0, then 
{χ € Τ|μ|.«χ(Α) Φ 0} is an open neighbourhood of 1 contained in A - A. 
This proves that (i) implies (ii). 
Now, assume that (ii) holds. To prove (i), we may assume that μ 
is positive. We shall prove that for each δ-isolated idempotent e of 
Τ the measure μββ is an element of L(T): then from (12.2) it follows 
that μ € Ld). 
Let e he a fi-isolated idempotent in T. Then the semigroup eT is a 
commutative stip with δ-isolated idempotent e. Therefore we may apply 
(15·Τ) to the semigroup eT. 
If A is an emaciated set in eT then e £ int(A A) = 
= int((e(e"1A))"1(e(e"1A))), whence, v»ë(A) = μ(θ"1Α) = 0. Thus, 
μ»¥ € K(eT) « L(eT) с Lil). G 
§3. Some applications 
In this section we give three applications [А, В and C] of theo­
rem (15·7)· First we give a converse of theorem (8.2). [»see (15.9)]· 
Next we show that S is a foundation semigroup whenever there exists a 
quasi-invariant measure m on S with 1 € supp(m) [,see (15.11)]. Finally 
we prove that S is a foundation semigroup if and only if there exists 
a smallest w*-dense L-ideal in M(S) [.see (15.13)1. 
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- A -
(15.9) PROPOSITION. Let μ € M(S) such that for each К € К the complex-
valued function χ ~-» μ(χΚ) on S is continuous at 1. 
Then μ 6 L(S). 
Proof. We shall prove that μ € K(S): then, Ъу (15.7), it follows that 
μ € L(S). 
Let К € Κ Π R. Put В := S >. К"1К. Then 1 e В and ЪК с ЪК ν к (Ъ€В). 
Let e > 0. Then there exists an open set 0 of S such that К с 0 
and |μ|(0 ^  Κ) < ε. Furthermore, there exists a neighbourhood U of 1 
such that UK ç 0. Thus, we find that 
M b K ) | < Ipl(bK) = Ы(ЪК ^ К) < ΙμΙ(0 ^  Κ) < e for all ъеиЛВ. 
Now, the continuity at 1 of the function χ ~+ μ(χΚ) on S, implies that 
μ(Κ) = 0. This proves that μ(Κ) = 0 for all К e Κ Π R and obviously 
μ(Α) = 0 for all A Ç. R. α 
- В - Now we shall give some properties concerning quasi-invariant 
measures. These properties are analogous to the ones in (13.2). 
But first we prove a more general lemma. 
(15.10) LEMMA. For every μ 6 M(S) and every F 6 R П К the subset 
Ζ(μ,Ρ) := {χ € 5|μ*χ(Γ) jí 0} of S is meagre. 
Proof. Let F e R Π Κ and put В := S ^  F~1F. 
Before proving the lemma, observe the following. 
For each ν £ M (S) the function (\j| .JoF is upper semicontinuous 
15 ^  г 
[,see (LIU)] and therefore, by using the facts that 1 € В and 
b~ F Π F = 0 (b e В), we find that 
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ι e сіо{ъ e Blv|
s
 ^
 F(b"
1
r) < i/n} 
= сіо{ъ e В| »Ъ(Р) < 1/n} (1) 
ς cloíx e Slv»x(F) < 1/n} for all η ξ. IN,ν e M+(s). 
Now, let μ € M(S). Since Z(y,F) çZ(|p|,F), to prove that Z(u,F) 
is meagre we may assume that μ is positive. 
For each η € IN, define К := {χ e 3ΐμ*χ(Ρ) > 1/n}. Obviously, 
Ζ(μ,Γ) = У1 К . Therefore we only have to prove that for each η 6 IN 
К is closed and nowhere dense. 
η 
Let η ε IN. The closedness of К follows immediately from the 
upper semicontinuity of μοΡ. Furthermore, Ъу (l), we obtain that 
χ € χ clo{z e 3|(μ«χ)«7(Ρ) < 1/n} 
с cloíy € Slu«y(F) < 1/n}= clo(S ^  К ) for all χ e S, 
which proves that К is nowhere dense. 0 
(15-11) PROPOSITION. Let m 6 M+(S) such that 
m is quasi-invariant on an open neighbourhood U of 1. 
There existsan mT € L (S) such that m < m and m - HL. 1 L(s) [cf.(3.8)] 
Then (i) m is quasi-invariant on U, (i) 
L 
supp(m) = suppdO, ^ ) 
and (ii) L(S,m)*M(§) с L(S). 
In particular, if 1 e supp(m) then S is a foundation semigroup and 
L(S) Π M(supp(m)) = L(S,mT). 
Proof. To prove (l) observe that nL«x £ L(s) (x Ç. S) and in particu-
lar nL.»x 1 m - m (χ € S). Furthermore, we have that 
mL«x « m. + (m - m ) (χ e U). Combining these two facts, (l) appears. 
Trivially we have that suppdiL ) с supp(m). 
To complete the proof of (2), let χ £ supp(mT). Then there exists an 
L 
open neighbourhood X of χ such that пц.(Х) = 0. 
ш 
Observe that if d := sup{m( U, F )|F £ К П R} then there exists a 
n=1 η η 
sequence (F ) -_„ in К П R such that d = m( Ü, F )· Puting D := Û, F 
η nfcIN n=1 η n=1 η 
we see that mi 1 L(s) and mi £ K(S) = L(S). Consequently 
nL = m ι and m - m_ = m ι _. 
Τ* |S ^  D L |D 
In particular we obtain that m(X ^  D) = mT(X) = 0. 
Now, defining В := {у € S|m»y(D) Φ 0} and using the quasi-invariance 
of m on U we find that 
m*y(x) = m«y(X ^  D) = 0 for all у £ U Π (S ^  В) 
whence 
y"1X Π supp(m) = 0 for all у € U Π (S -ν Β). (1*) 
Since B c у {у € Slm»y(F ) Φ 0}, we see [,by (15.10)] that В is 
meagre and hence 1 € clo(U Π (S "χ В)). Therefore {h) implies that 
Χ Π supp(m) = 0, which means that χ £ supp(m). This proves that 
supp(m) с supp(m ). 
L 
Now, we shall prove that m*y 6 K(S) (y 6 §): then it follows 
easily that m»p £ K(s) = L(S) (μ € M(§)), whence (ii). 
Let y e s and F e Κ Π R. Since {χ ζ. SlmWx(F) ?ί 0} is meagre [ ,see 
(5.10)] and (UfiS) y is open [ ,see (7·ΐΌ] and non-empty, we obtain 
that (U Π §)~1y Π {χ e Slm»x(F) = 0} φ 0. Let t С S and ν € U Π § 
such that y = tv and mWt(F) = 0. The quasi-invariance on U of m leads 
to m»y(F) = m»v(t" F) = 0. Thus, we have proved that m*y(F) = 0 
(y e §, F ε κ η R ). 
Consequently m*y(A) = 0 (y £ S, A £ R). This completes the proof of 
(ii). 
If 1 e supp(m), then 1 6 supp(mT), which means that Ξ is a foun­
dation semigroup. The last equality is proved in (13.2). о 
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- С - In this application we shall deduce a гетагкаЪІе analogy between 
the L-ideal L(S) of M(s) and the ideal S of S. Namely, we shall prove 
that L(S) is the smallest w*-dense L-ideal in M(S) if and only if S is 
a foundation semigroup [,see (15.12), cf.(9'3)]. 
(15.12) PROPOSITION. The following properties are equivalent: 
(i) L(s) is a w*-dense L-ideal in M(S); 
(ii) L(S) is the smallest w*-dense L-ideal in M(S); 
(iii) there exists a smallest w*-dense L-ideal in M(S); 
(iv) S is a foundation semigroup. 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (iv) is shown in (1*.9·ϋ). The impli­
cations (iiWi) and (iiWiii) are trivial. 
Since 1 is δ-isolated there exists a compact G.-subgroup Η of S 
0 
with 1 £ H t,see (1U.1U)], Let m denote the normalized Haar measure of H. 
Now, let N be a w*-dense L-ideal. Since H is a G.-subset of S, 
0 
there exists a μ € N such that зирр( ) Π Η Φ 0. The fact that N is an 
L-ideal implies that u»m 6 N and therefore there exists a ν Ε N such 
that 1 € supp(v) [,in fact, ν = y*m]. Now, we find that for each 
Ρ £ L(S) Ρ « p»v e Ν. 
Thus, we obtain that 
L(S) с N for each w*-dense L-ideal N of M(S). (1) 
The implication (iWii) follows immediately from (l). 
Now, assume that (iii) holds. Let N be the smallest w*-dense L-
ideal in M(S). Before proving (i), observe the following. If pe M(S), 
such that 1 € supp(p) then 
{μ € M(S)lthere exists a μ' £ N such that μ « μ'»ρ} is a w*-dense 
L-ideal, contained in N. Since N is the smallest we obtain that 
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Ν = U Ь(8,у»р) for all ρ e M(S) with 1 Ê supp(p). (2) 
иен 
To prove (i), initially assume that 1 has a countahle neighbour­
hood base and suppose that N >. K(S) Φ 0. Then there exists a 
ν € N -s K(S) and an F ε К П R such that ν (F) 5* 0. 
о о 
As 1 Í int(F~ F), there exist a sequence (f ) „„ converging to 1 
and a ρ ε M (S) such that 
f~ F Π F = 0 (η ε IN), 1 e supp(p) and ν-lim p»f = p. [.see 
η η-»" η 
(15.6)]. Obviously, f"1(x"1F) Π (X" 1F) = 0 (η ε IN, χ € s) and there-
n 
fore by (2.1* ), we find that 
p(x"1F) = lim ρ«f (x"1F) 
η-*» η 
Μ
 eis P|s χ (x-1F)"7n(x"lF) = 0 f o r a 1 1 x e s· 
Thus U*P(F) = ƒ p(x~ F) άμ(χ) = 0 (μ € Ν). In particular, by (2), we 
see that ν (F) = 0, which violates our assumption. Apparently 
Ν ς K(S) = L(S). Together with (l) this leads to N = L(S). 
This proves (i) in the case that 1 has a countable neighbourhood base. 
In the general case we have [,by using the notations of corollary 
(11».Il*)] that TT*(N) := {π*(μ)|μ ε Ν} ia a w*-dense L-ideal in M(STT). 
η η Η 
A simple calculation, using the results of ('\h.'\h), shows that even π*(Ν) 
η 
is the smallest w*-dense L-ideal in M(S„). Since the identity element 
η 
of S has a countable neighbourhood base, we find that π*(Ν) = L(S„). 
n Η Η 
If μ ε M(S) then [,by (lU.lU)] 
π*(μ) ε LÍS,,) if and only if μ«4ΐι ε L(S). 
Π Π 
Thus, {μ«ιιι|μ ε Ν) с L(S) and, by ( 2 ) , we obtain t h a t N £ L(S). 
Again using (1) we see t h a t N = L(S). α 
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äU. Totally emaciated sets 
In this section we olrtain a generalization of theorem (15.7) in 
case where, in addition, S is separable and metrizable. 
First we give a definition. 
(15.ІЗ) DEFINITION. A Borei set A of S is said to be totally emaciated 
if the subset A A of S is meagre. 
Obviously, each totally emaciated set is emaciated. 
(15.1 Ό PROPOSITION. Let S be a separable metrizable commutative stip. 
If μ e Mis) such that μ(Α) = 0 for all totally emaciated sets A then 
μ £ L(S). 
Proof. Let μ € M(s) such that for each totally emaciated subset A of S 
μ(Α) = 0. To prove that μ € L(s), we may assume that μ is positive. 
We shall show that μ ξ. K ( S ) : then, by (15.7), μ € L(s). 
Let F £ Κ Π R . Then Ζ := {χ Ε 3ΐμ«χ(Ρ) Φ 0} is meagre in S[,see 
(15.10)]. Therefore there exists a countable subset A of S such that 
Α Π Ζ = 0 and к = S. If К is a compact subset of F ^  A " 1 F then K~1K is 
closed and Κ Κ Π A = 0, whence К is totally emaciated. Therefore, by 
the regularity of μ and because μ vanishes on totally emaciated sets, 
we find that μ(Γ) = M ( F >. A~1F) = 0. 
This proves that μ e K(s). a 
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CHAPTER XVI 
SEPARATIVE STIPS 
In this chapter for a commutative stip S, we investigate some pro-
perties which, in the group case, are fundamental in the harmonic ana-
lysis. We discuss the problem of semi-simplicity. It will turn out that 
L(S) is semi-simple and S is a foundation semigroup if and only if S is 
a separative stip [,see (16.12)]. Furthermore we study the relations 
between S and its second dual S in the case where the natural map 
from S into S is injective. [This map is injective as soon as S" se-
parates the elements of S and this latter property is equivalent to the 
separativity of S, cf. (16.12) and (16.16) - (16.I9)]. 
(I6.I) DEFINITIONS. 
(i) A semigroup S is called separative if S is commutative and if for 
2 2 
each a,b € S we have that a = b as soon as a = ab = Ъ .[cf.[C-P],p.131] 
Examples of separative semigroups are the Clifford semigroups and 
their subsemigroups. 
In (16.5) we shall show that each separative stip is a foundation 
semigroup. 
(ii) Let S be a semigroup. A bounded non-zero homomorphism γ from S 
into the multiplicative semigroup of the complex numbers is called a 
semicharacter. [Recall that, by definition, a homomorphism is con­
tinuous] . 
Observe that if γ is a semicharacter then Ι|γ|I < 1. 
If У-ι > Yp are semicharactera of S then the product Υ-,Ύο [ί·β.: 
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γ.γΛχ.) := y.{x).y2{x) (χ £ S)] need not Ъе a semicharacter. [in the· 
2 2 
semigroup {а,Ъ,с} with multiplication defined by a := а, Ъ :=Ъ, аЪ:= с, 
Ъа:= с and с is the zero element, the product of the semicharacters 
£ƒ i» Zfw\ i 3 z e r 0 ] · However, if S has an identity element 1 then for laj ID/ 
each semicharacter γ we have that γ(ΐ) = 1, whence, in this case the 
product of two semicharacters ia a semicharacter as well. 
(iii) The collection of all semicharacters of S, endowed with the com­
pact-open topology, is denoted by St. 
(iv) A semicharacter γ of S is called a character if 
{|γ(χ)||χ € S} = {0,1}. 
(ν) The collection of all characters of S, endowed with the compact-open 
topology, denoted Ъу S", is called the dual of S. 
Observe that if S is a group [or a Clifford semigroup] then 
ST = S~. 
If S has an identity element then the map (γ1 ,γ ) ~+ У Л о from 
SÎ χ Sî into Sì is a continuous multiplication on Sì. However the 
topology of Sj need not be locally compact. [Take, for instance, the 
semigroup of example В2б]. We shall prove that both ST and S" are semi-
groups, whenever S is a separative stip [.see (16.9)]. 
PROPOSITION. If ST is a semigroup then S^is a closed subsemigroup 
of ST and moreover S^is a Clifford semigroup. 
Proof. Obviously, S~ is a closed subset of ST. 
г 
Now, assume that ST is a semigroup. Then the first assertion follows 
immediately. 
To prove the second assertion, observe that for each γ € S" 
кег(у) := {χ £ S||γ(χ)| = 1 } is an open and closed subsemigroup of S. 
I80 
Furthermore if H is an open and closed subsemigroup of S then 
Г(Н) := {γ € S~|ΙγΙ = ξ„} is a closed subgroup of S" with identity 
element ξ„. Thus, we find that S" = и{Г(к.ег|у| )|γ Ê S"} is the union 
η 
Of groups. D 
Furthermore, we have the following. 
PROPOSITION. If S is a semigroup such that SÌ separates the ele-
ments of S then S is separative. 
Proof. Assume that St separates the elements of S. Then the commutativity 
2 
2 2 
of S follows easily. Let a,b € S such that a = ab = Ъ . Then 
у(а) 2 = Y(a)Y(b) - у(ъ)2 (γ € SÌ), whence Y(a) = у(Ъ) (γ e SÌ). 
Therefore, a = Ъ. α 
The elements of a separative semigroup S need not be separated 
by ST. [Take, for instance, the semigroup [0,1] with the restriction 
І 
topology of IR and the multiplication defined by xy := max(x,y) 
(x,y e [0,1])]. In (16.7) we show that S" separates the elements of S 
as soon as S is a separative stip. [If S is a discrete commutative se­
migroup with identity element then the equivalence of "S is separative" 
and "ST separates the elements" is well-known, see [C-P] th.5.59·] 
51. Separative stips 
In this section we establish some notations concerning separa­
tive stips. Furthermore we prove a few fundamental properties. 
In this section S is a SEPARATIVE STIP. 
(I6.2) Define 
Л := {(x»y) € SxSlthere exist a,b€S,n,m€IN such that ax=y and by=x }. 
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Then η is an equivalence relation on S, closed under multiplication. 
Let A denote the collection of all η-equivalence classes of S and let 
A 0 denote the collection { α € Α | ά η § / 0 } . 
Each α € A is a cancellative algebraic subsemigroup of S. [The 
proof of this assertion can be found in [C-P]p. 131-13І*]. Therefore for 
each α 6 A we can execute a construction as in (10.1). 
For each о e A we define the following. 
R := {((а,Ъ) ,(c,d)) 6 (αχα)χ(αχα)lad = Ъс}. Then R is an equivalence 
οι α 
relation on αχα. Let G denote the quotient space αχα ,„ endowed with 
α 
the quotient topology [of the product topology on αχα] and provided 
with a multiplication inherited of α[which is an algebraic subsemigroup 
of S]. Finally, let ρ denote the natural injection from α into G [i.e.: 
α α 
if π is the projection map from αχα onto G and t € a then 
α α 
Ρ (y) := τ (yt,y) (y Ε α), cf.(10.1)]. Then ρ is a continuous injec­
tion from α into G and ρ (xy) = ρ (x)p (y) (x,y € a). 
α α a a 
We shall prove that for each α £ A , G is a group, but îirst 
we give a lemma. 
1 
(16.3) LEMMA. For each α € A , the set S~ α is open and closed in S and 
furthermore 
S~ α = t" α = α" α = S α for all t e a . (1) 
In particular, ξ -1 € S" for all a € A0. 
b α 
Proof. First we prove (l): then the openness of S~ α follows immediate­
ly from (9.5). 
Let α € A and let t € a. If χ € S~ a and y e S such that xy 6 α then 
there exist a ν € S, n € IN such that (xy)v = t , whence (tx)(yv) =» t 
and tx = (tx) which implies that (t,tx) € η or χ € t a. 
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This leads to 
S a c t ~ a ç o ~ o c S ~ a . (2) 
In particular (2) holds for t € α Па, whence 
S о с ~ о с S~ о ç s" о. 
This proves (1 ). 
То prove the closedness of S о, let χ € S >> S о. Obviously, 
(Ξ"Ία)2 ç S"1a and therefore (s"1a)"1(ax) Π (S"1a) = 0. Applying (7.1U) 
with t e ο Π §, we find that χ e (S~1a)"1(tx) ç int((s"1a)"1(αχ) ), 
which proves that χ $. clo(S~ a). a 
(16Λ) PROPOSITION. Let a £ A0. 
Then: (i) G is a group; 
a 
(ii) as Π a is a semigroup and the restriction of ρ to α§ Π α is 
α 
an isomorphism [i.e.: a homeomorphic homomorphism] from 
aS Π a onto an open subset of G . 
α 
Proof. Let t ε α Π S. We shall first prove that the [restriction] topo­
logy on tS Π α is locally compact: then it follows easily that ts П α 
is a semigroup. 
2 2 ? Ρ 
Observe that if p,v € S such that t ρ = t ν then (tp) = t pp 
= t vp = t w = (tv) , whence tp = tv. Thus, we may conclude that 
t~1(t2;i) Π tS = tA for all A ç S. (i) 
The combination of this observation with (9·11) leads to 
t§ • int(t" t §) Π tS. Thus, t§ is open in tS. 
Now, let χ € ts Π a. We shall prove that χ has a compact neigh­
bourhood base in ts Π a. Obviously ts П a • ts Π S~ a is an open 
neighbourhood of χ in tS. Let ν £ S such that χ = tv. Then ν С t" α. Theref re there exists a compact neighbour ood V of ν such tha  
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tV с: t§ η α. 
о — 
If V is a neighbourhood of ν such that V с V , then by (1) and (9.11) 
-1 2 
we find that χ = tv e tV = int(t (t V)) Π tS and consequently tV is a 
neighbourhood of χ in tS. Now we may conclude the following. 
for each compact neighbourhood V of ν such that V <= V 
"
 0
 (2) 
tV is a compact neighbourhood of χ in tS Π α. 
This proves that tS Π α is a locally compact Hausdorff space. 
With the aid of (2) we shall prove that 
for each x,y € tS Π α and each neighbourhood X of χ in 
-1 ( 3 ) 
tS Π a the set X (xy) is a neighbourhood of у in tS Π α. 
Then using (3), one can prove similarily to the proof of (10.2) that 
(i) holds and that the restriction of ρ to ts Π о is a homeomorphi 
α 
sm 
(1*) 
from tS Π α onto an open subset of G : 
о 
the proof of (!*) is omitted. 
To prove (3), let v € t ~ a n § , y e t § n a , and let X be a 
neighbourhood of tv in ts Π α. By (2) there exists a compact neighbour­
hood V of ν such that tV is a neighbourhood of tv in tS Π α and tV с X. 
This leads to V~ (vy) с (tV)" (tvy) ç X~ (xy). From (7.16) we see now 
that X (xy) is a neighbourhood of y in S. This proves (3). 
Now, part (ii) of the proposition follows easily from (Ц). о 
In v-tew oí thJj, pKopoiition (ібЛ), -in the. ¿zqueZ od tk¿& chapteA 
(,o>t each α e A0 we ¿haJU ¿dewtliy α Π o§ and ρ (α Π al). 
(16.5) THEOREM. S is a foundation semigroup. 
Proof. Let α e A and t e ο Π S. Since Τ := t§ Π о is an open subset of 
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G and t £ с1о(Т), we can find a μ € LÍO ) Π Μ (Τ) such that 
α 
€ supp(w). 
ρ 
We shall prove that μ»ΐ e L(S): since t £ supp(y»t) and 
{x |0 £ A and χ € Β Π §} = S we may conclude that S is a foundation 
semigroup. 
Let h £ M*(S). Then the compiex-valued function υ ~* h(V| ) on 
M(G), denoted by h', is an element of M*(G). 
Let 0 be an open set in the collection of the complex numbers. Then 
0' := {χ ε a|h(u«x) ε 0} = P~ ty ε G Ih'ÍU"^) ε 0} is an open subset 
of o. Therefore there exists an open subset W of S such that W Π о = 0'. 
Now, we obtain that {z £ t"1a|h(v»tWzi ε 0} = t"10' = t"1(W П a) = 
t W Π t a is open in S. This proves that r — is w-continuous on the 
neighbourhood t α = S α of 1, and hence, by (8.2), we see that 
\і*Ъ ε L(S). D 
Now, we shall describe the relation between G~ (α ε A ) and S". 
α 
( l6 .6) For each α ε Α , ΐ ε α Π α S , γ ε G ж w e define t h e complex-
ex 
valued function γ on S by 
Yt(x) := γ(ΐχ) for all χ € S"1a = t"1a, 
γ (x) := 0 for all χ í S~\. 
Then for each a € Λ , t ε α Π α§, γ ε G" we have the following. 
Since S α is open and closed Г,зее (іб.З)], it follows that γ ε C(S). 
Furthermore we have that Y(S) .y[s) - 1 (s ε α) and γ(3)γ(ίχ) = Y(stx) 
= γ(ΐ)γ(8χ) (s ε α fi аь) whence, 
YTS).Y = YTtJ-Y. for all s ε α Π a§. (l ) 
S \l 
LEMMA. Let ο ε A0, t ε α Π o§. 
Then the map π from G~ into C(S), defined by π(γ) := y(t).y^ (γ ε G"), 
α t a 
1Θ5 
is a bijective homeomorphism from G" onto {γ € S"!|γ|= ξ -1 } and 
furthermore π(γ 1γ 2) = π(γ1)π(γ2) (γ1 ,γ2 € G^). 
Proof. If γ € G", χ,y € S~ α then, Ъу (i) we find that 
• α 
ТЮ.у^ху) = Y U ).Yt2(xy) = (YTt)Yt(x))(7rt).Yt(y)) 
and therefore we may conclude that γ(ΐ).γ € S?. Obviously for each 
t 5 
γ £ G" we have that Ιγ(ΐ).γ. I = ζ -1 . 
α t Ь et 
Now, for each γ 6 S" with ΙγΙ = ξ -1 observe the following. 
If x € G and t.,t- e S such that xt,,xt- 6 α Π α§ then 
о 1 2 1 2 
γ(χΐ1)γ(ΐ2) = y í x t g M t ^ whence γΓΕ"., Mxt., ) = γΙΤ2)γ(χΐ2). Define the 
complex-valued map γ* on G by γ*(χ) := yVt.)y(xt-) for all χ € G , 
t- € S such that xt1 € α П öS. A simple computation shows that γ* € G". 
Now, it is easy to see that the map γ ~* γ* from 
{γ £ S*| ΙγΙ = ξ -1 } into G* is the inverse map of π. Therefore it is a 
о Ol Ol 
bijection from G~ onto {γ e S*|ΙγΙ = ξ -1 } . 
CI L3 Ol 
The continuity of π follows immediately from the fact that 
t(K Π t a) is a compact subset of α for every compact subset К of S. 
Each compact subset of G has a translate, contained in ts П а , 
as one can see easily. Plainly, this implies the openness of π. 
Trivially, ÏÏ(Y1Y2) = ττ(γ1)π(γ2) (Y-, »Y2 ε <£)· D 
In view oi (i) and tkii lama, in the. ¿equeZ oí thii chapteA wz 
-identiiy G^ and {γ e s~| ΙγΙ = Cg-^} ¿ол. each a e A0. 
(15.7) PROPOSITION. S" separates the elements of S. 
Proof. We first show that S" separates the elements of U a. 
аел
0
 ^  
We shall use the well-known fact that if G is a group then G^separates 
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the elements of G [cf. [Ru], 1.5.2]. 
о А 
From the preceding lemma it follows that for each α € A , S 
separates the elements of a. 
Now, let a,0 e A such that α Π β = 0. Then a little reflection 
will show that either S~ а П g = 0 or о П S~ В = 0. If S~ α П В = 0, 
then ς
ο
-1 (Ъ) = 0 (Ъ £ β) and ζ -1 (a) = 1 ( а б а ) . Therefore, in 
ο α о а 
view of (іб.З) we may conclude that S" separates the elements of U a. 
а ел
0 
To complete the proof of the proposition, let x,y £ S such that χ / y. 
Then there exists a ν £ S such that xv ^ yv. Since xv,yv £ S с U а, 
" а £ А 0 
there exists a γ € S" such that γ(χν) ^ fiyv), which implies that 
γ(χ) î* ï(y). о 
52. The dual of a commutative foundation stip 
In this section S is a COMMUTATIVE FOUNDATION STIP. 
We shall show that St and Sp(L(s)) [, the collection of the com-
plex non-zero algehra homomorphism on L(S), endowed with the Gelfand 
topology] are in a natural way homeomorphic: then as a corollary, we 
will find that the dual T~ of a separative stip Τ is a semigroup. 
(l6.8) For each γ € St we define the complex-valued function γ* on L(S) 
by 
γ+(μ) := ƒ γ(χ) <ίμ(χ) for all μ £ L(S). 
A simple computation shows that for each γ £ SÎ the function γ* is a 
complex algebra homomorphism on L(S). As γ is non-zero, in view of 
(І1.2.ІІІ), we see that γ* is non-zero. Thus 
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γ* € Sp(L(S)) for all γ € SÌ. 
2 
THEOREM. The map φ from S" into Sp(L(s)), defined by ψ(γ) := γ* 
(γ € ST), is a homeomorphism. 
Proof. For each h € Sp(L(S)), there exista a μ € L(S) such that 1ι(μ) Φ 0. 
For such h and y, let h' he the complex-valued function on S defined by 
h'(x) := ^jffi for all χ e S. 
and II h|I < 1, we find now that h' e St. 
2 
Now, a simple computation shows that (γ*)' =· γ (γ 6 SÎ) and 
(h1)* = h (hC Sp(L(s))) [, to prove this latter equality one may use 
(3.OJ. Thus, we may conclude that ψ is a bijection. 
In the case where S is a group this theorem is well-known [,see, 
for instance, [Ru],th.(1.2.6)]. A detailed study of the proof of the 
homeomorphism in this case teaches us that the proof is based on the 
bijectivity of ψ and on the norm-continuity of r (v € L(S)). 
In view of (5·6), the proof of our theorem may be a copy of this 
proof in the group case: we omit this proof. α 
REMAHK. Theorem (l6.8) is proved by A.C.Baker and J.W.Baker in 
the case where S is a commutative foundation semigroup [cf.[B-B II], 
С'+.ТМВ-В III], (3.2) and (ЦД)]. Beacause in the situation, considered 
in theorem (16.8), we may use the norm-continuity of г (μ € L(S)), 
our proof is a simplification of the one of A.C.Baker and J.W.Baker. 
(16.9) COROLLARY. 
(i) S? is a semigroup, S* is a closed subsemigroup of ST and S" 
is a Clifford semigroup; 
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(ii) Sj is compact if and only if S is discrete [cf.[B-B III], 
(k.h)]. 
Proof. Since the Gelfand topology is locally öompact, (i) is a simple 
combination of theorem (іб. ) and the first proposition in (16.I). 
(ii) If ST is compact then Sp(L(S)) is compact, which implies 
that Τ € L ( S ) . By (7.20), we find in this case that {1} is open and 
closed and therefore Ъу (7·ΐ6), S is discrete. If S is discrete then 
ohviously SΤ is compact. α 
(16.10) REMARK. Neither Sj nor S~ need Ъе a foundation semigroup or a 
stip. [Take, for instance, the semigroup of example B20 or of example 
B23 J 
(16.11) REMARK. If S is a group then we have that S~ is discrete if and 
only if S is compact. In our situation we have the following. 
If S is compact then S" is discrete. [Proof. Assume that S is compact 
and let γ € S~. Then {v € S~| Ι|γ- γ I I < J} is a neighhourhood of γ . 
о ' о о 
Take a γ e S", such that ΙΙγ - γ II < 5. Then for an χ € S Y(X) = 0 if 
о 
and only if γ (χ) = 0. Furthermore, if χ € S such that γ(χ) ϊ 0 then 
Ιγ(χ)Ι = 1 and с := / \ satisfies the inequality И - c n| < 3 
(n € IN), whence с = 1. Thus γ = γ. α]. However, discreteness of S~ 
does not imply the compactness of S. [Consider, for instance, the semi­
group of example B22]. 
53. The semi-simplicity of L(S) 
In the case where S is a commutative foundation semigroup with 
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identity element one can conclude from the proofs of A.C.Baker and 
J.W.Baker that the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) L(S) is semi-simple [i.e. Sp(L(S)) separates the elements 
of L(S)]; 
(ii) M(s) is semi-simple; 
(iii) ST separates the elements of S [cf.[B-B III] (3.6) and 
(3.7). A.C.Baker and J.W.Baker claimed the equivalences without the con-
dition that S has an identity element, but these equivalences do not 
hold in this generality [cf. the semigroup of example B25 ]]. A part 
of the proof of the following theorem can be found as well in [B-B III]. 
(16.12) THEOREM. Let S be a commutative stip. 
Then the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) S is a foundation semigroup and L(S) is semi-simple; 
(ii) M(S) is semi-simple; 
(iii) S^separates the elements of S; 
(iv) St separates the elements of S; 
2 
(v) S is a separative stip. 
Proof. (v)*(iii) is proved in (16.7). The implication (iii)"»(iv) is tri-
vial and (iv)^(v) is the content of the second proposition of (16.I). 
To prove ( i i W v ) , let a,b £ S such that а Φ Ъ. Then the semi-
simplicity of M(S) implies the existence of an h € Sp(M(S)) such that 
h(ä) Φ h(b) which implies that either h(a2) =(h(ä))2 φ h(ä).h(b) = h(ab) 
J 2 2 
or h(b ) = (h(b)) φ h(a).h(b) = h(ab) or in other words either a φ ab 
2 
or b Φ ab. This proves (іі)*( ). 
Now, assume that (i) holds. To prove (ii) let ν,μ € M(S) such 
that μ φ v. By assumption L(S) is w*-dense in M(s) [cf.(It.2.iii)] and 
therefore there exists a ρ € L(S)«L(S) such that μ*ρ Φ ν*ρ. 
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Since μ»ρ,ν*ρ € L{S) there exists an h € Sp(L(S)) such that 
h(p*p) Φ h(v*p). Obviously h(p) φ 0 and the complex-valued map 
IT ~* ,' / s on M(S) is an extension of h to M(S), which is an element hip ) 
of Sp(M(S)) and which separates μ and v. Thus, (i)*(ii) holds. 
Finally we shall prove the implication (iii)"»(i). Assume that 
(iii) holds. Then S is separative and therefore, Ъу (іб.5), S is a 
foundation semigroup. 
[The remainder of the proof can he found as well in [B-B III], (3.3) 
and (3.5)]. 
To prove that Sp(L(S)) is semi-simple plainly it is enough to show that 
for each μ € L(S), μ Φ 0, there exists a γ € S" such that S y dμ φ 0. 
Let μ € Lts) and let HS"! he the vector suhspace of C(s) which is 
generated by S"*. Consider the following property. 
ŒS'I is norm-dense in L (3,|μ|). (1) 
Since the complex-valued function f ~* ƒ f dp on L (S, |μ | ) is a non-zero 
function, property (l) implies the existence of an f £ ŒS"! such that 
ƒ f άμ φ 0 and hence (1) implies the existence of a γ € S" such that 
ƒ γ d\i φ 0. Therefore we only have to prove that (l) holds. 
Let f e C(S) such that 0 < f < 1 and let e > 0. There exists a 
compact subset К of S such that |μ|(3 ·>. К) < e, and by the ΞΤ0ΝΕ-
WEIERSTRASS theorem there exists an h 6 IS^I such that 
sup{|(f(x)r - h(x)l|x € К} < e. Then sup{|f(x) - h.h(x)l|x £ К} < 2.ε. 
Put η := 2.1 Ih.h - 111 and h' := l/n2.(h.h - 1 ) 2 - 1. Then h' С IS"]], 
llh'll < 1 and moreover inf(h.h,l) = Lh.h + 2 - 5.η.\Λι' + 1'. There­
fore there exist a g e IS*! such that ligi I < 2 and 
N ^ 
sup{|f(x) - g(x)l|x e К} < 2.ε [ ,in fact g = ¡. h. h + 5 - 5.η. Σ (Л.(h') 
k=0 * 
for a certain N 6 IN]. This leads to 
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ƒ If - gldlul < f lf(x) - g(x)|dlul(x) + ƒ lf(x) - g(x)IdlpI(x) 
< 2.ε.|μ| (К) + 2.|μ|(3 ^  К) < 2.е.(2.ΙμΙ(К) +2). 
Obviously, we may now conclude that every function in C(S) can Ъе 
approximated in the L -norm by elements of US"!. Since C(S) is dense 
in L 1(S,M), (1) follows. α 
%k. The second dual of a separative stip 
In this section S is A SEPARATIVE STIP. 
We have seen [in (I6.9)] that the dual S" is a semigroup as well. 
Therefore we may form the dual S""" of S" [, the so-called second dual 
of S~.] In the case S is a group the PONTRYAGIN theorem tells us that 
S*"" and S are isomorphic [as topological groups]. In this section we 
study the relation between S and S~~. In general S and S""* are not iso­
morphic [consider, for instance, the subsemigroup [0,») of the additive 
real numbers]. However we obtain some characteristic relations [see 
(I6.I6) - (16.18)] . In this section we use the notations and the con­
ventions made in §1 of this chapter. 
(І6.ІЗ) In this section x, y, ζ, χ .... are elements of S, p, q., ρ ,..., 
are elements of S and j is the natural map from S into S-""" [i.e. 
that J(X)(Y) := γ(χ) (γ £ S*)]. Since S" separates the elements of S 
[see (16.7)], we see that j is an injection. Furthermore j is continuous. 
For each χ £ S we define 
G(x) := {p e S"*Ι |ρ(γ)| = |γ(χ) Ifor all γ € S"} = {ρ € S~| Ipl = Çker|j(x)|> 
[, where kerlj(x)l:= {γ € S~| Ij(χ)(γ)I = 1}] and for every A ç S we 
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define OÍA) := U G(x). 
хел 
(l6.llt) PROPOSITION. Let χ £ § . There is an α € A 0 such that χ € a. 
Then G(x) is a group that is isomorphic to G . 
α 
In particular, G(s) is a union of groups. 
Proof. One can prove the following assertion (1) in a similar way as 
lemma (l6.6): we omit this proof. 
Let Τ be a commutative semigroup and let G Ъе a 
subgroup of Τ with identity element e such that 
e G is an open and closed subset of T. Then (l) 
{γ € Τ"] Ιγ I = ξ -1p} is β· group that is iso­
morphic [as topological group] to G". 
Let us return to the proposition. In (I6.6) we have seen that 
{γ e S~||γ| = Ç -1 } = GA. Thus G" is a subgroup of S" with identity 
element ξ-l . Furthermore, we have that (ξ -1 ) G" = 
ь а b ot ot 
{γ e S~|Ιγ ξ -1 I = ξ
σ
-1 } = {γ € 3~|Ιγ(χ)Ι = 1} = kerlj(x)l, which shows 
О OL о Ol 
that (ξ
α
-1 ) G~ is open and closed subset of S A. Hence, Ъу applying 
Ь Ol Cl 
(1), we find that G~~ = {γ € S~|ΙγI = ζ -1 }~ is isomorphic to 
Ct b ct 
{p e S""!Ipl = ξ . / ,ι} = G ( X ) . NOW, the proposition follows im­
mediately from the PONTRYAGIN theorem. α 
Before going on with the study of S ~ % we further investigate the 
topological structure of S". 
(16.15) LEMMA. Let (J be a compact neighbourhood base of 1. 
Then: (l) for every U € Li and every e € (0,1 ) the set 
IT := {γ € S~|Ιγ(χ) - 1 I < e for all χ € и} 
is open in S", and the set 
19З 
1С := {γ e S~||γ(χ) - 1 I < ε for all κ e U} 
e 
is compact in S"""; 
(ii) for every e e (0,1) we have that S" = UílT |U € U}; 
(iii) for every ρ e S'"""' the family of all sets 
{q e S~| |ρ(γ) - q(Y)l < e for all γ € IT} (U € U, e € (0,1 )) 
is a neighbourhood Ъазе of ρ in S^". 
[in the case where S is a group the lemma holds with К instead of U , 
cf. [Ru] th.1.2.б.]. 
Proof, (i) Let U € ü, e € (0,1) and γ € U'. Put 
6 := infíe - Ιγ (χ) - 1||χ ε U}. Since U is compact, it follows that 
о 
δ > 0. Now, the neighbourhood {γ € S~||γ(χ) - γ (χ)I < δ for all χ e U} 
о 
of γ is contained in U"*. This proves that U" is an open subset of S". 
To prove that 1С is compact, let μ € L (S) such that зирр(м) с U 
and y(U) = 1. Then from theorem (l6.8) it follows that 
{γ 6 Sî| |/γ d\i I > 1 - ε} is compact in St. For a γ € l£ we have that 
5 5 ε 
\fy dyl > M S ) | - ІУО - γ) dyl 
>1 -ƒ11 -γ| dy>1 - ε 
whence 1С· с {γ e Sî| \fy dy I > 1 - ε}. Obviously U^ · is a closed subset 
ε з ε 
of S"" ς SÎ and consequently IE- is compact in S". 
(ii) If γ € S~ and ε e (0,1) then from the continuity of γ and 
the fact that γ(ΐ) = 1 it follows that {x e s||γ(χ) - 1 I < ε) 
neighbourhood of 1 and consequently γ € IT for a certain U € U. 
Now, (ii) follows immediately. 
(iii) If К is a compact subset of S~ and ε e (θ,1) then, by (ii), 
η 
there exist U.,..., U €11 such that К с U (и.)ж. Let U С U such that 
η
 1 n
 " i=1 1 e 
U
o
 с Π U.. Then (U.Г с (и Г (і € {1,...,n}) and consequently 
К с (и ) ж с (U )·^·. Since the latter set is compact [, by (i)] one can 
•\9h 
now easily prove (iii). α 
Now, we can prove that S-*" is very much like a stip. Namely, it 
will turn out that, with exeption of the local compactness, S~- satis­
fies all conditions which are necessary for S^to Ъе a stip. 
In other words, if S*"* is locally compact, then S"" is a Clifford stip 
[cf. (16.19)]. 
(16.16) THEOREM. 
(i) S"j(8)EG(8). (1) 
In particular this implies that both G(S) and G(S) are dense 
[, "ideals"] in З ж ж. 
(ii) Let (J Ъе a compact neighbourhood base of 1 in S. 
Then for every ρ e S " the collection {j (V)"1 ( j (v)p) |V € U] 
is a neighbourhood base of ρ in SA~. 
Proof, (i) The denseness of G(S) and G(§) follows from (l), the dense-
ness of S in S and the continuity of j. 
Before proving (l), observe that Б := {γ € 3~|γ(χ) € {0,1} for 
all χ £ S}, the collection of all idempotents of S", is a closed sub-
semigroup of S~ and that ρ(γ) € {0,1} for all ρ 6 S ,γ e E . 
To prove (i), let ρ € S " and y e §. Put ρ := j(y)p . We shall 
construct an χ € S such that ρ e G(x ) с G(§). 
о о
 — 
Let V be a compact neighbourhood of 1 in S such that V с S - y. 
Since Vi· is compactin S~[by (16.15.І)] and j(S) separates the elements 
of St we may apply the STONE-WEIERSTRASS theorem and find complex num­
bers a, ,... ,α and x, ,... , χ £ S such that 
1 ' η 1 ' η 
η 
Bup{|(iE1aiJ(xi))(Y) - ρ(γ)||γ € V^} < ¿. (2) 
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Put H := {γ e Ε|ρ(γ) = 1 and γ € тК Then, oVviously Η is a зиЪзеші-
group of S~. 
For each i £ {Ι,.,.,η}, let γ. € S" and xf € S such that 
if there exists a γ e H such that γ(χ.) = 0 then xt := 1, 
γ. £ Η and У^^) = 0 and 
if for all γ С Η γ(χ.) = 1 then χΫ = χ. and γ.:= Ç . 
Nov , put γ
ο
 := Ύ^2"·Υ
η
 a n d χ
0
: =
 У**^'· ·
χ
*- Obviously, χ
ο
 e S. We 
shall show that ρ € G(x ). 
Since Η is a semigroup and ξ„ e Η we find that γ € Η. 
ь о 
For every γ e Η we have that 1 = ρ(γ) = (j(y)p )(γ) = г(у)р (γ), 
so у(у) ?* 0, whence у(у) = 1 and furthermore Ъу the construction of x* 
we have that γ(χΫ) =1 (i € {Ι,.,.,η}). Thus, we see that 
γ(χ ) = 1 for all γ e Η. (3) 
Now, let us prove that 
ρ(γ) = γ(χ ) for all γ 6 Ε Π VT. (U) 
If γ € Ε Π V-í- and ρ(γ) = 1 then γ € Η and, Ъу (З), γ(χ ) = 1. То com-
ц о 
píete the proof of (It), let γ € E П VÎ- such that γ(χ ) = 1. As γ € Η, 
ц о о 
in view of (З), we find that γγ (x ) = 1. Hence ν (xt) = γγ (χΫ) = 1 
o o ο ι ο ι 
(i e {Ι,.,.,η}). The definition of γ tells us now that γγ (χ.) = γ (χ.) 
О 0 1 0 1 
(i € {Ι,.,.,η}). Ohviously γ , γγ € V-ί- and ρ(γ ) = 1. Therefore, Ъу 
applying (2) we find that 
η η 
li - Ρ(ΎΎ 0)Ι < ΙΡ(Υ 0) - i i 1 V o
( x i ) l + liil c ,i Y Yo ( xi ) " ^^ο)] * J· 
Since ρ(γγ
ο
) € {0,1}, we see now that ρ(γγ ) = 1. Thus ρ(γ) = 1. 
This proves (h). 
If γ € E "ч .^ then there exists a ζ 6 V с S - y such that γ(ζ) = О, 
ц 
whence γ^) = 0. Thus γ(χ ) • Y(y).Y(x!f.. .χ*) = 0 and ρ(γ) = (j(y)p )(γ) 
= у(у),Р0(у) = 0. Comhining with (k), this leads to 
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ρ(γ) = Y ( X J for all γ e E. 
о 
If γ e S~ then γ.γ € Ε and therefore |ρ(γ)| = ρ(γ)ρίγ) = ρ(γ)ρ(γ) 
= ρ(γ7) Β γγ(χ0) = Ιγ(χο)|2. Thus, ρ e G(xo) ç G(§). 
(ii) То start with, we shall prove that 
for each ρ e G(§) and each Vet/ the set 
-1 _ ( 5 ) 
Ò(V) (j(V)p) is a neighbourhood of ρ in S~ . 
To prove this, for each о € A and each χ € α Π 5 we identify the 
groups G , G"", and G(x) [, this identification is justified by (l6.lU)] 
α α 
and furthermore we identify G" and {γ € S"]|γ| = ξ -1 }[,see (іб.б)]. 
Qt о Ol 
Let ρ € G(S) and V £ il. Then there exists an о £ A such that 
ρ £ G . Let V Ъе an open neighbourhood of 1 such that V V с V and 
V с s"1a and let у € V П §. 
о — ' о 
If χ € α Π as then [by (ібЛ)] xV is a neighbourhood of xy in G and 
ο Ol 
therefore j(V )"1(0( )p) П G = j(xV )~1(j(xV )p) П G is a neighbour-
o ο α ο ο α 
hood of ρ in G . Using the PONTRYAGIN theorem we can choose a compact 
neighbourhood W of 1 in S and an e £ (0,1) such that 
Ρ := {χ € G Ι|γ(χ) - ρ(γ)| < ε for all γ £ W- П G'} 
et ε οι 
i s a neighbourhood of ρ in G , contained in j(V )~ (j(V ) p ) . 
As y € S t h e r e e x i s t s a 8 £ A such t h a t y £ В. Now, l e t Ζ be a compact 
neighbourhood of 1 in S such t h a t Z c V n w n s ~ 8 . 
We s h a l l prove t h a t 
Q := {q £ S ~ | lq ( Y ) - ρ(γ) I < ε for a l l £1} 
i s contained in j ( V ) _ ( j ( v ) p ) : t h e n , s ince Z£. i s compact in S" [,see 
( 1 6 . 1 5 . І ) ] , i t follows t h a t j (V)" (j(V)p) i s a neighbourhood of ρ in S . 
Let q £ S ~ ». j ( V ) " 1 ( j (V)p) . Then qj(V ) П j(V ) " 1 ( j ( V )p) = 0. 
0 0 0 
We consider the three possibilities for q. 
(a) If qj(V ) Π G ¿ 0, then, in view of the facts that V с S a 
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and Ζ с W, we find that q € G ν j(V )~1(j(V )p) с G ^ Ρ c G ν Q. 
— α о о — ot — g 
(b) If q fí J(S)"1G then q(e_-1 ) = 0. Obviously ρ(ξ0-1 ) = 1 and 
Ъу our choice of Ζ and V we have that ξ_-1 e Z^. Thus, if 
* о Ь ο ε 
q t J(S)" l G
a
 t h
en q І Q. 
(c) Finally, assume that qj(V ) Π G = 0 and q € j(S)~ G . By 
virtue of (i), we know that qj(y) € G(s) and therefore there exists a 
8 e A0 such that qj(y) € 0 . As Ζ с S~ β с S~1ß we see that ξ„-10 £ Z^. 
о о
-
 - о Ь fi ε 
о 
By our assumptions we see that qj(y) € G » whence ρ(ζ0-10 ) = 0 and 
α S ßo 
furthermore we have that q^g-1» ) = 1^s-1g ^^s"1« W ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ s " ^ ^ 
о о о о 
= 1. Hence q Í Q. 
Apparently, Ъу (а), (ъ) and (с), Q с j(V)"1(j(V)p) and (5) is 
proved. 
Now, let ρ e S " and let V 6 li. There is a V € U such that V2 с V. 
о о — 
Let у e V Π §. By (i), we have that pj(y) e G(§) and hence, by (5), we 
see that j(V ) (j(V )j(y)p) is a neighbourhood of j(y)p in S^". As 
j(y)"1(j(V
o
)"1(j(V
o
)j(y)p)) с ό(ν)~Ί(ό(ν)ρ), it follows now that the 
latter set is a neighbourhood of ρ in S^ *". 
Finally to complete the proof of (ii), let ρ € S"" and let Ρ be a 
neighbourhood of ρ in 3"^. By lemma (l6.15.iii) [ ,as a matter of fact 
by a slight modification of (l6.15.iii)], we can find an ε € (0,1/3) 
and a V € U such that Q := {q e S~| IqCy) - ρ(γ) I < ε for all γ £ V",- } 
с P. A simple calculation shows that j(v)~ (j(V)p) ς Q ç P. α 
Now, we can show that all separative stips are "subsemigroups" 
of "Clifford stips" [i.e. if S"" is locally compact then S^  is a Clifford 
stip and j is an injective homomorphism from S into S~~. If, in addition 
S satisfies K. , then j(S) and S are isomorphic and j(S) is a subsemigroup 
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of S".] 
(16.17) COROLLARY. The following properties are equivalent: 
(i) j is a homeomorphism from S onto j(S); 
(ii) S satisfies the compactness condition Κλ . 
If S has one of these properties then j(S) is an open subset of j(S). 
If S satisfies the compactness condition K- then j(S) is closed in S . 
Proof. The implication (ii)*(i) is a simple combination of the second 
assertion of theorem (Τ·3) with (іб.іб.іі). 
To prove (iMii) assume that j is a homeomorphism. Let χ e S and 
let X be a compact neighbourhood of x. Then, by assumption, j(X) is a 
compact neighbourhood of j(x) in j(S). By (іб.іб.іі), there exists a 
compact neighbourhood V of 1 in S such that j(V)~ (j(v)j(x)) П j(S) с j(x), 
whence V (Vx) с X. As V (Vx) is closed, we see that V (Vx) is compact. 
Now, (ii) follows from the proposition of appendix A. 
If S satisfies K. then, by (i), j(S) is locally compact in S'-'-and 
therefore [,cf. [Ke] problem 5G] j(S) is open in j(S). 
Finally, assume that S satisfies K^. Let U be a compact neighbour­
hood of 1 such that U~ К is compact in S for all compact К с S. 
To prove that j(S) is closed in S~~, let ρ € jTS'). Then, by (іб.іб.іі), 
j(U) (j(U)p) is a neighbourhood of ρ in S and since j(s) = j(S) there 
exists an χ € S such that j(x) € j(U)- (j(u)p). This implies that 
ρ € j(U)"1(j(U)j(x)), whence ρ £ clo(j(U)"1(j(U)j(x)) П j(S)) = 
CIOUÍITVX)) = j(u"1Ux) e j(S). • 
Now, using the corollary (16.I7) for a certain class of Clifford 
stips S we can prove the duality between S and S 
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(16.18) COROLLAEY. Let S be a Clifford stip. 
Then: (i) j(S) is dense in S"*; 
(ii) if S satisfies the compactness condition K. then j is a 
homeomorphism from S onto the open subset j(S) of S""; 
(iii) if S satisfies the compactness condition К then S"" is a 
semigroup and j is a homeomorphic homomorphism from S onto 
о 
Proof. Because S is a Clifford semigroup, we have that for each α e A 
α = G and therefore, by (16.1U), j(§) = 0(5). Now, (i) follows immediately 
α 
from (іб.іб.і). The assertion (ii) is a trivial consequence of (16.I7) 
and (iii) is a simple combination of (i) and (16.17)· α 
(16.19) REMABK. The second dual S~~ of a separative stip S [and ТПГ)] 
may fail to be locally compact, even if in addition S satisfies the 
compactness condition Κι . [Take, for instance, the semigroup of example 
B21 .] However, if S satisfies K, then the "identity element" of ITS") 
has a compact neighbourhood base in j(S). [This can be proved in a simi­
lar way as the last assertion of (16.17).] Furthermore, in (I6.l8.iii) 
if S does not satisfy K_ then S and S need not be isomorphic. [Again 
take the semigroup of example B21 .] 
NOTE. T.P.Srinivasan and U.B.Teware have proved the duality between Τ 
and T""* in the case where Τ is a compact separative semigroup and in 
the case where Τ is a discrete separative semigroup [cf.[S-T]]. 
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APPENDIX A 
COMPACTNESS CONDITIONS 
Let S Ъе a semigroup with identity element 1. 
Consider the following [compactness] conditions for S. 
K. S is compact. 
К For all compact subsets Г and К of S the sets К F and FK~ are 
compact. 
K_ There exists a compact neighbourhood U of 1 such that for all 
compact subsets К of S the sets U К and KU are compact. 
К· For every compact subset К of S there exists a compact neighbourhood 
U of 1 such that the sets U К and KU are compact. 
К For every χ £ S there exists a compact neighbourhood U of 1 such 
that the sets U χ and xU" are compact. 
Obviously, we have the following implications. 
Ki - K2 * кз * h * V 
The semigroups of the examples B15, Bl6, B21,B20, B2k show that if 
i,j £ {1,...,5}, i Φ Ó then К. is not equivalent to K.. [in fact, the 
semigroup of example B15 satisfies K p but not Κ , the one of example 
Bl6 satisfies К but not Κ , ...] 
Replacing for each i € {1,...,5} in the above compactness condi-
tion K. the notions "compact" by "σ-compact", one obtains a σ-compact-
ness condition for S. We shall refer to this σ-compactness condition 
by σ-Kj. 
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PROPOSITION. Let S Ъе a stip such that for every χ € S there exists 
a compact neighbourhood V of 1 such that V- (Vx) U (xV)V is compact. 
Then S satisfies the compactness condition K.. 
Proof. For each χ e S let U be a compact neighbourhood of 1 such that 
-2 2 Ü (U x) is compact. 
Let К be a compact subset of S. Then К с U U~ (U χ). Hence, there 
η x€K η 
exist x,,...,x € К such that К с U U (U x.). Put U :- .П., U . 1 η — . . χ. χ. ι ο ι=1χ. 1=1 ι ι ι 
Then U is a compact neighbourhood of 1 and 
η . η 
u"
1K с іГ и.іГ^и χ.)) с .υ,υ 2(u2 χ.) 
о — ο ι=1 χ. χ. ι — ι=1 χ. χ. ι 1 1 ι " 
latter set is compact, it follows 
Now we may conclude that S satisfies K, . 
As the latter set is compact, it follows that U К is compact. 
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APPENDIX В 
EXAMPLES 
In this appendix we have collected the examples to which we refer 
in the text. 
We use the following notations: IN := {0} U IN, 
о 
IR+ := {r € IR Ir > 0} and IR := {г € IR Ir > 0}. Furthermore +, . , min, 
о
 — 
max denote the usual operations on IR. 
Throughout this appendix for each i € {'\,...,2J} S. is the semigroup 
defined in example B.. 
To obtain new semigroups from old ones we apply constructions 
which are rather standardized. We shall sketch these constructions. For 
more detailed information the reader is referred to [Η-M] and [Da]. 
The simplest way to construct new semigroups from old ones is of 
course to take subsemigroups. 
Another basic way is the following. Let (S.).p be a family of 
semigroups. Then the semigroup product of (S.).
 T is the Cartesian 
product χ S., endowed with the product topology and the coordinatewise 
i€I 1 
multiplication. If all but finitely many of the S. are compact then the 
semigroup product of (S.)._T is a semigroup, the so-called product semi-
group. 
Let S be a compact semigroup and let I be a closed ideal. Then 
S, , the quotient space obtained by identifying all points of I, is a 
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semigroup under the multiplication inherited from S. This semigroup 
S/T is called a Rees quotient of S modulo I [cf. [H-M] , p.25]. 
The following construction is called the Borsuk paste .joh [cf. 
[Da], (2.6)]. 
Let S and Τ Ъе compact semigroups and let Η be a closed subsemi-
group of S. If there exists a surjective homomorphism f from Η onto Τ 
such that the equivalence relation 
R := {(x,y) e S χ Six = y or f(x) = f(y) and x.y e H}, 
which is closed in the topological sense, is closed under multiplication 
as well then S ,„ is a semigroup. [S ,_ looks like S with H cut out and Τ 
pasted in according to the rule of f. This construction is a simple 
variation of K. Borsuk's technique of pasting with a continuous function.] 
A special example of the Borsuk paste job is the Rees quotient 
forming. 
Of course one may execute the Borsuk paste job [and the Rees 
quotient forming] in other situations than the ones where Ξ and Τ are 
compact. Whenever we do this, it is left to the reader to verify the 
local compactness of the quotient space S/„ [or S, ]. 
In the examples B1 - Βθ we give some fundamental stips. 
The semigroups in B1 and B2 are defined on IR . 
-BI- S, is the subsemigroup IR of the additive group of the real num-
i о 
bers. 
-B2- Let IR be endowed with the following topology. 0 is isolated and 
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IR is endowed with the usual topology. S is this space with the 
multiplication defined by xy := x.y (x,y € IR ). 
The semigroups of the examples B3 - B5 are defined on [0,1]. 
-B3- S, is [0,1] with the restriction topology of IR and multiplication 
defined by xy := min(x + y, l) (x,y £ [0,1]). [S, may be viewed 
as the Rees quotient of S. and the ideal [1,«·) in S .] 
-Bit- Si is the subsemigroup [0,1] of S . 
-B5- S is [0,1], where a base of the topology is formed by the sets 
{x} (x £ (0,1]) and {0} U {1/n|n e IN, η > Ν} (N € IN) 
and the multiplication is defined by xy := max(x,y) (x,y € [0,1]), 
Other fundamental stips are the ones in Be - В8. 
-Вб- Sg is the subsemigroup {0} U {l/n|n e IN} of S . [Note that the 
topology is the usual one.] 
-ВТ- S is the subsemigroup {0,1} of S . 
-B8- SQ is IN with multiplication defined by xy := max(x,y) (x,y € IN). 
In the examples B9 - B11 we apply the constructions as described above. 
-B9- З
л
 := S. x S,, the product semigroup of S_. and S,. 9 3 о 3 о 
-BIO- S is the subsemigroup {(x,y) € S » Sglx > y} of S . 
-B11- Let S be the semigroup S , let Τ be the semigroup S,, let Η be the 
subsemigroup S. of S and let f be the map from H into Τ defined 
by f((x,y)) := x ((x,y) € H). Then f is a surjective homomor-
phism from Η onto Τ and applying the Borsuk paste job to S, Η, T, 
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f yields the semigroup S [ ,see Fig.l]. 
(0,1) r d » 1 ) 
(0,0), 
Fig. 1 
Another application of the Borsuk paste job is the following. 
-B12- Let S be the subsemigroup {(x,y) € IR x IN lx > 2y} of the pro-
duct semigroup S- χ Sn, let Η be the subsemigroup 
{(x,y) e IR « IN Ιχ > 2y + 1} of S, let Τ be the semigroup S 
and let f be the map from H into Τ defined f((x,y)) := χ - 1 
((x,y) € H). Then f is a surjective homomorphism from Η onto Τ 
and we may apply the Borsuk paste job. This leads to the semi­
group S 1 2 t.see Fig.2]. 
0 2 3 
Fig. 2 
-B13- S := S χ S the product semigroup of S and S . 
-Bil*- s q is the subsemigroup 
{(x,y) € [0,J] χ [0,l]|x<Uy} и U,Ι) χ il) и [Ì,1] χ [0,1] of 
S 1 3 [,see Fig. 3]. 
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(0,1) 
(0,0) 
(M) 
(ι,ο) 
Fig. 3. 
-BI 5- S := S "S-, the product semigroup of S... [S is the closed 
first quadrant as a subsemigroup of IR χ IR.] 
-Bl6- S , is the subsemigroup {(χ,y) € [0,1) χ IR lx < y} U [i,») χ IR 
of S [,see Fig. U]. 
(0,1) 
(0,0) 
Fig. lt. 
S the product semigroup of countably infinitely 
-BIT- S := χ 
1
 nera 
many copies of S- [which was { 0 , l } ] . 
-B18- Let X be an uncountable s e t . Then S 
18 * T.,the product semi-
І С
 1 
group of (Τ.). -y , where Τ. := S (i € Χ). 
-В19- S 1 0 := x S > the product semigroup of countably infinitely 
У
 neiN •* 
many copies of S [which was [0,1] с IR], 
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-B20- S is the subsemigroup Sg χ {OhU S 5 * {1} of S χ S [ ,aee 
Fig. 5]. 
» · 
ι· « » 
Fig. 5 
-Β21- S . is the subsemigroup S 2 0 ν {(0,1)} of S 2 0 {.see Fig. 6]. 
r« » * 
Fig. 
-B22- S is the subsemigroup S, χ S_ ·ν{(0,1)}οΐ the product semigroup 
Sg χ S [,see Fig. 7]. 
0-*· * · · * 
\ 
Fig. 7 
-B23- S is the subsemigroup {0} U {1/nln € IN} U {5 + 1/nln e IN,η > 2} 
of S5. 
-B2U- Let S be the product semigroup S« χ S¿, let 
I := {(x,y) £ SQ χ S^ -Ixy > 1}. Then I is a closed ideal in S. Let 
S„k ^ e the Rees quotient S . of S and I. 
The semigroups in the following examples are no stips. 
-B25- S is the semigroup, where the subset [2,3] » il) U [3,00) x {0} 
of IR χ IR is the underlying space and where the multiplication 
is defined by 
Ы^,У:)Ы2,У2) := (x1 + x2, 0) ((x1,yl),(x2,y2) e s 2 5). 
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-B26- S , is the semigroup with underlying space IR » {0,1}, where the 
sets (а,Ъ] χ {0} U [a,h) χ {1} (а,Ъ € IR , a < Ъ), form а Ъазе 
for the topology and the multiplication is defined Ъу 
(x1,z1)(x2,z2) := (Χ 2,Ϊ 2)(Χ 1,Ζ 1) -.= (х^г^ if x1 > χ 
(x^z^íx^Zg) := (x^maxíz^Zg)) ( (x1 ,z1 ) ,(x2,z2)eiRox{0,1}. ) 
-B27- S _ is [0,1] with the usual topology and multiplication defined 
by xy := x.y (x,y € [0,1]). 
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INDEX OF SYMBOLS 
A 182 
A0 182 
N - C 1 O ( A ) [countatíle c losure] 121 
о 
Β ( χ , ε ) 91 
Ρ 
C(S) [bounded continuous 
functions] 20 
C
e
(S) 20 
C*(S) 21 
clo(A) [= Ϊ ; closure] 18 
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SAMENVATTING 
In de harmonische analyse op een [lokaal kompakte] groep G speelt 
de algehra L(G) van de absoluut kontinue maten op G een belangrijke rol. 
Wij bestuderen op een [lokaal kompakte] halfgroep S een analoge algebra 
L(S). Geïnspireerd door de opmerkingen (19.27) en (20.31) in [H-R] en 
in navolging van A.C.Baker en J.W.Baker definiëren vij de kollektie 
L(S) van alle maten μ uit de Banach algebra M(s), waarvoor de verschui­
vingen van |μ| zwak kontinu zijn [d.w.z. waarvoor de afbeeldingen 
χ ~*+ |μ|*χ en χ ~+ χ«|μ| van S naar M(S) zwak kontinu zijn [x is de 
puntmaat van x]]. Deze L(S) blijkt eveneens een Banach algebra te zijn. 
Als S een halfgroep is met een invariante maat m dan 
L(S,m) := { ν € M(S)|\> « m} с L(S). Er bestaan echter halfgroepen S, 
waarvoor clo(U{supp(v)lv £ L(S)}) = S, de zogenaamde gedrasen half-
groepen, maar waarop iedere invariante maat m een nogal gedegeneerd ka­
rakter heeft [d.w.z. supp(m) φ S]. Deze L(s) schijnt ons dan ook een 
natuurlijker Objekt dan de L(S,m) van een invariante maat m. 
In hoofdstuk II tonen we aan dat iedere μ € M (S) op een half-
groep S al in L(S) zit, als de afbeeldingen χ ~* μ(χ~ F) en χ ~* μ(Εχ- ) 
op S kontinu zijn voor iedere kompakte deelverzameling F van S. Met be­
hulp van dit feit laten wij zien dat L(S) een Riesz-ideaal en een alge-
bra-ideaal is in M(S). Vervolgens bewijzen wij voor gedragen halfgroepen 
met eenheidselement dat de verschuivingen van iedere maat uit L(S) ook 
norm-kontinu zijn. 
In de hoofdstukken VI en VII vinden we door bestudering van de 
L-verwaarloosbare verzamelingen [, dit zijn de verzamelingen die μ-ver-
waarloosbaar zijn voor alle μ € L(S)], topologische eigenschappen voor 
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gedragen halfgroepen met eenheidselement, die zeer karakteristiek blij-
ken te zijn voor dit soort halfgroepen. In onze verdere studie proberen 
we dan ook zoveel mogelijk stellingen over gedragen halfgroepen met een-
heidselement af te leiden voor stippen, d.w.z. voor de halfgroepen met 
die bewuste topologische eigenschappen. We bewijzen onder meer dat een 
maat in M(S) op een stip S, die een zwak kontinue verschuiving heeft in 
1, een element is van L(s). 
In hoofdstuk XI voeren we het begrip S-geïsoleerde idempotent in. 
We bewijzen dat op iedere gedragen halfgroep Τ met een {-geïsoleerde 
eenheid, die nog aan een σ-kompaktheids-eis voldoet, er een quasi-inva-
riante maat m bestaat zodanig dat Lil) = L(T,m). En we tonen aan, dat 
voor iedere gedragen halfgroep S met eenheidselement er een familie 
(Τ.)·ρ
Τ
 van gedragen halfgroepen met 6-geïsoleerde eenheid bestaat, zo-
dat de familie (L(T.)). de algebra L(s) volledig beschrijft. Verder 
laten we, met behulp van de {-geïsoleerde idempotenten, zien dat op een 
gedragen halfgroep S met eenheidselement iedere maat, die in M(S) bevat 
is en die verdwijnt op de L-verwaarloosbare verzamelingen, ook al in 
L(S) zit. 
De laatste drie hoofdstukken wijden we uitsluitend aan het kammu-
tatieve geval. We tonen onder meer aan, dat er voor iedere kommutatieve 
stip S een familie (!.).„ van lokaal metrizeerbare stippen met {-geïso-
leerde eenheid bestaat, zodat de L(S) beschreven wordt door de familie 
(L(T.)).p . Verder definiëren we in een stip S door middel van zuiver 
halfgroeptheoretische begrippen een kollektie R van deelverzamelingen van 
S, zodat alle verzamelingen uit R L-verwaarloosbaar zijn en bovendien 
blijkt, dat iedere maat in M(S), die verdwijnt op de elementen van R, 
een element is van L(s) [zie (15·8)]. 
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In het laatste hoofdstuk bestuderen wij de speciale klasse van de 
separatieve stippen. In deze klasse is de analogie met de situatie voor 
groepen het grootst. S is een separatieve stip dan en slechts dan als 
L(S) half-enkelvoudig is. Als S een separatieve stip is dan is de tweede 
duale S"", op lokaal kompaktheid na, een Clifford stip [d.w.z. een stip, 
die de vereniging is van groepen]. Als S een Clifford stip is [, die nog 
voldoet aan een kompaktheids-eis] dan zijn S en' S*"* isomorf. 
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STELLINGEN 
I 
Zij S de verzameling van de univalente complex-waardige analytische 
functies f op D := {z g Œ||z| < 1} , waarvoor f(0) = 0 en f'(o) = 1. 
Zij ρ € [1,») zodat Up - 2 = e2"2p. 
Dan geldt voor iedere f £ S en iedere r Ç. [ц,і] waarvoor 
{z £ (l| |z| < г} с f(D) dat 
li.f"(0)l < 2.e1-p 
[p.e1-p= 0.79]. 
II 
Zij ZF het axioma systeem ZF zonder het regulariteits axioma. 
In een model M van ZF heet χ regulier als χ = 0 of er is een y £ χ 
zodat y Π x = Φ en HReg^ is de klasse van de hereditair-reguliere ver­
zamelingen [d.w.ζ. χ £ HReg
w
 dan en slechts dan als χ regulier is en 
M л 
χ ç HRegM]. 
Dan is er een methode om bij ieder model M van ZF een model M' van ZF 
te maken zodat HRegM, geen model is van ZF. 
III 
In de intuitionistische maat- en integraaltheorie van Brouwer heet een 
deelverzameling W van [0,1] hijna vol als bij elk natuurlijk getal η 
een meetbare open verzameling V te bepalen is zodat: 
m(V)<2" n en ν
χ ε [ 0 > 1 ][x І V - χ £ W]. 
Zij f een reëelwaardige functie, die gedefinieerd is op een bijna volle 
deelverzameling van [0,1]. 
Nu geldt het volgende: 
(i) als f tegrensd en continu is dan is f Riemann-integreerbaar; 
(ii) als f Riemann-integreerbaar is dan is f begrensd en bestaat er 
een bijna volle deelverzameling W van [0,1] zodat f een continue 
functie is van W naar IR. 
IV 
In ZF [dus zonder keuze axioma] kan men het volgende aantonen: 
Er bestaat een compacte Hausdorff ruimte X en een deelverzameling 
A van X zodat A voor geen enkele continue Radon maat μ op Χ μ-
meetbaar is. 
V 
Zij К een volledig niet-Archimedisch gewaardeerd lichaam, dat niet al­
gebraisch afgesloten is. 
Voor een commutatieve Banach-algebra A over К met eenheidselement 
e definieert men А := П{т + Keim is een maximaal ideaal in A}. 
o 
[A is eveneens een commutatieve Banach-algebra over К met eenheids-
o 
element]. 
Voor iedere commutatieve Banach-algebra В over К met eenheidselement 
geldt (B ) - В . 
0 0 0 
VI 
In tegenstelling tot wat geldt voor vectorruimten over de reële of 
complexe getallen, heeft men voor vectorruimten over niet-Archimedisch 
gewaardeerde lichamen de volgende stelling: 
Er is een volledig niet-Archimedisch gewaardeerd lichaam К en een 
vectorruimte E over К met twee equivalente normen II II1 en 
II Il2 zodanig dat (E,II II ) wel en (E,II IL·) niet reflexief is. 
VII 
Zij L een genormeerde Rieszruimte met de volgende eigenschap: 
voor iedere u,v € L met I lul I = I Ivi I = 1 en voor iedere rij 
(v ) ρ in L met ν > ν + 0 geldt lüg ||u ν ν II = 1. 
Dan geldt voor iedere begrensde lineaire functionaal φ op L dat 
ІІФІІ = І І Ф
С
І І + І І Ф 3 І І 
waarbij φ = φ + φ de splitsing is van φ in zijn integrale en singu­
liere deel. 
Vili 
Het probleem, opgeworpen op bladzijde 83 van dit proefschrift, heeft 
de volgende partiële oplos'sing: 
Als het kleinste dicht-liggende ideaal in een stip een Gx-verza-
o 
meling is, dan is die stip een gedragen halfgroep. 
IX 
Trekt men een analogie tussen de harmonische analyse op topologische 
groepen en de harmonische analyse op topologische halfgroepen dan 
blijkt in dit laatste geval de eis van de lokaal compactheid minder 
natuurlijk te zijn. Het lijkt dan ook aan te bevelen harmonische ana-
lyse op topologische halfgroepen te doen zonder deze eis. 
χ 
Niet alleen agressief gedrag van honden jegens mensen, maar ook agres­
sief gedrag van honden jegens soortgenoten vindt vaak zijn oorzaak in 
de psychische constitutie van de eigenaar. 
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